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FOREWORD

rt^F an apology for its existence is needful on behalfai of this volume, consisting in the main of pre-m^ viously published writings, the author would
adopt for the purpose the charmingly ingenuous

confession of Monsieur Ernest Gagnon in his Choses
dAutrejots: "Que si I'on me demande pourquoi je
r^^dite ces pages, je repondrai dans la langue du
Dante

—

E I'amore eke mi fa parlare. •

C'est I'amour qui me fait donner une vie nouvelle
a des articles voues a I'oubU."

This book is not a very large one, but it bulksm one respect, namely, variety of contents. In
glancing over it the author is affrighted at the spectre
of heterogeneity that arises from its pages. But on
the other hand, the book extends itself whollv within
the domain of the literature of the law; and it mav
well be that this very diversity will prove its fortune
at the hands of the profession in the mass There is
an attempt to provide matter fittingly serious for himwho thmks the hard science of the law has no light-
some side; while there is a fair portion for those who
hold to the view that waters from the fountain of
Justice may be iraproved,upon occasion, by the process
of aeration. Hence it is hoped that the tide upon
which this entirely new departure in Canadian legal



literature is launched will not turn out to be that of
' sullen Lethe,' but the sort which, taken at the flood,
leads on to more than dreams of royalty cheques and
pleasant demands for new editions.

The author avails himself of this opportunity to
confess his obligations to the publishers of the Ameri-
can Law Review, the Green Bag, the Canadian Law
Times and the Canada Law Journal for their cour-
teous permission to reprint here several of their
articles protected by copyright.

Ottawa, March 1st, 1906.
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APICES JURIS.

jr ORD BRAMWELL once exclaimed with
J^ fine indignation: "Law so dry?- 1 deny

ttf" Whereupon he undertook to re-
fute the slander by referring to a standard
law-book, consisting of four volumes, whereof
he said: "Three of them, to my mind, are
most agreeable reading." It is interesting to
reflect, in passing, that the aridity of any
volume which would offend Lord Bramwell
must needs be prodigious; but the chief value
of his observations lies in the fact that they
implicitly disclose what he would have ex-
plicitly denied, namely, that the ratio of dry to
attractive or stimulating reading on the
lawyer's shelves is fairly 1 to 3.

Ay! beyond peradventure, there are many
desert places in the domain of legal science
where the mind yearns for the genial waters
the flowers and fruit of that broad human
interest with which most other spheres of
intellectual endeavor are abundantly endow-
ed. Hence to the lawyer of catholic taste



2 APICES JURIS

the maxim Apices juris non sunt jura (which
is but another writing of the more familiar
Summum jus. summa injuria) apjjeals for
exploitation with no ordinary charm. For,
after all, is it anything more than a technical
rendering of the universal counsel of philos-
ophy to "avoid extremes ' ?

With such a theme what delightful vistas
of licensed divagation from la Idgalite nous tue
unfold themselves at the outset of our inquiry!

Let us agree, then, that our maxim Apices
juris non sunt jura (which, if it has any mean-
ing at all, is equivalent to saying that Subtleties

of the law—principles carried to the extreme of
refinement—are not the law) is but the lawyer's
way of affirming the philosophy of the i^r/iSiv

ayo" of the Greeks, the ne quid nimis of
the Romans, and the juste milieu of the
French.

Perhbps there is no counsel of philosophy
that has so intimate a bearing upon conduct
and judgment as the one in question; yet in
respect of both it requires constant iteration
'lest we forget!' When it is quoted for our
admonition in respect of behaviour how prone
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we are to echo the petulant cry of Cressida to
Pandarus

—

" Why tell you me of moderation?'

How often, too, is it lost sight of in forming
our opinions of things. '

' Opinion," says that
fantastical jjrose-lyrist and genial sage. Sir
Thomas Browne, "rides upon the neck of
reason; and men are happy, wise, or learned,
according as that empress shall set them down
in the regist r of regulation. However, weigh
not thyself in the scales of thy own opinion,
but let the judgment of the judicious be the
standard of thy merit. Self-estimation is a
flatterer too readily entitling us unto know-
ledge and abilities, which others solicitously
labour after, and doubtfully think they attain."

What is the trite exhortation of the ad-
vocate who would have the most potent, grave
and reverend seigniors of the Bench eschew
niceties of interpretation, fine points, apices, in
applying the law to his case? Surely this:
"Avoid extremes, m' luds

' '

' Medio tutissimus
ibis was the burden of Phoebus's advice to
Phasthon in guiding the chariot of the sun—
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" Take this at icast, this last advice, my son:
Keep a stiff rein, and move but gently on

;

The coursers of themselves will run too fast.
Your art must be to moderate their haste."

Unlike Ph;ethon, Mr. Pickwick was not
cxtemallx- warned to keep ' the middle course,"
nor to exercise the art of moderating the pace
of the extraordinary steed that "wouldn't shy
if he wos to meet a vagginload of monkeys
with their tails burnt off" on the memorable
excursion of the Pickwick Club to Dingley
Dell. But had he heeded the dissuasive
counsels of his native prudence he would never
have suffered himself and his faithful friends
to be led into a situation of extreme absurditv
and withal of bodily hazard.

The poise and moderation of the Greek
character was proverbial; and Plato's axiom
Never too much affords a ready proof of the
justice of the following observation bv Lessingm the preface to his Laokoon, an observation
which we must accept as solely referal)le to the
Hellenic race notwithstanding the generality
of Its terms; "It is the privilege of the
ancients never t(i do too much or too little

"

Certes, there were other peoples of old who had
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n)t that abiding charm of temjierateness which
chc>racterized the Greeks. The very first
article of the oldest collection of law in the
world—the Code of Hammurabi, discovered at
Susa in 1902—points the moral that the Bab\'-
lonian jurists were not careful to avoid ex-
tremes in punishing wrong-doers. " If a man
bring an accusation against a man, and charge
him with a (capital) crime, but caimot prove
It he, the accuser, shall be put to death."
T. his must have made the business of the sland-
erer in the dominions of Hammurabi, "who
brought about plenty and abundance, who
made everything for Nippur and Durilu conu
plete," an exceedingly temerarious one.

And yet so dour a penalty would not seem
to transcend the demands of 'poetic justice.'
Plautus says:

Homines qui geslant. quique aiiaulfm crimina.
it meo arbitratti liceat. oinnes pendeant
Cestores Unguis, aitditores auribus."

Whereof the following is ventui-ed as a
f.'ee translation:

Two would I hang: The man whose slander foul
Smirches a brother's fame, and wonnds his soul
Theii him who joyfully the falsehood hears—One 1>\- his tongue, the other hy his vars.

m

\\
, >

m
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Some of the English poets, too. look u,,on

tfZ 'w r^'*'^'
°ffence.(a) Ben Jonsonand S,r Walter Sett denounce in almost

the same words (oddly enough!) the de-lamer as

" Cutting honMt throats by whispers. '•

Shakespeare and George Eliot concur in treat-
ing the slanderer as a thief and robber, which
«t IS to be admitted, is not tantamount tochargmg hmi with capital felony as the law
stands to-day. although it would have been in
those bygone days when 'pleasant Willv' wasvvntmg himself into immoi tal fame

What e-tremists upon occasion, too are
those who sit in the mdgment-seat of the High

would settle upon our libraries, 'parliament-
ary, ambulatory.' 'Carnegie' and what
Tot. If we were to accept blindly the dictum

/'•cto. But this is an iXance of 'h- » ' ^ •
''"^'"^ "''

better of the lawyer inThe m^ndnf^hif'''"'^^"^ «*"'"8 'he

comment on the passage ir:ReTTnX^l%''Tt'1^,
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of PofMJs noble friend, the Duke of Bucking-
ham, as authoritative -

*' Read Homer once, und yoii can read no m jro,

For all books else appear so mean, so poor,
\ur8<i will seem prose But still persist to read,
And Homer will be all the books you need

"

Such an intenijierate estimate of even so
great a content of literature as is found in

Homer is indeed a swift and heady flight into

the teeth of the old saw Cave hominem uttius

libri: but if His Grace had, with prophetic
vision, written this doom with reference to th.-

literary out-jmt of the present day, possibly

we should have had to consider the justice of

quoting the aforesaid saw against him.

The avaricious and dishonest Verres, im-
mortaUzed as an example of official corruption
by the glowing rhetoric of Cicero, was also an
unreasoning extremist. Before him all the
protagonists of Tammany Hall ethics pale

their insignificant fires.
'

' There was no silver

vessel," says his accuser, "no Corinthian or

Delian plate, no jewel or pearl, nothing made
of gold or ivory, no statue of marble or brass or
ivory, no picture whether painted or embroid-

I:;
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ered, that he did not seek out ,h .u
•"»Pect. that, if he Ji^d t hi r ,

'^''^ ""'
away" Punning upon hi

' ''''^ ""' ^''^o

him "the drae-net^^, "'?'"*'• ^'^'-•••»
^^^lls

It is his extS td r'""^ "^ «•"'>•"

attempt to steal th'^eolorh
""' ''""'^'^^

the most illustrious of h!r T""''
"'^^"^ ^^

.^if

temple at Z^^Z.^'^. ^^-^ ^-m
'thethir:eenthlaboufof H f'

^""^''tutes

•^edes could have fl"r;"l^- '^A-'chi-

sufficient fulerumZ/St ''" "'^^ «
would have stolen the eanh

'"°''' "' ^^""^

^ moment ago 7 rv, 1-

Judgment which was not m .7,'^ " "^^'"arv

extremes. HereTs anotT " °' '^^ ^'^^ °>

fnt: ..How mucrti^e ""f
, ^^^h and

been wasted in theologicaTcom? "''
^^^^

'" pontics, in verbal on
* ^''-•'"^^w.

-^tro'ogy, and in finding ouJ'rr' Z".
^'"''''^'

?o'd. • But how far heflT .^ ^'^ °^ "taking

moderation and the udict
' 'T ^'''^ P'^"^ "^

entic, when he adds
^"''^''-'' °^ ^he true

-^^:S^^---P:r^the
""«^"t, or of Bishop
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Bull or Bishop Waterland, or Pritleaux- Con-
nections, or BePusohre, or Calmet. or St
Augustine, or Puffenrlorf. or Vattel, or frr,m
the more literal, but equally learned and
unprohtable, labors of Scaliger, Cardan and
bcoppius? How many grains of sense are
there m their thousand folio or quarto volumes?
What would the world lose H they were com-
mitted to the flames to-morrow

.^ Or are they not
already "gone to the vault of all the Capulets' >"

Let us take three of the best known names
in this group so airily dismissed as a prey todumb forgetfulness. Think you, O gentle
reader, that the Confessions of the great Bishop
of Hippo will cease to be read so long as man's
heart beats true to its native symn .hies? I
trow not. And is it not Hazlitt. with' his
more or less precipitate, though undoubtedly
bnlhant TablcTalk. that figuratix'elv inhabits
the vault of all the Capulets' to-day rather
than the great publicists Puffendorf and Vattel
whose respective works De Jure Naturct e't

OcuHum, and Droit des gens, ou principes de la
lotnatmcllc, are structures in the living bod\-
ot International Law?

\ iiti
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moderation of manTof
" '^'"'^ '^' ^^^^ °^

though it be but a Lt °"'f^^^ '"en, even
(In Carlyles caTe sad to^"

" '"" "' ^^"--
tl^e spot is often mnrf ^^ Parenthetically

the sun itself" Hil'^^"^'?^^
^^-^ ^-^ than

acterization of his Bn>T "' ^°°'«
'

ehar-
•-d enough; but the ap fofTP^^""*^ --
rhetonc is touched in hL pf

'"temperate

nstitutionsintheessavfr i-^*
their legal

-^,;;i.propo.ti:r,^-^^^^^^

Pigs of oCrJzx::?'"''''' '"^ ^^^'^-•^

!«. or was once supposed 'T™'^ ^'^^t there
^"«tice. UndeniabTy at leastV ''"^ "^^"^^
ment in Pig-nature calleV !

^'^ ^' ^ «enti-
^te., which, if one pStto?^'*'°"' ""-^"ge
°"t in a more or less T^' ^"°*'^^'-' ^^'"es
hence laws are necessarv

""'^' '"^""«'•••

"f
laws. For quarreS.

i' T''"^ ^"^"t'ties
of blood, of We It

"^ '' ^"""^^^ ^ith loss
effusion of the general^T 7''^ ^"^^tful
and ruin (tempoSry'^j^ff ^^ «°g'« wash.

^'^ -'-al Swrn^.s t;::urh^X-S
lei
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1

justice be observed, that so quarrelling be
avoided."

"9. ' What is justicef Your own share of
the general Swine's trough, not any portion of
my share."

"10. ' But what is my share? ' Ah! there,
in fact lies the grand difficulty; upon which
Pig science, meditating this long while,
can settle absolutely nothing. My share—
hrumph!—my share is, on the whole, what-
ever I can contrive to get without being
hanged or sent to the hulks."

What ineffable nonsense is this to come
from 'a person of talents' erstwhile inhabit-
ing the mountain-peaks of philosophy in
Craigenputtock! Are these wild words the
oracles of the guide and philosopher of his
times, or are they but the 'gibbering in fal-
setto' of the quondam Teufelsdrockh, wal-
lowing the while in the 'Devil's Dirt' of
stark madness with all Bedlam let out?

It must be remembered that Carlvle is
here writing of England in the '

fifties ' of the
last century, when the country was well
entered upon that period of social and political

U
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and justice-despite thV
'"°'^"" °^ ''^ertv

It was of the ?nX d IThT' P*"^^"^'--
her statute-bookTo d T . I ^'^""^ "P°"
Bi"-one of L^^J^ T'''

^^^""^
'"odem democrac .^ ^^^^'^/^'^'evements of

ationsActoflsaS-wh^h ^""'"P^^ Corpor-
ness be termed the MaltfT '" """ ^PP"^'*^"

government; the Act f^ Yl^""
°^ ^°^^^ ^^i-

" for the Abo itL o sl "^'"^ ^^- - ^3.

f-tish Colonies the C^r-r 'p °"^^°"^ ^'^-

Act of 1829, and the suSJ ^"^^"^ipation

fts of ,844 and Zo l'l7 ""f
°- -'-f

Act of 1843, ensurina'ti' u^'^P^^^'^Libe]
the press wiih" -r/elV'^^^r ^•'^•^^^>- "^
'ty; the Poor Law A

^°'^°"^'-y "f responsibil-

based on the prinelferf
"""^ '"^^ ^^ ^«34,

should perish for the wan^^' '" ^"^^'^"d
necessaries of life and Z 7 ''^'"^ ^"^ the
poor rates fron beinf f

^"''' '° P'-'^^'^nt the
of the mali„,T,er'2r-''''°'"^'^^^-PPor
Actof,S43,Sroh'hT/"'"' *h^ Mining
"f women, and 0^^ ^

'd f' employmenf

underground
,abt;^"ar;:,ra7tr°^^^^'^" as the cognate
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humanitarian legislation embodied in the
Factory- Act of 1844, and the Ten Hours Bill
of 1847.

A most amazing title, truly, do we find in
' Pigdom' for a community wherein such a
quality of 'Law and Justice' as this
abounded; and in 'Pigs' do we descry an
epithet more than strange to be applied to
such men as Lord John Russell and Lord
Shaftesbury—for they were responsible for
much of this legislation—whose splendid en-
thusiasm for right and righteousness has not
yet ceased to energize the philanthropy of
British civilization.

It is the lack of all the restraii.ts of fairness
and judgment, as manifest in such a diatribe
as the above, that will exclude Carlyle from a
place among tl crowned heads of the 1-aders
of men in the estimation of posteritv—just as
surely as it marred the influence of his counsels
to the men of his time. No man can teach
others to be great who lacks the first element
of greatness himself, namely, moderation.
Leslie Stephen said of Swift that "he scorned
fools too heartily to treat them tenderh- and

':i!

V\

! ; 1
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to be in the pubTc ev'a't IT""'*^ ^"°"^h
h-mself. Who can v nd cite

.^^ ^^^ -'^^
ization of Lord Hon^hf ^ character-

of the Heaven andS^A^ai?'^ '^^^''^-^

Ty'' or his playful nr^r^''°"^°'"-
Tennyson (excogitaW I- .

descnption of

chivalry) L on '^^^^f'
°' '"^'^^^^

among innumerable deal d"
^.'^""gheap

epithets as 'Vi£t ' " ^' '^P^^^^^ such
to imaginative

follies
"^'^^^^' "^''^"^°"ed

taste.order.ormeasure '. ? "'"^ ^'^^^^t
attitude toward a Zt\

/^ '[^^'^ribe Carlyle's

disfavour. He had a tiT n
""'^ ^^"^ed his

tite for .nvective .n'^^^^^^^t-nappe-
Perfervidwhenhisouth .

^" *^^ '"ore

Restraint was anun^ ''' ^^'' undeserved

and.oderarhTtl^rr'^^*'^^™-
'uea as the counsel of
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fools. He found in the writing of history his
most abiding fame; and yet his histories live
not because they are histories but because the\-
are poems!

And yet let us not be rash in our judgment
of Carlyle, he was neither an extremely bad
historian nor an exceedingly great poet.'

But if this essay on the mischief of extremes
is to keep itself sans reproche in respect of such
mischief it behooves us to remember that
our observations are primarily addressed to
lawyers, that life is short, and that it is
high time for us to remove our theme to
a more technical environment and 'make an
end on 't.

'

The poet Terence (Heaut. 4, 5, 48) tells us
that "Extreme right is often extreme wrong"
and Cicero (de Off. 1, lo. 33) refers to the
maxim Snmmmn jus, summa injuria as a "trite
and ,,roverbial expression." The philosophx-
of the Roman law concerning the matter is
expressed in this wise {D. 17, 1, 29, 4); "Non
congruit de apicibus juris disputari''-~-\t is not
becoming to debate legal subtleties. Lord
Hobart enunciated the same idea when he

Mi
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said in Sheffield v. Ratclifje (Hob. 343) •

••Auctipia verborum sunt judice indigna—
catching at words is unworthy of a judge

"

And Lord Hobart's view is as robustlj- true
to-day as when it was uttered, notwithstand-
ing Chief Baron Pollock's vaunt that "Judges
are philologists of the highest order

'

' (Exparte
Davis, 5 W.R. 523). Fancy, boasting of skill
in <AMo,io;.,v,_which originally meant 'love
of talk and now signifies in English what the
Germans understand by Sprachenkunde-as a
feature of the judicial quality! And if it were
what a dead waste of logomachv the business
of our courts long ago would have become'
Apolcgies may be due to the memory of the
distinguished Chief Baron for venturing to
suggest that his hyperbolism must be inter-
preted to mean that the judges, as a whole
are fair grammarians; but we will risk dis-
pleasing the sh^de of so polished a gentleman
and so good a scholar, as Pollock was The
observation we have quoted, however, is not
the only instance we have of his exploiting the
vice of extremes. Serjeant Ballantine tells us
that he had an inordinate admiration for his
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handsome legs encased in the judicial smalls
and silken hose; and we cannot condone his
hypercriticism of one of the old law reporters:
"Espinasse! Oh, yes, he was that deaf old
reporter, was he not, who heard one half of a
case and reported the other half?" True.
Espinasse hasn't the best reputation in the
world for reportorial accuracy, but before he
could merit the extreme terms of this condem-
nation he must needs descend into the nether-
most abyss of fatuous uselessness.

Baron Martin, who told one of his friends
that Shakespeare was "a ver>' overrated man,"
and who preferred the Racing Calendar to all
other repositories of light literature, was
another extremist in his way.

It is reassuring to meet with the declar-
ation that "common sense still lingers in
Westminster Hall;

'

' but that was uttered by
a judge over fifty years ago in rebuking an
advocate who was urging an apex juris upon
the consideration of the court. {Crosse v Sea-
man, 11 C.B. at p. 525.) It was onlv a dic-
tum, moreover, and, peradventure, one to be
lightly regarded by the Bench of ourown times.

H n

r

*;
-•!'«
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Lord Mansfield thought that the courts
ought always to lean against niceties in
matters of variance between the parties to a
suit {Rann v. Green, 2 Cowp. 476); and Wil-
mot, J. once said: "If once wego upon niceties
of constrjction, we shall not know where to
stop. For one nicety is made a foundation
for another, and that other for a third- and
so on, without end." (/?. v. Inhabitants of
Caverswall, Burr. Settl. Cas. at p. 465.)

.- Lord Kenyon threw the weight of his
great authority against the tendency of his
time to cramp and confine the law by a
system of inflexible rules. In Peaceable v
Ready. East 573) he said : "No person is
ess disposed than I am to accomodate the
law to the particular convenience of the case-
but I am always glad when I find the strict
law and the justice of the case going hand in
hand together.

'

' Of the same mind was Lord
tottenham, who declared it to be right and
proper for his court "to adapt its practice and
course of proceeding to the existing state of
society, and not, by too strict an adherence to
forms and rules established under different
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circumstances, to decline to administer justice
and to enforce rights for which there is no
other remedy." {Walworth v. Holt, 4 My. &
Cr. 635.) And Lord Eldon before him had
said: "A general rule, established for the
convenient administration of justice, must not
be adhered to in cases to which, consistenth-
with practical convenience, it is incapable of
application."

. . . [The difficulty must be
overcome upon this principle] "that it is

better to go as far as possible towards justice
than to deny it altogether." {Cockburn v.

Thompson, 10 Vesey at pp. 326, 329.)
Many other such expressions of judicial

opinion concerning the matter in hand might
be presented here, but I shall content myself
without more than the following observations
by Coleridge, C.J. (a man not given to
extremes if Disraeli's tart epigram upon him
—"silver-tongued mediocrity"—is in any wise
to be accepted) in Reg. v. Labouchere, 15 Cox
C. C. 425:

'

' However much men may honestU-
endeavor to limit the exercise of their dis-

cretion by definite rule, there must always be
room for idiosyncrasy; and idiosyncrasy, as

\:i

"'•
\

.
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tho -.vord expresses, varies with the man
The current of legal decision runs often to a
point which is felt to be be>-ond the bounds of
sound and sane control, and there is danger
sometimes that the retrocession of the current
should become itself extreme."

And thus we conclude that the law is
greater than its medium of expression

; greater
than the rules of the grammarian, or the
subtleties of the logomachist. •

' It is
"

savs
Vattel (Law of Nations, ii, xvii, 273) ''a Pro«
quibble to affix a particular sense to a word
in order to elude the true sense of the entire
expression. And he illustrates the mischief
he deprecates by reference to the conduct ofMahomet who justified his promise toacaptive
to spare his head by ordering him to be cut intwo through the middle of the body; and thatof Tameriane, who after having induced thegamson of Sebastia to capitulL under thepromise of shedding no blood, fulfilled his
Pledge by causing all the soldiers to be buried
ahve. Possibly this manifestation of quib-
bler s logic by men of the sword will be quotedsome day as a countenance for the German
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proverb that couples the lawyer and the
soldier as des Teufels Spielkamraden.

Dante called Aristotle

.

" // maestro di color che sanno;"

and undoubtedly he was raised to that proud
eminence by the poet because of his ' sweet
reasonableness;' and, in sooth, no lesser man,
of any sphere or calling in life, may hope to
attain to his potential measure of wisdom
unless he jjersistently threads the reasonable
wa>- that divides the extremes in all things
mundane.

It is only these apices juris whereof we
have spoken here that stand between the
average lawyer and a full vision of that
heavenly thing which Coke, in an unwonted
—nay, his solitary—outburst of poetic fer\-our,
calls "the gladsome light of Jurisprudence."

'

f

'

;
S
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Ill

r s an old maxim in the schools.
Swift:—CiKifHMj and Vanessa.

grURISPRUDENCE, in common with the^ other sciences, has its catena of first
princii,les which imperatively demand

<jur acce])tance. Memories of our school-davs
counsel us that Plato, recognizing Geometry
as the hrst the sciences, wrote over the en-
trance to his Academy an embargo upon those
Ignorant of it {M„6,U ayea>Mhp„ro, u'^jlra,)-
and we know that its present stately structure
IS reared upon the twelve foundat-o-i- , ->nes o*'
Euclid's axioms-which have been accepted as
true, not, as Hobbes said, because no one ever
took the trouble to refute them, but because
the conception of their correctness inheres in
our consciousness and renders them independ-
ent ot proof. Bacon explains his abstention
from vouching the authorities' for his Rules
andMaxtms of the Common Law by saving in
the Preface: ' I judged it a matter undue and
preposterous to prove rules and maxims."
Locke (a) tells us that "Maxims are certain

(a) Essay on Hum. Undst. iv. 7, it.
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pro,x)sitions which are self-tnident, or to be
received as true." In this sense, of course,
the words 'axiom' and 'maxim' are syn-
onymous. Blackstone so regards them when
he says: 'The pnnciples and axioms of law
which are general propositions flowing from
abstracted reason and not accommodated to
times or men. are wisely deposited in the
hearts of the judg.s to be applied to such facts
as come properly ascertained before them."(a)
But although flowing from 'abstracted reason

'

tt IS necessary, in order for a proposition ofaw to be received as a maxim, to establish
that there has been a general and continuous
practice to regard it as such.

In Doctor a,td Stttdent (b) it is said
: '

' Many
of the customs and maxims of the laws of
England be known by the use and the custom
of the realm so apparently that it needeth not
to have any law written thereof "

Appearing to our eyes, as the maxims
generally do. clothed in a Latin dress, we are
apt to take it for granted that they are wholly

(6) ^S^""" "' '-"'

i
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ron. the fact that their literf; tv^ isTn

'•/?- non potest pec^"^ ", ^^Si? ^"'•

-m. contra ipsumr i.e. 44^17"soon as we become consciousTfti I
^'

"aturall.v turn to the hston'
^'

juridical development for tie onl^' °\"
maxims Kent ,„),„ u

o"gin of such
• '^ent, when he sa\s (A " tu

so safe a guide toVheTtu'^irSd' R^

"°*

who declares ,n his Rules 21 tlaZ o/TCommon Law that ''^^rr. c
,"-^^^^ "/ we

oo„c„„e„oe w .h ,he ™, pf ""f ""^ '
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Then is apparccly no trace of anythinganswenn, t. the nature of legal maxiJin 2Roman law earl,er .han the Institutes of Gaius

worrjo r: '" ^ ^'"^ ^" ^^- ^-~n'
corresno^H

''™'' Propositions whichcorrespond .n some measure with the modernnotion of maxims in the law. (a) Max.ms ..—., do not appear in thl Corp^jurs

to find m the term 'regula' as employed byJustm,an s codifiers a sj^nonym for the maxima of our Common Law. The Reslla r^
;raiKi°tv^^r"^^^"'-2nttr;^^^paiallcl-Cels.: 'Catomaia reguh sic de(i„i,quod s, tetamenti f„c,i tempore decelSie,

r.'r:*„ttifei-nier;f"-
pomts of dissmi,lant>-, none of our modernmaxims embody such a commentarrupo"
he,r occasional inutility as that contained' inthe last clause of the Catonian rule. It may

\b) Diff'TI 7' r'«"'''
^'=" ^«-S2 and sec. US

Law^
p. ofs;1,o'.le's Im^erlToris^'

t^'''^ RomalT Private
2d ed., p. ,304. •

"Iieraioris Justiniani Institutiones,
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be said by the way, that this Tejjula' is -,1called ,n the Z).-,..,.sententia'(ar

Jn the following passage Fortescue (h^

too much curiosife to make nke d f-

""'
between them '•

(c) T T '^'"^'"ctions

•re.ula' ,s mTerchangeable tT' °^ "^^

tracing the oriin nV 'mportance in

because c4efdefi ™'"' "' ^"^''* ^"^'^

cover botlf ''"*'°" '^ "'^^ -"°"gh to

Agau. the Canon Law is the parent of

(a) See Dig. 3.-,, 1, S6.

(*) Ue Laudilitis, etc c NW Co. Litt. na;and'cf. ,343.,
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many of our modern maxims, (a) Speak,„g
n th:s connection, Messrs. Pollock and Mait-land observe that "the Decretals of Pope Be n-
.face VIII end with a bouquet ot' these
sonorous proverbs." (6) But interesting, asthe subject is, space does not permit a\lis'
cussion of US history at any length. To those

to Tule XVII of Book .50 of the /?,-,„,(,)
will prove msti-uctive. Reference for a simila
puri,ose might also be had to the earh- English
treatises on the subject,- those of BaCNov, Jenkms, {d) Wingate and Lofft (c) andthe more modern works of Broom LordTrayner, Cotterell and Wharton

one cannot fail to be struck with the great

/ V ^^'g"*- *^cntunes, etc
(e) Bound un with I niTt'o "d

.n the Kins-,, Bench Common PleT'Ti rl'"'
^'^J"''««d

reader mil find a collection of r^
^'eas and Lhancerv," the

reporter would fa^n hav^us bX'"" "" °^ "''";='' 'he learned
stance of English law If the ri-!d,t J P''"P«;:'>- "f the sub-
tical of the authoritv of mam- of ?r f.P''"," therefrom scep-
at least ha^e formed "good oo^mion°^f f""*?'.""''

"•' "''''

learning.' *'"™ opmion of LofTt's 'curious

Si'
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diversity of o])inion that exists in the minds
of judges and jurists as to their utility and
convenience. On the one side he hears a
perfect symi)hon\- of praise; on the other a
most strenuous chorus of disapproval. We
have seen the appreciation accorded them by
Blackstone (o). The author of Doctor and
Student (b) describes them as one of the
sources of English law, and quaintly adds:
"The which have been always taken for law in

this realm, so that it is not lawful for any one
that is learned to deny them ; for every one of

those maxims is sufficient authority to him-
self." Bacon says that they are general
dictates of reason running through the law,

and constituting ^ts ballast, (c) Coke j^ithily

says: (d) "they ought to be approved be-
cause they cannot be jiroved." Duval (<?) sa\'s

much the same thing: "C'est que les max-
imes, eternel reflet d'une nature de rapjiorts

qu' aucune variation ne peut deranger ni at-

(o) Ante,
I

2.3.

(b) I, cap. viii.

(f) Advancement of Learning, Bk. viii. c. iii. An 7')-S.-,
(i) :! Rep. 4()a.

^

(f) Le Droit dans sos Ma.ximos. p. l.'i.
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teindre, ou expression d'une supreme necessite,

e'est que les maximes proprement elites, por-
tent leurs preuves avec elles-memes."

Cockburn, C.J., in Reg. v. Sleep, (a) said
that the maxim Actus non facit reum, nisi
mens sit rea, is the foundation of all criminal
justice, (b) Dr. Broom, author of the well-

known Selection of Legal Maxims, says : (c)
'

'
In the legal science, perhaps mc^re frequently

than in any other, reference must be made to
first principles. Indeed, a very limited ac-

quaintance with the earlier reports will show
the importance which was attached to the ac-
knowledged maxims of the law, in yjeriods when
civilization and refinement had made compar-
atively little progress. In the ruder ages,

without doubt, the great majority of questions
respecting the rights, remedies and liabilities

of private individuals were determined by an
immediate reference to such maxims, many of
which obtained in the Roman law, and are so

(o) 8 Cox C. C. at p. 477.

.,.
(*' ,S"t ^«^ '*'• Justice Stephen's opinion as to the in-

utility of this maxim in Reg. v Tolson, L. R. 2.3 Q. B. D. at pp.

(f) Preface.



manifestly founded in reason, public conven-
ience, and necessity, as to find a place in the
code of every civilized nation." Bruns holds
that the law itself is nothing but an embodi-
ment of the objective maxims of right:

'
' Die

von der hochsten Staatsgewalt aufgestellten
objectiven Rechtssatze."(o) But although
Bruns opinion has the sui)port of Grotius, (b)
It ma>- be said that such a view does not
conform to Justinian's plan of framing the
rules from the law, and not the law from the
rules, (c)

So much for opinions in praise of maxims:
Now let us hear the other side.

"It seems to me that legal maxims in
general are little more than pert headings of
chapters. They are rather minims than max-
ims, for they gixe not a particularly great but
a particularlx- small amount of information ^s
often as not, the exceptions and qualifications
to them are more imi^ortant than the so-called

(a) ..\pud Hol7,endorff. Encydopiidie I. ,,. 25,S.
C^) Grotius {De lure H pt P i i o^ .j c ' ,

(c) See Dig. ,-,n, 17, 1.
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rules." (a) Yet it should be mentioned, bv
the way, that the same learned jurist in an
earher portion of the work here quoted (6)says that a judge who wilfullv refused to actupon recognized legal maxims would be liable
to impeachment. Mr. Floyd Clarke in his
admirable book on the Science of Law and
Law-maktng, (c) observes that the majoritv of
European jurists regard it as a mistake to
insert maxims and definitions in a code; andhe quotes M. Hue, of Toulouse, as denouncing
even the mere rules of interpretation in the
i^rench code as "senseless rules, which are
useless when they are not dangerous." Austin
(i) however, thought that wherein the French
code omitted definitions it was defective

Dealmg with the well-known maxim Sk
nterc tuo ut alienum non laedas, Erie T in
«""<'"«• V. Backhouse, (e) savs the maxim ismere verbiage. "A party may damage the pro-
perty of another where the law ,,ermits: and

History of the Criminal Law
(a) Sir J. F. Stephen

Vol. 2. p. 94. note 1

(b) Vol. 1, p. 2
(c) P. 297.

lO M. Bl. & EI. at p. (i4:i.

ri

vol. n., p. (i(i9.



he may not where the law prohibits; so that
the maxim can never be applied till the law is
ascertained; and when it is, the maxim is
sutH^rfluous. • This learned judge savs much
the same thmg in a later case. Brand'v Ham-
mersnnth and City Railway Co. (a)

Much the greater part of the work of the
courts says Professor Terry, (ft) •'has been
done by takmg what were really extra-le-al
principles of justice or policy proper for The
consideration of the legislature, treating them
as rules of law, and then, under the pretense-
not always conscioush- false- of interpreting
them and appl^-ing them to particular cases
making new rules of law based upon them.'

• • •
^f we ... take up any collection of

legal maxims, we shall find that manj', perhaps

Ihan law'^''''
^""''P'^' "^ legislation rather

Lastlv-, let us hear the opinion of Lord
Esher on the subject in hand: "Personally
I detest any attempt to bring the law into

(") L. R. 2 Q. B. at p. 247

1(1, ,f
'-'^"''"^ '""^'P'^^ °f Anglo-American Law. sees.
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maxims. Maxims are invariabh- wronK, that
IS, they are so general and large that thex-
always inclade somethint? which is not in'-
tended to be included. "(a)

Amidst all this disagreement ol the doctors
who shall decide the vexed question oi the
value of legal maxims ? It is trite, but never-
theless wise, to say that the true philosc,,,h\- of
the matter lies in the mean between the two
extremes. The law>er who will turn legal
maxims neck and crop out of doors is the man
who unwittingly, avouches the wisdom of one
ot the least sapient-when taken literalh--of
the entire collection, i.e., Omnis definitio in
jure penculosa est. He is so fearful lest the
rock of definite statement will not bear his
weight thai he does not mount it, but flounders
miserably in the sea of uncertaintv. He can-
not realize that "reason is the life of the law'
because he has never learned to reason ' • In
everj' process of reasoning there must be, at
the commencement of it, something to be
proved; there must also be some things, either
known or taken for granted as such, with

(a) Yarmouth v. France, L. J. r,7 Q B. 9
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which the comiiarison of the i>roiK)sitions be-
gins.

. . . Definitions, therefore, are the facts
assumed, the first princij.les in demonstrative
reasoning, from which, by means of the sub-
sequent steps, the conckision is derived." (a)

And Hsten to the view of Savign\- —" In
our science all results de,.end on the possession
of leadmj; principles: and it is exactlv this
IJossession upon which the greatness of the
Roman jurists rests. The notions and max-
ims of their science do not appear to them to
be the creat'. vs of their own will; they are
actual beings, ,vith whose existence and gene-
alogy they have become familiar from long
and intimate intercourse. Hence their whole
method of proceeding has a certaintv which
is found nowhere else except in mathe-
matics." (h)

On the other hand, the law\er who finds a
rule or principle more or less applicable to his
case, and

(j r.ssibly for no better reason than
that It IS hoar>- with age and couched in bad
Latin, or worse law-French) proceeds to wor-

(o) Upham's Mental Philosophy,
(6) Vom Beruf, etc., c. 4, p. 30.

I., Pt. II.
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Ship it as a HotttMitot does his fetish, and
dechnes to recognize the hmitations inherent
•n every attempt at generaHzation. or the modi-
fications which the evolution of legal science
necessarily impose upon it, deserves all the
ferx'.d reproof that will surelv be his when hegoes into court.

f,.,Jr ^^V!
''""'''^' ^' "">" '"^•^''"^ embodv

fundamental conceptions of justice and are ofthe essence of English law thev are valid and
require to be reckoned with, for all time. But
the wit of the jurist has occasionalh- devised
axioms suitable only to his own epoch of legal
development, and, consequentlv. bound tobecome obsolete. The line of gro.vth of our
system of jurisprudence is strewn with the
relics of outworn rules, the exhuming of which
IS only of interest to the historian and archs-
ologist. Again, some of the old maxims have
been frequently misinterpreted, and some that
are found m the books have been demonstrated
to be entirely false and misleading. Even
those whose usefulness has sur^-i^.ed to our ownday require judicious treatment in their prac-
t.c,-.I ap,.hcation. While thev cannot be ig-

'
i >

ll
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norcl, their utility cannot he stretched be\ond
Its i.n.per h.jundan-. The\' are first princii.les
only, and not abridgments of the law. The
practitioner who discovers a 'wise saw' jM;rti-
nent to his case has only found a good anchor
whcr-?l)y his brief may be moored. Unless he
can fill its sails with the i)rospering gale of
•modern instances' he can hardly hone to
reach the desired haven of success.

'



ox THE ORiaiX OF COXTRACT.

^HHILE Sir Henry Maine's contentionU^ that •• neither ancient law, nor any
other source of evidence, discloses to

us Society entirely destitute of the conception
of Contract" (a) is probably correct, vet noone nia.v expect to find a n.easurablv complete
system of conventions in existence at an
earher stage in social development than the
dechne of the regal period in Roman historx-

Contract arises from the commercial rela-
tions necessarih- existing between men in
civilized Society; and Trade, as we know it
began Its history in the above-mentione<l
-^vochib). It is quite true that a svstem of

fer of commodities is to be found at the
-•;. dawn of social life. Fo,- instance, we

learn ,n the //,W(c) that "the long-haired
Greeks bought, from the Lemnian ships, wine

-nt<''o\^;;ii;\t:^"t,e''?"d/oP^- '"'^ ">"«* embodl.
B.C.), discovered at .SusI recentK .^ ™.'i"'''J'^''''^='

2250

lilH!

:i
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-some for bronze, some for gleaming iron
some vvitli hides, some with Hving kine and
some with captives." And in the Odyssey (a)
we meet with the very suggestive phrase-

npiaro Hredreaaty f'otcriv.

But as Paul points out in Bk. xviii Tit I of
the Digest, although these transactions' were
rehed on by a certain school of Roman jurists
as mdicatmg that there was a complete system
of contracts of sale in use at so early a periodm history as the date of the Homeric poems
the passages quoted disclose simple trans'
actions of barter and nothing more. Even at
the most flourishing period of their national
existence the ancient Greeks shewed a fatal
inaptitude for business methods. Their cur
lous, not to say stupid, failure to apprehend
the true function of 'money' was alone
sufficient to prevent them from becoming a
commercial people. Profit derivable from the
use of money was prohibited by law, and even
so enlightened a thinker as Aristotle could
confound 'interest' with 'usury' (roW),

(.'<) Bk. i. 4.W.
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and denounce it as unjust (a). Indeed, the
whole social atmosphere of ancient Hellas was
inimical to the development of systematized
commerce. The Greek States were constantly
at strife between themselves; their peoples
despised foreign traders; thev attempted to
prohibit both exports and imports of certain
staple commodities; above all, the\- were
known to the outside world as a dishonest race
who would not scruple to repudiate their
obligations (6)

. Hence we must turn from the
annals of Hellenic civilization to those of theRoman in order to discover the foundations of
the modem law of Contract.

Although at a very early period in Roman
history commerce is seen to follow upon the
footsteps of military conquest, yet, as has been
before pointed out, we must not expect to
discover any normalization of mercantile
transactions until Rome came to be recognized
as the commercial centre of the world Dr
Muirhead, in his work on Roman Law, sa>s

•

(a) See his Politics, i.

mG^J'-c^^'il-
P™^'''^^'''"; also Mahafiys Social Life

Ml
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'To speak of a law of obligations in con-
nection with the regal period, in the sense in
which the words were understood in the later
jurisprudence, would be a misapplication of
language. It would be going too far to sav
as IS sometimes done, that before the time of
Servius, Rome had no law of Contract

; for men
must have bought and sold, or at least barter-
ed, from earliest times-must have rented
houses, hired labour, made loans, carried goods
and have been parties to a varietv of other
transactions inevitable amongst 'a people
engaged to any extent in pastoral, agricultural
or trading pursuits. It is true that a patrician
family with a good establishment of clients
and slaves had within itself ample machinerN-
for supplnng its ordinary wants, and was
thus to some extent independent of outside

A.u ^
.^'^ ^^""^ "°* "^^^y such families,

and the plebeian farmers and the artizans of
the guilds were in no such fortunate position
There must therefore, have been contracts
and a law of Contract; but the latter was verv
imperfect." (a).

"

(o) Sec. 12, p. 4(1.
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Now, the basis and vital principle of jjure
Contract in its origin was, of course, the
Conventio,' or agreement of the parties, in
respect of the subject-matter of the trans-
action between them; but in the early Roman
law it was impossible to obtain the aid of the
civil tribunals to enforce an agreement unless
it was embodied in some precipe form, or was
accompanied by some ceremonial act of the
parties before witnesses. Passing over the
more or less indeterminate archetj'pes of Con-
tract, 'Jusjurandum' and 'Sponsio,' we
arrive at an important stage in the process of
development when 'Nexum' appears-and
'Nexum' is a province of Roman juris-
prudence which may properly be said to be
the Armageddon of the critics (a). In this
form of transaction, which was primarily one
of loan, when the parties were ad idem in
respect of the subject-matter of their negoti-

(a) Anyone desirous of studying the controversv <!iir

n^^nn"^ u ' subject may refer to Bechmann Der Kaut T
p. 130; Mommsen, Hist. Rome, I., ii., p. 1 i2n Bekker

p. iBtt, Uark. Early Roman Law, sec. 22; Buckler Griffand His. Contr. in Rom. Law, pp. 22-.31.
°"'^'"='^' "-""8

i H
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addressed the borrower as follows: 'Quod
ego itbt miUe libras hoc acre aeneaque libra
nexas dedi, eas tu mihi post annum jure next
dare damnas esto." The effect of this formula
was to establish what has been indifferently
called the 'nexum,' 'obligatio,' or 'vinculum
juris between the parties. The ceremony
closed with an appeal to the witnesses for
their testimony to the consummation of the
contract. It should, perhaps, be mention-
ed here that after the introduction of coinage
the etiquette of the scales was so far modified
that they were simply touched with a single
as,' representing the money transferred by
the contract of loan-hence the transaction
was designated ' per aes et libram.'

The remedy for breach of the contract on
the part of the debtor ('nexus'), at least before
the Code of the XII Tables, extended to the
loss of his personal freedom, and his reduction
to the status of a slave of his creditor The
release ('nexi solutio') of the obligation
could only be effected by a ceremony similar
to that attending its creation; the amount of
the loan being weighed by the ' librip ns'and

n

hm
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solemnly returned to the creditor b^ the
debtor m the presence of witnesses (a)

'

It IS true Sir Henrx- Maine's view (6) that
Contract was but an extension of the an-
cient -Conveyance,' and that the ' Nexum '

with us similar ceremony of the scales and
,?*"''^^^' ^-as. therefore, the earliest form of
Contract to be found in the Roman law, has
been keenly disputed by Dr. Hunter (c).The atter holds the opinion that the ' Stirmla-
tio (a survi^'al of the primordial ' Sponsio ') at
least synchronizes with the contractual 'Xex-um m Its origin, if, indeed, it is not older
Beannginmind, however, that the 'Sponsio

'

with Its religious sanction for enforcing the
agreement of the parties, was not peculiar to
the Roman people, but was known to otherAryan communities {d), and that with the
advent o the 'Nexum' appears the first
eNodence ofa secular sanction, there is, it seems

ContStfn Rom^'l^l^'^'al^^'B-kler's Origin and Hist.
t^d., p. 439. ' ^' ""'' Hunter's Rom. Law, 3rd

(.h) Ancient Law, 14th ed.. pp. .119..322(c) Hunter'.i Rr,.,, I „,.. )}.() g- "-'
,. , ^..,..c„i i^,v^ i^tn gj .319..322

r., 22. " ^ ""S- ^"<l «« Contract in Rom. Law.

.11
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to me, very strong reason for treating it as the
earliest form of Contract indigenous to the
Roman system of law.

The oppressive sanction of the ' Nexum

'

was bound to give way before the growing
humanitarianism of civilization. By the I^ex
Poetilia (A.U.C. 428), it was enacted that no
one should thenceforth be enslaved for borrow-
ed money, and that all insolvent debtors then
in bondage should be liberated by their oath
that they had faithfully endeavored to pay
their creditors. Thus, it may be said, by the
way, that Roman legislation for the relief of
insolvent debtors began at a very earlv stage
in national development as compared with
that of England.

In addition to its semi-barbarous features,
the cumbrous machinery of the 'Nexum'
was unsuited to the needs of commercial
activity; and so we are not surprised to find
that before the time of Justinian nexal con-
tracts had become obsolete, the simpler form
of the 'Stipulatio' being used in their stead.
Mr. Buckler (a) inclines to the view that about

: !
'!

ill

r( m'"- P"5i",?"'^ "'^'' "' Contract in Rom. Law,
LI. .Muirhead s Rom. Law, pp. 228-0.

p. as.
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the time of the creation of the office of Praetor
Peregrinus, the 'Stipulatio,' stripped of the
religious character appertaining to it under its
old name of 'Sponsio,' and extended to
contracts between Romans and aliens, came
into general commercial use.

The form of ' Stipulatio' in the later
Roman jurisprudence, although simple, was
peculiar, and the law exacted full conformity
with it in all cases. The contract was effected
by the utterance of what are called ' formal
words of style,' consisting of an interrogation
by the promisee and a categorical answer by
the promissor, e.g.,

'

' Quinque aureos mihi dare
spondes ?'•— ' Spondeo; " " Promittis ? " —
'

'
Prontitto;'

'

'

' Dabis V'— '

' Daho; " " Fades f
"

—'

' Faciam." (a).

The Stipulatio,' although it came to be
applied to many transactions which we have
no space to mention in detail here, never lost
its ceremonial character. A promise given
without being a formal answer to an inquiry

(a) See Lord Mackenzfe's Roman Law, 6th ed n 22,-i-

f'„",l^'"f' "i- '???• ''^"?''';
• ^'c

Bi-^^on's application of this'formula to his 'Donatio,' in bk. ii. of his l5e Legibus etc
.Vnghae. cap. v.

"
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from the promisee was nudum pactum; but
where the 'formal words of style' were
employed, the transaction became an act in

the law and gave rise to an obligation.

This was the origin of the 'Formal'
contract in the law of Rome, which prepared
the way for (a) the 'Literal,' (b) the 'Real,'

and (c) the 'Consensual' species in regular

order of historical development. Taken to-

gether, they constitute beyond all doubt
Rome's greatest contribution to the juris-

prudence of modem civilization.



O.V CONTRACT IN THE COMMON LAW.

^IpHE deeper one goes into the literature

\^ of thf subject the stronger becomes
the conviction that nowhere does the

philosophy of the earl\- Common Law show
itself so tenuous as in the province of Contract.
Doubtless it was the recognition of this fact
that imi^elled such writers as Sir Frederick
Pollock and Sir William Anson to attem]rt to
mgraft the consensual theory of the Conti-
nental jurists upon the English system, and to
argue that in the Common Law as well as in the
Civil Law the original conception of contract-
ual obligation was derived wholly from ;ree-
ment Consensu finnt obligationcs (a) The t
the English s>-stem of Contract has been
develofxid along this line has no support in
history; and, strange as it may seem, the
Common Law evolved no general conception
of contractual obligation until comparatively
recent timps.

Referc.^e to the ancient books discloses a
singular poverty of ideas in respect of this

(a) See Gaius, Dig. xliv, 7, sees. 1-2.
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great branch of jurisprudence. Bracton (a)
finding the native law tabula vacua in this
province, was bold enough to borrow some-
what from Azo, as well as from the Institutes,
and to set down his pilfered matter as the
mdigenous j)roduct of English soil. The con-
spicuous lack of success which Bracton cxi)er-
lenced in this venture is admitted bv Professor
Maitland, who ma>- be regarded generalh- as
an apologist for the medieval writer (6), 'and
Professor Salmond, in a monograph entitled
•

'

The History of Contract "(c), speaks of it as
follows: "In Bracton and Fleta, indeed, we
find an attempt to emjjloN- the general prin-
ciples of the Roman Law as a setting for
English contracts, but the chief significance of
this attempt lies in its failure. Perhaps in no
other part of the law have Roman principles
been so prominently introduced onh- to be
so completely rejected."

I' t

.,nrf A** ^f P"'''''^a''0'>s of Selden Society, vol S (Bracton

(c) 3 Law Quart. Review, p. lOC,
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It is quite true that the ' lex mercatoria

'

was recognized in England iit a ver\- early
date, and in that body of law the princii)les of
Contract had been advanced to a very remark-
able degree of order even before the close of
the thirteenth century. But. as Professor
Maitland points out (a), the 'lex mercatoria'
was simply a code of private international law.
By the charter {Carta Mercatoria) granted by
Edward I to the foreign merchants trading in
the kingdom, it was provided that "Every
contract between the said merchants and any
persons whencesoever the\- may come, touch-
mg any kind of merchandize, shall be firm and
stable, so that neither of the said merchants
shall be able to retract or resile from the said
contract when once the ' God's peiinv' (6) shall
have been given and received between the

in '"w"}''- m"''?"
^?'^' ™'- "(The Fair ui St Ives) nI.i.i. bee also Black. ( om. i, 273.

'vi^j, p

n»ri„**n''f"''''
>'".<"^P'a'"'^d hero that the 'God's penny' (<le-narms De.

)
was „riR,nally a trilnite levied bv the Aurc^ un mthe business transactions of the faithful, and constittUed a medu,m wherehvsuch transactions received a rehgfous Sancton'

Jf the R^^nn?" T" "°^'"' '°"f""nded wi!h the 'arrha'ol the Koman law, because it was not regarded as 'nart ,v>vment • hut s,mpl>- as a symbol of the conclusion of the Tar"gain between the parties. There is some doul.t as to whether'
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parties to the contract' ' (a). Hm this pr.j-
vision of the Clivanlian contribution to tin-
•lex mercatoria' was in direct opposition to
the rule of the Common Law, which expressl\-
denic<l to the transfer of the ' Ood's jienny'
the effect of confirming the contract, or, in the
language of a later stage of legal de\-eloi)ment.
constituting an 'earnest to bind the bar-
gain'.

A careful examination of the sources of our
juridical history will justify the conclusion
that the English law of Contract was, in its
inception, merely an escajje from the fertile
garden of Procedure. Indeed, it ma\- be said
.generally that the moulders of the Common
Law only saw ' Rights' through the refract-
ing medium of 'Remedies.'

In early times the King's Court provided
no means for the general enforcement of con-

the English doctrine- of 'earnest' is derived from the >len-

adheres to the former derivation, and it certainly has'stroncetymological support (arrha, erles, ernes). Pollock & \la"thy,d however, m their learned 'Historv of English Law'(2nd ed. vol „ p. 200) express the view that the orfgfn of fhis

arTns'Dei'^n'Vj'r'T*^' ,'" '*"= P™^''^'™ concernin| the den^arras Ue. in the Carta Mercatoria. quoted in the text
(<i) See Smith's Mercantile Law, 10 ed. Introd. lx>:iv.

l\ i:

; %

i:'l
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ventional obligations. The writs by which
actions of any kind might have been instituted
were few in number, and the rules of pleading
so technical and inelastic as to exclude the
generalizations necessan,- to the existence of
any body of substantive law. At the close of
the thirteenth century, not only in matters
savouring of contract but also in the province
of civil wrongs, the remedies to be had in the
Kmg's Court were so restricted and inadequate
that the maxim, Ubi jus, ibi remcdium—the
IJroud boast of the Common Law in a later era
--could only have been quoted in derision.
But public opinion at length demanded a
reformation of this state of things, and in the
year 12S5 the Statute of Westminster II
(13 Edw. I, c. 24) (a) enacted that "when-
soever from henceforth a writ shall be foundm the Chancery, and in a like case, falling

was naLfd not'wiir
"9"'^ have us believe that this statute

,lii.
Pfssed not with a view to increas ng Common Law remed.es (which, they say, were always commensurate with Com

Clerks f^thf Chin''"' '™E'y
to quicken the diligence of the

cedent, rsil H^ "^V , .T""^
'°° """^^ attached to pre-

?h» ?i ' Brooms Legal Maxims, 7th cd
, p. 1,51) butthe above-quoted words of the statute do nit ead to that

f^n! .^°"i'
*"? "J' ""deniable that he who tnadethe wHtmade the law, in that period of our legal historv
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under the same right and requiring like remedy

,

no precedent of a writ can be produced, the
Clerks in Chancery shall agree in forming a
new one; and if they cannot agree, it shall be
adjourned till the next parliament, when a
writ shall be framed by the consent of the
learned in law, lest it happen for the future
that the Court of our Lord the King be defi-

cient in doing justice to the suitors.
'

' It was
this statute which, leading as it eventually did
to the introduction of actions of Trespass upon
the Case, laid the foundations of the modem
English law of Contract (a).

The most ancient remedy in the King's
Court that we have to consider is the action of
Debt. Looking solely to the meaning of the
word ' debt

' in ])resent legal use, one would
be persuaded that the origin of the remedy
must necessarily have been postponed to the
development of some definite conception of
contractual obligation. Such, however, is not
the case.

In its origin the Writ of Debt was not
based upon any idea of Contract, but sought

(a) See infra.

1

I

I;'

1^ '

'

111

M

If)
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to enforce a duty against the defendant It
contemplated a duty on his part of which the
plaintiff had a right to exact fulfilment (a)
In other words the theory of the action was
drottural rather than contractual. Recourse
to the text of Glanvill will illustrate the cor-
rectness of this view. '

• Pleas concerning the
debts of the Laity also belong to the KinR'sCrown and Dignity. When, therefore, am-
one complains to the Court concerning a Debt
that ,s due to him, and he is desirous of
drawing the suit to the King's Court, he shall
have the following Writ for making the first
summons: 'The King to, the Sheriff, HealthCommand N. that, justly and without delav'
he render to R. one hundred marks which he
owes him, as he says, and of which he claims
that he has unjustly deforced him. And un-
less he does so, summon him '

', &c {b)
Clearly, upon the face of' the' writ, thisremedy contemj.lates the restoration of pro-

Iiertyjvrongfully withheld rather than the

ms,.<1^„i'-L^;^'SS"™°ri^^:^\R-,.2«f^ ponock & Mai,..

('') <;i.-invi!I, Bk. .\, cc. 1 ,-in-I

.^mes, s Harv. La>
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enforcement of a promise to jmy a certain sum
of money due. The obligation upon the
defendant is to right a wrong, not to jjerform
an undertaking. The word 'deforced' is

eloquent of the tortious side of remedies in the
Common Law ; and later on in history we see
damages allowed for the 'detention' of the
debt, an element which removes Contract still

further from the theory of this action (a).
' Debt ', as we have seen from the form of the
writ given by Glanvill, was originally an action
in rem. By the time of Edward I. the action
was subdivided into: (a) Debet and Detinet.
and (b) Detinet only. The writ in the Detinet
('Detinue') had become the proper remedv
for the recovery of specified chattels belonginig
to the plaintiff; while 'Debt' lay for the
recovery of a specific amount of unascertained
chattels (6). As the ptirely 'Detinue' side

(a) "The creditor is being 'deforced' of monev, just as
the demandant who brings a writ of right is being 'deforced

'

ot land. Ihe bold crudity of archaic thought erjuates the
repayment of an et|uivalent sum of monev to the restitution
of speciBc land or goods." Poll. & .Mait'l. Hist. Eng Law
(2nd ed.) n, p. 2(),">.

*

(d) Cf. Ames on 'Parol Contracts,' etc., S Harv Law
Kev. p. 2U0; Terrv's Leading Principles of .\nglo-.\nierican
L.1W, .sec. 147.

^-
. ii; Ml
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of this action played no part in the develop-
ment of the English law of Contract, it needs
no further mention here (a).

At the time when Glanvill wrote, the plea-
rolls show that there were very few actions of
Debt. It is true that he enumerates (6) a
number of conventiones in respect of which the
writ would lie in the King's Court—such as
sale, loan, and hiring of services—but he con-
cludes his enumeration of them as follows:
' • We briefly pass over the foregoing contracts,
arising as they do from the consent of private
individuals, because .... the King's Court
does not usually take cognizance of them ; nor,
indeed, with such contracts as mav be con-
sidered in the light of private agreements
{privatac conventiones) {c) does the King's
Court intermeddle". Possibly the reason
wh\- the King's Court did not 'usually', as
Glanvill naivel)- puts it, take cognizance of

107
(o) Cf. Salmond's Hist, of Contract, 3 Law Quart Rev.

(b) BookX.
(<) A 'private agreement,' as Glanvill used the termmeant an agreement made outside the King's Court SeeSalmond, 3 Law Quar. Rev. at p 169

ill a
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private conventions inhered in the fact that, at

least down to the reign of Edward I., the King's

Court was extensively used as a medium for

augmenting the royal revenues, and only the

rich could afford the luxury of litigation there

(a). However that might be, the paucit>- of

writs of debt on the plea-rolls is notable in the

early stages of the history of Common Law
actions: and it is not until the time of Fleta

that we find authorit},- in the books to the

effect that private agreements are enforceable

in the King's Court (6). But even this widen-

ing of the province of Procedure does not carry

us very far in the development of a general

theory of Contract, for it was only jjrivate

agreements in writing under seal (covenants)

that the King's Court then condescended to

take cognizance of.

A furt,her reference to Glanvill's text

discloses that the old action of Debt required

the plaintiff to do two things to entitle him to

succeed : First, to allege
'

' a just cause induc-

ing a debt
'

' (justa causa debendi) ; and.

li ;]

((/) Cf. Poll. &- Maitl. Hist. Eng. Law (2nd ed.) ii, 205.
'.b) Fleta. iii. 14. .1.
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secondly, to furnish sufficient proof of the
matter alleged.

I have been careful to point out above
that this action did not contemplate an obliga-
tion arising ujjon a promise or agreement, a'nd
I wish to repeat here that none of the causae
dcbcndi mentioned by the early Common Law-
writers (although we hear much talk of ' Con
tracts' by GlanviU (a) and find an ambitious
attempt at a definition of contractual obligation
in Britton (b)) are matters of simple or parol
contract. Let us take, for example, the con-
tract of sale. It was not until the title to the
thing sold passed from the seller to the buyer
that an action of Debt would lie for the price.
So long as the contract remained executor>-
on both sides there was no obligation in the
contemj)lation of the law at that time (c).

What was necessar\- to the creation of an
obligation {causa debcndi) in respect of a
simple contract, enforceable b\- the action of
Debt, was part performance oj the contract.

(a) See ante, p. .50.

(b) Bk. i, 02.

W Cf. Langdell Contr. (Summ.) ii, p. 1041.
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The simple contract did not become a causa
debendi until the debtor had received some
thing from the creditor which stood as an
equivalent for the obligation sought to be
enforced against him. Hence it is obvious
that in such a case the obligation was not
derived from a promise but from the receipt of
a quid pro quo (a)

; and so while it is possible
to say that the old action of Debt developed a
conception of an element of Contract akin to
the modem doctrine of Consideration, it would
be quite wrong to say that Debt affords any
prototype of the theory of obligation as de-
rived wholly from Agreement {h). And we
can reach this conclusion without adopting
Prof. Langdell's view that the legal mode of

,h.., ^^L^l'- l'"'''™
""'"""^ PT; '-='" PP- 247-2,S«) thinks

that the quid pro nuo as evolved by the action of Debt was
p,^f c P'"'^"i y/. ,

"-odern doctrine of Consideration: but
Prof. Salmond (J Law Quart. Rev. 178, 170) very strongly
argues that the latter was derived wholly from Assumpsit

i„ \,.t\ t'^"u 1'"',';^V"?
S'de-light is thrown upon the subjectm hand by Holt. C. J., m SmrtSv. Mrey. 2 l5. Raym, 10.3.5

lie IS there reported as .saving "winning money at play didnot raise a debt, nor was debt ever brought for mono^•' won
at play, and an mdebitatus assumpsit would not lie "for itbut the only ground of the action in such cases was the mutual
promises. That though there were a promise, vet Debt wouldnot he upon that. See also Walker v. Walker Holt a",S-
J .Mod. la.

ill
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creating a debt is not by contract, but by
grant, i.e., by the transfer of a sum of money
from the debtor to the creditor without deliv-
ering possession (a).

Adverting now to the proof of the debt,
there were two methods in vogue in the early
history of the action. It was incumbent upon
the plaintiff to produce a written acknow-
ledgment of the causa debendi ('carta'), or
a train of witnesses (' secta ') to establish his
plaint Q)). Now it is not suqmsing to find
that suitors were not slow to appreciate the
advantages of the 'carta' over the 'secta'
mode of proof; and it did not require a very
long period of time to convert the 'carta'
from the mere evidence of a debt into a debt
per se. Thus we have it stated by Bracton:
"Per scripturam vero obligatur quis, ut si

quis scripserit aUcui se debere, sive pecunia
numerata sit, sive non, obligatur ex scriptura,
nee habebit exceptionem pecuniae non num-
eratae^ontra scripturam, quia scripsit se

vi-w^Li' '\ '*''','° ^"5: ""*' P^f- Langdell admits that hisview does not apply to the creation of every kind of debt See
Langdell Contr. (Summ.). ii, 1040.

(6) Cf. Glanvill, Bk. x, cc. iii and xii.
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debere et non solum obligatur quis per verba,
sed per scripturam, et per literas, non ut literae
quidem ipsae vel figura literarum obliget, sed
oratio significativa quam exprimunt literae,
sed utrumque cooperatur ad obligationem,'
oratio significativa simul cum litera" (a).

In this passage Bracton is honestly ex-
pounding the native law of his day, and it will
be observed how paramount a part the prin-
ciple of Estoppel plays in the formal obligation
of the Common Law; for he declares that if a
person "shall write that he owes money to
another, whether the money has been paid to
him or not, he is bound by the writing, nor can
he object that the money has not been paid,
in the face of the writing."

It remains to be said that the necessity
for the ' carta

' to be under seal effectually
prevented the extension of the remedy under
consideration to parol contracts, and destroy-
ed its usefulness toward the building up of any
general theory of conventional law. Thence-
forward Debt, as a distinctive legal remedy,
begins^ its decline toward obsolescence; and

(a) Leg. et Cons. Angl. iii, f. lOOb.

m

ill!
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perhaijs the chief interest that it holds to-dav
IS for the student of com])arativc jurisi)ru-
dence, who finds in the metho<i h^ which it
evolved the formal contract of English Law a
sinking analogy to the development of the
contract 'literis' in the Roman Law (a)

The origin of the Writ of Covenant (brcz'e
de convmtione) is not at all clear from the
books. It would be reasonable to think that
It was an oflf-shoot from the action of Debt
commg into use when the sealed writing
('carta') became recognized as a good causa
debendi; but so far from that being the case
we find that this writ was never allowed as a
remedy for the recover\- of a mere debt, even
though the debt was acknowledged by a sealed
mstrument (b). The reason for this discrim
ination is to be traced (1st) to the recognition
of the non-contractual nature of the obligation
in Debt; and (2ndly) to the fact that the

pla,nt,ff succeeded in an action of Covernrb/oughfin r^s'p^^t
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over-lapping of actions was not favoured inthe early h.stnry of Procedure. Then we have
advocates of the v.ew that, as its name plainlv
suggests, the action of Covenant was an in^hentance from the law of Real Property (a)

a^;ho"m""'^^^''''''"^""^^"^'y^«^-thata though the action as it first appears on the
P ea-rolls relates wholly to contract in rosf^cl

o ^nnTTf'''"'' ^«"ventions being leases
of land for hfe or years-attempts were sup-
sequently made to extend the scope of theaction tocther classes of conventions! Indeed

Ta n 'v,L^''^'"^*'°"
'" ^"^^ Statute of Wales

(A.D. 1284) that the list of enforceable con-
ventions at that time was so great that thev
could not be enumerated. But these efforts
at generalization were efTectualb- nipped in

tl k"
^'?' ''""«^"' -^'^ °^ --idence in

the King s Court, formulated about the close
of the thirteenth centur>-, which regarded asoaled wnting as the only admissible proof of
a convention' between the parties t, the
action ib). Thus the operation of the formal

i

ill
lill;
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contract in the action of Covenant did little to
advance a general theor\- of cf)ntractual obli-

gation in the Common Law. But this much
must be said for it, namely, that it marks the
first step in the march of English jural con-
ce])tions from the pseudo-contracts, both real
and formal, of Debt, to the true contract
derived from Agreement as it obtains in the
Civil Law.

It is interesting to note in the early history
of Procedure how continuallx' the more liberal-

minded of the English judges fretted against
the restriction of the seal in actions of Coven-
ant, and how many unsuccessful attempts
were made to throw open the doors of the
remedj- to contracts generall\'. Four cen-
turies after the rule of procedure above refer-

red to had been formulated, and long after

the sealed convention had been accorded a
distinctive place in substantive law, we find

two great judges in the Court of King's
Bench (a) espousing the heterodox view that a
seal was not necessary to give validitv to a
written ]>romise without consideration; in

(a) In Pillans v. Van Mierop, .3 Burr, at pp. ltiOU-lli71.

.^^"M:
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other words, that there could he no 'nudum
pactum' m writing. As might have been
expected, however, Hv. 'quicksand in law'
was soon repudiate.! ;,, ,Va u > Hughes (a^
It was authoritati.,l> lai'. jr v;i ...t there is
no such thing it, i n^.fch [^y.- as a ;„ere 'con-
tract m writin, 11- the c ,ntr.Ki is not hv
specialty (wni ,.;, ,„ !c, seal) then it is bv
parol, and requires a coiiMdei: tlon

The Writ of Accouni merits a ,,assing
notice here from the fact that it was formerly
used to enforce claims which, in a later stage
of our juridical develoj.ment, were enforced by
actions of Assum,)sit. But inasmuch as it
was a droitural writ, like Debt, and not baseo
upon Agreement, it did little or nothing to
advance a general concei)tion of (obligation ex
contractu in English law (6). When the
wider and more convenient remedv of Account
>n Equity came into use it speedilv superseded
the action as it obtained in the Courts of
( ommoii Law (c).

(c) See Story's Eq. Juris., chap, viii, see. 44C,.

U
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We have before observed that the Statute

of Westminster IT, (13 Edw. I, c. 24) by-

leading to the introduction of actions of Tres-

pass on the Case, laid the foundations of the

English law of Contract. Let us now en-

deavor to substantiate this statement by an
examination of the ' bold and subtle devices ',

as Sir Frederick Pollock styles them (a), em-
ployed by the lawyers of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centunes to circumvent the narrow
formalism of the King's Court, and to throw
open its doors to those who sought to enforce

obligations arising upon arrreements in general.

Trespass arising out u. injuries by actual

force is the earliest action for damages simplic-

iter known to English law; and it is worth\-

of notice in passing that the word ' trespass

'

(transgressio) (b) was employed as the generic

term for civil injuries for a long j)eriod in our
legal history. Bracton sa\s that everv felonv

(a) Contracts in Earlv English Law.' (i Harv. Law Kev
402.

ill) "Trespass, in its larjjest and most extensive senst;.
signifies any transgression or offence against the law of nature,
of societx'. or of the country in which we live, whether it re-
lates to a man's person or his proijertv." Black. Com iii

2(W.
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is a trespass, although the converse would not
be true (a). Britton makes the same connot-
ation, and on the other hand uses the word

oflfences(6). The latter term, however became
nomen generalissimum in the substantive law
of wrongs after Trespass took a definite and
peculiar place in the law of Procedure

Before the Statute of Westminster II for
an injuiT done to property in possession, or
to the person accompanied bv actual contact
the proper remedy was the Writ of Tresijass
vt et armis, contra pacem. Now it is obvious
that many cases of wrongs would arise lacking
the element of violence or force committed bv
the wrong-doer, and yet in everx- wav as
worthy of redress as complaints for which the
'breve de transgressione

' would lie What
more natural, then, when the Edwardian
statute authorized the framing of new writs
analogous to those alreadx- in use, that writs
of Trespass on the Case should make their

((') Dc Leg. et Cons. Angl. f 1 inb.
(.'•1 I'f. Britton, i, 105 with i. 77. The Stit VJ,-^, rr i

uses^-^trespass
'
,n its ancient generic sense'^ "seeToke-s'lnl'T'

^^
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appearance on the plea-rolls? And so careful

are the Clerks in Chancer}- to obser\p the
statutory injunction concerning analogx- that
while the new writs omit the allegation of
' force and arms ' the\- scrupulously aver that
the wrong was done 'contra pacem'. This
last averment, b.\^ the way, did much to
preserve the originnl theory of the action; for

a trespass in strictness should be redressed b\-

a fine paid to the Crown as well as by a pi ivate

satisfaction to the jierson suing for the injur\-

done him (a). It was not until 4() Edw. Ill

that 'contra pacem' came to be droiM'cd
from declarations in actions on the Case (6).

There are instances of the 'action sur le

Case' in the Year-Books of both Edward I

and Edward II, but the evohrtion of Case for

breach, by negligence, of any unfieriaking

(assumpsit), occurred between the twentx

-

second and forty-second \ears of the reign of

Edward III. In the former year (c) we find a
plaintiff alleging that the defendant had un-

(o) Cf. Stephen's Cum. iii, Bk. 5, c. vii.

(h) See Reeves Hist. Eng. Law, iii, c. 16.

U) Y B, Edward 111, 22 Ass., pi. 41, fol. U4.
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dertaken to fern- ,,laintiffs horse over theHumber safely, but that he ha.l overladen hhboat so that the plaintiff's horse perished Iton ta damages. &c." It was contended
or detendant that upon such an un.lertaku J
he pla,nt,ff s renu.lv- was m Covenant: but itwas deeded that the defendant had committed

r-iseTl,'r"T^°'"^'"^ ^'^ ^"^'t' '-^"rf thatCase would he therefor. It is a,,pavent at aSlanee that the theory- upon which thi sewas deeded was "torf althou,.h there hadbeen an express undertaking, (assumpsit) bN- thedefendant to carry safely the plaintiff's horse
In another action on the Case .n the same

reisn we find the conception of ' torf in its j,.none sco,,e beginning to la>- hold of the minds
oflawvers. Y.B 4"^ Edw TTI I'l r i

cu;^ u
" ^- c-au. jii, i,j, discloses acla,m brought agamst an inn-keeper in whichne plamt,ff declared that he came to thedefendant s mn, and left personal belongings

.n he chamber allotted to h,m there; and
A-h.le he was absent from the room thev weretaken away through, as plaintiff alleged, theneglect of the defendant and his sLants
per tort et encontcr les peas' \ and "to the
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damage of the plaintiff, &c." Plaintiff got a

writ according to his case, and the action was

held good.

The above instances show that efforts at

classification were coeval with the enlargement

of legal remedies under the Statute of West-

minister the Second. As would be expected

the medieval lawyers saw the incongruity

inhering in the fact that one and the same

remedy lay for the enforcement of such diver-

gent rights as those arising out of Wrongs and

those dependent upon Agreement; but it is a

matter of history that this desire of the plead-

ers for classification was not accomplished for

a century after the statute referred to was

passed.

Four years after the adjudication of the

case last mentioned the books disclose a case

in which counsel for the defendant objected to

the form of the action (o). The plaintiff

V>rought suit against the defendant, a farrier,

for that being employed to shoe the plaintiff's

horse
'

' quare clavum fixit in pede equi sui in

certo loco per quod proficuum equi sui per

(a) V B. 46 Edw ill, lU pi
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longum tempus amissit," &c. It was objected
that while the writ was in trespass, it was not
laid vi et armis: To this objection plaintiff

answered that his writ was according to his

case; and thf)ugh it was further conter.ded
that if any trespass was done the writ should
aver, ' vi et annis', or ' mdlitiosi fixit', be-

sides 'contra pacem', the plaintiff's action

was maintained.

On the other hand, we have a case (a)

wherein the plaintiff charged that the defend-
ant took two bushels of com from the plaintiff
' with force of arms ', out of a certain quantit\
left with the defendant to be ground. De-
fendant objected that as plaintiff had alleged

in his declaration that the defendant 'took
toll', he might have had a general writ of
' cepit et asportavit' his corn, with force and
arms

; and that he was not entitled to a special

writ on the case. This objection was sustain-

ed b\- the court. However, a special writ in a

similar case a short time afterwards was held

good (6).

(I) V,B, 44 Edw. Ill, 20,

{lA Rfi'vt'S' Hist. Eng. Law Hi , o. il'i

m

, t

¥\
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From all these instances it will be seen

that the procedure in Trespass on the Case

was in a ve, y immature and unsettled state in

the reign of Edward III. It was not until the

reign of Henry IV that the line of demarcation

between Trespass proT)er and Trespass on the

Case was effectually established. In 12 Hen.

IV. 3, in an action for stopping up a sewer, the

distinction between the two remedies was

drawn as follows: An averment of 'vi ct

armis ' as to the stopping up of the sewer was

good, because it was by force and so properly

remediable in Trespass; on the other hand,

the consequential damage, which was the gist

of the action, was not recoverable in Trespass

but required a special writ. The principle was

then laid down that the wrong complained of

might be forcible, as in the case then before

the court, and be declared ' vi et armis ' even

in an action upon the Case; although that

action is projierh- grounded upon the con-

sequence of the wrongful act.

The case last cited was based upon malfeas-

ance, and although the gap between that and

nonfeas;ince in resi)ect of a duty is ethically a

fvijm^-m..
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narrow one, it was a long time before it was
bridged in legal procedure. The la\- mind
sees little reason why a right arising from the
doing of a wrongful act is enforceable, while
one arising out of a breach of a promise to do
a lawful act is not; but to the lawyer the
distinction is wide enough to cut the province
of civil remedies in twain. And so, as we
have seen it somewhere stated, in the carh-

history of Procedure the defendant was jirone

to present these troublesome cjuestions to the

plaintiff :

"

' You say I am guilty of a trespass,

what was my act of force ? If I am liable upon
a promise, where is your covenant ? '

' But with
the evolution of Assumpsit from the action

on the Case came the enforcement of simple

contracts in the Superior Courts of Common
Law.

In the transition ])eriod l)etwecn Case and
Assumpsit we find, in 19 Henry VI, 49, pi. .5.

the report of an action curiously instructive as

to the conservative disinclination of the courts

to def)art from the delictual theory in resjiect

of remedies generally. Plaintiff declared that

the defendant ' undertook ' in London tc

.

r il

I-
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treat the plaintiff's horse for a certain malady

(' ' asswna sur luy a ewer son cheval d'un cer-

tain maid: .:"), and administered his remedies

so negli;-. ntly that the horse died. The de-

fendant pleaded that the 'undertaking' was

made at Oxford , and not at London .
Plaintiff

argued that the plea was bad because the

action was brought for the negligence, and not

on the undertaking. To this it was answered

that defendant was not alleged to be a farrier

bv ])rofession, and if there was no undertaking

he acted gratuitously, and the action could

not be maintained. This view was sustained

by the court,—one of the judges observing

that there was no actionable negligence unless

there was a promise to cure. In this view, so

far from the promise or undertaking creating

a substantive right of action, it is merely an

element of the remedy in tort. It is worthy

of remark here, however, that in Coggs v.

Bernard (a) Powell, J., says that in the instance

last cited the action was held to lie upon the

undertaking ; and that Holt, C. J.,
expresses

the view that in such a case the confidence

(,i* 1 Sm. Lead Cas (10th ed.) at p. 169.
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reposed by the i)lointiff in the defendant's
promise gives rise to a trust, but does not
constitute a contract (a).

It is apparent, then, that the courts were
in nowise departing from their former practice
oi taking cognizance of promises under seal
only, when they adjudged that a recovery
might be had for misfeasance in the execution
of a parol undertaking. Thev looked upon
negligence in the fulfilment of a trust or duty
as the real gist of the action, and not the
breach of the undertaking. But the time
came, as it was bound to come in the develop-
ment of English commercial life, when it began
to be put forward that the neglect to perform
a promise was something that the courts ought
to take cognizance of as giving rise to a sub-
stantive right to relief, detached from con-
siderations of any remedy in tort.

For a considerable time the judges of the
Common Law courts withstood the demand
for enlarging the domain of Procedure, and
suitors were driven into Chancerv to obtain
theh-^ rights. The Chancellor proving com-

(«) Ibid, at p. LSI.

'!?li
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placent to the suitors, naturally enough the

Common Law judRes viewed the consequent

los. of their business and importance ^^Mth

dismav;andsoinl4Hen.VI,18.wehndhe

Courtof Kings Bench entertam.nR an action

for mere nonfeasance in respect of an under-

taking which must be regarded as the laymg

of the corner-stone in the edifice of Assumpsit

as a remedy ex contractu. Action on the Case

was brought upon an undertaking to procure

certain releases, which defendant had neglect-

ed to perform. Plaintiff was met by the old

objection that the gist of the action l^mg the

non-i^rformance of an agreement, h,s remed>

^as in Covenant. This objection was now

for the first time overruled by the court,

Tuvn CJ. and Paston, J.
instancing the

; nalogous cases of a caq^ntcr or of a surgeon

who if thev undertook to ix-rform certain act

or services, and failed to perform them, would

be liable on their parol undertaking (Assum,>

s,t) in an action on the Case, and the plaintiff

would not be driven to an action of Covenant

This instance is supplemented by an import-

ant case in 22 Hen. VI, 44, where it was laid
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down that if land were sold, the vwidoi ir.ij;ht

have an action of Debt for the nione\'. and

the vendee an action on the Case, if he was

not infeoffed of the land.

Undoubtedly the last mentioned cases

bring us some distance on the road to a general

theory of contract in tht- Common Law; but

it needs no grc-jt aniount of pains to discern

that the element of consent up to this stage

plays no such iiaramoiint part in the develoij-

ment of our system as it did in the Roman
Law. For instance, if we contrast one of the

consensual contracts of the Roman law, e.g.,

localio conductio, with its eciuivalent in the

Common Law, letting and hiring, we find that

in the ft)rmer case the contract is obligatory as

soon as the ])arties have agreed on its terms,

although nothing ma\' have been paid or done

on either side, nor the contract reduced to

writing; while, in the latter case, the validity of

the contract does not d« pend upon the meet-

ing of the minds of the parties in a common
])urpose, but on the 'consideration' iiassing

between them in respect of the subject of their

agreement. The difference between the two

[1 1 iUk
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systems is fundamental and ]irecise: In the

one case the obhgation arises simultaneoush'

with the aggregatio mentium

'

; in the other

the obligation does not attach until the pass-

ing of the consideration (a). As is shown in

Pollock & Maitland's " History of English

Law "
(6) , the English inherited the doctrine

of quid pro quo from their German ancestors,

whose courts would not uphold gratuitous gifts,

or enforce gratuitous promises. Professor

Ames (c) explains that the word ' contract

'

is used in a narrow sense throughout the Year

Books. In these ancient records of case-law

the word is applied only to transactions where

the duty arises from the receipt of a quid pro

quo—the formal or specialty contract being

designated a grant, an obligation or a coven-

ant. It is also to be remembered that the

Chancellor, so far as the books disclose, never

attempted to give relief upon gratuitous parol

promises. The rule governing the Chancery

(a) See Maine's Ancient Law, 14 ed., p. li.i;!; and the
arguments cf counsel and opinion of Kent. C. J., in Thome v.

Deas, 4 Johns, 84.

(b) At pp. 21.3, 211 of vol. ii, 2nd ed.

(c) S Harv. Law Rev. at p. 2.i3.
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' Upon ntuium pactumhere ought v,o be no more help in ChLerythan there is at Common Law "(a). Furthermore ,t n.ust not be overlooked that the'English doctrme of Consideration had itsfoundation m ethics rather than in the consenof he parties. The Chancellors who first gaverelief in respect of the breach of parol con!racts were apparently influenced byX.mple desire to prevent a man from nten
tioi^ally misleading another to his detriment.
lit le attention being paid to the specificnforcement of the promise or undertaking^

iad its orT '

°'"°"^ *'^^ Considerationhad Its origin m tort-in the deceit of one of

j! P^;^f t° - agreement. Hence arosethe modification of Trespass on the Case known

ment of a trust created without onlt -A
-^ tWon's enforce-

IS Ves. 140, is regarde^as the fir^f^ "''''°"'.'"^^P''''^^r«.
any modificationlfflhe rule'^ato've irated"''

'" '"^ ""'"'^ °'

Storg -.^nce"(Eq.' Ju^fs'"^? .fo .notwithstanding Judge
8th lidw. IV 4 (b) as a rero^iV • i .'^u'"'

^«<=- '"IH) UMn

m

a.
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ever the plaintiff had been induced to part

with his goods or chattels upon the parol

]}romise of the defendant. Subsequently this

])articular form of action on the Case was

extended to all instances where the plaintiff

suffered detriment by acting on the promise

of the defendant. In the early ])art of last

century Deceit lost its identity in Procedure,

becoming known as a special actloii of As-

sumpsit.

The transmutation of the originally tort-

ious remedy of Assumpsit into one peculiar

to the enforcement of parol contracts went

steadily forward after the decisions we have

referred to in the fifteenth century. For a

long time, however, it was contended that

inasmuch as Assumpsit implied fraud or

deceit, it should be confined to cases where

the derrumd was for damages, and not be

substituted for Debt, where it would have the

effect of preventing the defendant from ' wag-

ing his law' (a). Now Indebitatus Assump-

sit had two advantages over Debt, the first

(a) See Gilbert on Debt, p. 42.3.
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being that the defendant could not 'wage his^w and so preclude the plaintiff frZsutrn,t ,ng h:s case to the jury

; the second bebgthat the niceties of pleading in Debt wer!overcome by the plaintiff being allowed to

BuTthr ' ?' ^'"^'^^ "^^-^ '' his! tion

fi-^r "'fr ^^' '''''"" ^"'^^ for all by

pt K
.?''^^^ '" '"'^ '^"^- part of QueenElizabeth s reign. That was an action of Issumpsit for the price of standing grain bough"by defendant but for which he refused to pavwith intent, as was alleged, to defraud plain'tS'

ZTL . S'
P'"^"'"'^ ^^'^ ^" action on

benefit of 'f'
'"'"^ ^'^^ defendant's

benefit of wager of law. In this case theCommon Pleas nd Queen's Bench were atvariance, and ' .r the honour of the law and

o7suchT'
°' ^'^ ^"'^^^*- - the apjeasingof such diversity of opinions" the case wa!twice argued before all the "Justices oEng and and Barons of the Excheq"?Wthelasttime bySir Edward Coke, for the plain^

(a) 4 Rep. 91a and 94b.
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and Francis Bacon, for the defendant) and it

was ultimateh- resolved in favour of the

plaintiff ; the result being that i)roof by the

plaintiff of a simple contract debt is sufficient

to support an action thereon, although there

is no express jiromise by the defendant to pa\'

the same.

Thus was the notion of the ' implied pro-

mise' introduced into English Law, and the

native theory of Contract, if we may be said

to have any theory of Contract as distinct

from mere rules of Procedure, advanced far

towards its present stage of development.

At the beginning of this paper it was

intimated that the attempt to ingraft the

consensual theory of the Civil Law upon the

English Law of Contract is a mistake, and

that no satisfactory p irallel can be instituted

between the foundations of obligation ex con-

tractu in the two systems of law. It is sub-

mitted that the cases and authorities above

discussed support the correctness of that

view. Instead of likeness, rather disparity

is to be noted between one theory which

treats the obligation as arising wholly upon.
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o.v THE ART OF BEING
IRRELEVANT.

Aloof from the entire point—KiNi; Lear, Act 1, sc 1

'ikf^ ELEVANCY, the iirincipleof 'stickinRto

JEL the point', is, indeed, a laudable thing

as applied to testinnjny in the courts.

What would be more intolerable to Bench and

Bar than that the unlucky wight who is con-

demned to the witness-box should be accorded

liberty of speech? Perish the thought! Dis-

cursiveness, on the other hand, is the stock in

trade of the advocate, who is paid to talk by

the day ; whilst to divagate, and incidentally

to adjudicate, has been the prerogative of

the judges from the time whereof the mind of

man runneth not to the contrary. No one

who has a fairly intimate acquaintance with

the reports of cases from the time of Cicero to

our own day will dispute my word in this

matter.
" Consistencie's a jewell," says the old

Scotch ballad, and that may be one reason

whv the Gentlemen of the Bar, conforming to
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"Pon by some as^ SufoTS'T"'
" '""'"'

we might f-ill int
^'^ '""''• ''"f^ •'^"mignt tall into a contemjn if vve ren.,<.v;tthe court to nraoti.-P t^;

request
practice this or any other virt,».It requires the boldness of a Phto /v.. 188) to tell the judges thut ^^T.'

observe the virtues; andfma' be'hatt^hwntmgs are ever brought to their cognizance

practice of L g^tle LfofH^"'
'°"^' ^^^

has been resS o "i^n?^ 'if
^•^"*'

:f^orofth'-- -?- '^^"^ Nations-

theTe^ltfTh^NL'^-^r'Tr"-^
than a , dea^^.h fhT^s^X
oTerrs:rr^tTrv'--"
-ys Harris m his //.Lr.Ji;.^-;.:

more orrnlt tv,„ " ,
='«^'-urea by nothing
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spring. tr;i-la," may '

' have nothing t" <1<> with

the case."

A moment a^" we mentioned the name ot

ficero: and there is no advocate in ancient

„r modern times who has tra\'ersed the whole

ambit of irrelev..ncy with so much credit to

himself, and advantage to the student of

rhetoric. One might be disposed to grant

him every license to

' Survey m.inkind fruni China lo Pi-ni
"

in the great Stat.; Trials of Catiline. Milo. and

Verres; but he reixatedH' allows the pinions

of oratory to carry him out of sight of the

facts in the four forensic addresses in matters

(jf private law which have been preserved to

us: Pro Ojiinctio, Pro Roscio Comoedo, Pro

Tullio and Pro Caecina. A commentator on

the latter finds this excuse for his persistent

aberrance; 'As is usual in a bad case, the

unessential points are dwelt on at dispropor-

tionate length. • • If we go to these speeches

ex] ecting, as we might reasonabh' do, to find

cleir propositions or statements of the rules

of private law as the\- obtained in his day we
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Although he hiiil ;i fairly jjood ti-chnical do-

fence, CicTo preferred to rest the burden of

his ar>j'iment u])on the ground that his cHent

was an exceedingly fine jjoet, and, as such,

useful to sing the ])raises of Rome, and, in-

cidentally, to immortalize the genius of her

greatest orator, Marcus TuUius Cicero, Such

being the case, he said, the court could not

afTord to proclaim Archias an alien.

Then take the case of Erskine, whom Lord

Campbell acclaims as the greatest forensic

orator of any age. Is it not correct to say that

his rapid rise to distinction at the Bar was due

to a brilliant bit of 'offside play' in his first

case in court? In showing cause against a

motion to make absolute a rule nisi for an

information for libel, obtained by certain ofH-

cers of the Royal Hospital for Superannuated

Seamen at Greenwich against Captain Thomas
Baillie, Erskine proceeded in the course of his

argument to launch a withering philippic

against Lord Sandwich, who, although a gov-

ernor of the charity, was not a party to the

proceedings. Lord Mansfield, who was pre-

siding in the King's Bench on the motion,
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as by opinions which hit the issues raised in a

particular case straight between the eyes.

Our statute-rolls show legislation for the suy>

pression of extra-judicial oaths, but there is

nothing to prohibit the uttering of extra-

judicial opinions, and, contemplating the re-

stricted avenues for achieving fame open to

the judges, I rejoice in the absence of such an

embargo.

Because the target 1 may miss each time

Pray do not make my crooked shots a crime:

Xo bull's-eye's hit—yet who knows but I may
Bring down a rura avis some fine day?

Now the books do not disclose that there

ever were judges in any age, who, like Mr.

Winkle, were unable to hit the point under

any circumstances ; but it is true that the best

of them over or under-shoot it upon occasion,

and yet expend their ammunition to an ex-

tremely useful ])urpose. By way of illus-

trating the justness of this observation we
refer to the leading case of Coggs v. Bernard,

where Holt, C. J. ('a man above all praise,' in

the estimation of Lord Kenyon), upon the

narrow issue as to whether one who receives
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goods into his possession, ujwnan undertaking
to carry them safely without reward, is liable
for their loss through negligence in the process
of carnage, took occasion to formulate a gen-

Then there is the dictum of Lord Ellen-
borough in the case of Weld v. Hornby, to the
effect that every weir built across a non-
navigable river so as to in,pede the passage of
hsh therein is a public nuisance. In that case
It was only necessary to decide whether the
defendant had the right to convert a certain
ancient brush-weir into a stone structure
bu.lt so that fish could not pass through it, yet
Lord Ellenborough's dictum has been crvstall-
ized into a principle of the Common Law both
in England and America (See L R 5 C P -,t

pp. 694, 695.)

True, we are not able to assert that everv
extra-judicial opinion found in the books will
respond to the test of usefulness

; indeed it hascome to our ears that some counsel, whose
ordinary demeanour is dignified self-restraint
Itself, have been known to sav things contrarv

w

( i
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to the aforesaid statute made and provided

against extra-judicial oaths in conning some

of these unintentional essays in the art of being

irrelevant. But I venture to think that

whatever may be said as to the inherent

worthlessness of many of these opinions,

strict justice is not done them if lawyers over-

look an extrinsic value which they are bound

to have, and which I may he permitted to

characterize as litigiferous. As the blood of

the martyrs was the seed of the Church, so the

dicta of the judges have been the leaven of

litigation. Lord Kenyon once observed on

the Bench: "I cannot but lament that the

learned judges, in deciding the cases reported

in Burrow, did not confine themselves to the

points immediately before them, instead of

dropping hints that perhaps have invited

litigation." In Steel v. Houghton (1 H.Bl. 51)

it appears that a dictum of Sir Matthew Hale

was responsible for the action there brought

;

and industrious research in the books will

bring to light many similar instances.

The gentle Elia in one of his essays said

there are "books' which are no books" {biblia
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a-biblia); so, in speaking of our immediate
subject of discussion, Willes, C. J., declared
that there are many "dicta nunquam dicta."

But there is this radical difference between the
two critical pronouncements, namely, that
the literary critic made his rejection on
the principle that certain printed and bound
things bearing the semblance of books are
intrinsically no books at all, while the judicial

critic's theory was that many alleged 'things

said' by the judges were never said by them
at all, but by the reporters.

And, speaking the while of judges, shall

we forget the credit they have done them-
selves by the splendid irrelevancy of their

trial jokes as a whole ? It is all very well

for Lord Campbell to sneer at judicial jeux
d'esprit in his "Lives," and have us believe

that the Bar only laugh at them because they
have to

—

ex necessitate rei, so to speak ; but as

a matter of fact no court jesters of old ever
enjoyed such splendid countenance as the
Bench of our own day do whenever they
consciously exploit the art expressed in the
Horatian phrase, desipere in loco. Counsel
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feel that they can safely applaud when the

judges know they are talking nonsense.

In the next place, to illustrate my point

that the irrelevancies of a legal treatise-writer

are not without their value and reward, who
doubts that if Blackstone's Commentaries had

lacked the author's pleasant wanderings from

the arid paths of the law into the fields

and by-ways of history, jwlitical philosophy

and ethics, they would never have attained

their pre-eminence in the lawyer's library?

And yet these very divagations impair the

work considered as a repository of dry law.

Blackstone took a formal farewell of the Muses,

and dedicated himself to the 'jealous Jade,'

Themis; but in reality he never forsook his

early love. In entering upon his monumental

work he might have appropriated to himself

these words of Lucretius:

" Firstly, I seek—upon an arduous theme

—

To loose the mind from superstition's bonds.

Next, to put clear a question most obscure.

And touch it all with true poetic grace."

It was upon the lines of Sir William Black-

stone's method of law-book making that Sir
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William Jones, Judge Story and Chancellor
Kent wrote themselves into imperishable
fame.

Putting this and that together, then, we
are led to the conclusion that sweet are the
uses of irrelevancy in the domain of the law.
It is only the crabbed logician who fulminates
against the practice of the gentle art : and we
all know that Logic has now gone out of fash-
ion. If we do not understand what the term
ignoratio elenchi means, how shall wc be in
any wise perturbed b\- having the same flung
in our teeth ?

A
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ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF NEGLI-

GENCE.

Seifineur, tant de prudence entratne trop de soin:

Je ne sais point pr&voir les malheurs de si loin.

Racine: .Andromaque, I, 2.

,j|3| EGLIGENCE has been characterized

^It^ as "one of the most difficult, in-

volved and voluminous topics of the

law" (o).

The English word ' negligence ' is deriv-

ed from the Latin substantive ' negligentia,'

which primarily means 'want of care,' and is

the antonym of ' diltgentia.' But while the

correspondence between negligentia and its

English derivative is exact in ordinary use,

there is a technical difference between them
as respectively employed in the Roman and

English systems of law. In the former

system negligentia only became an action-

able or punishable fault (culpa) when it fell

within the classification of 'great negligence'

—"magna negligentia culpa est" {b).

(a) Campbell's "Science of Law," p. 200.

(6) Paul., Dig. 50, 16, 226.
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In the language of jurisprudence, there-

tore, culpa and negligence are to be regarded
as terms of equal meaning.

It has been said that no definition of nejr-
hgence formulated by any one judge or juristhas proved satisfactory to the framer of an-
other definition (a), and the reason is not far
to seek; for when we begin to <lefine the lawwe enter the province of philosophN-, and since
ph.losoph>- emerges from the anal\-sis of em-
pirical conceptions, which, as Kant points out
W, can only be explained and not defined it
IS nc to be expected that in any branch
of the philosophy of the law we can start out
with the synthetical exactness of mathemati-
cal science. But even Kant concedes that
propositions or statements, which are i^roperlv
speaking not definitions but merelv approxi
mations thereto, may be used with advantagem philosophy; and, as the subject in ' nd
demands some attempt at a concise s.ate-

^ J

(a) Shearman & Redfield on Negligence, 5th ed.. vol. 1,

{b) Kritik der reinen Vernunft CMptVirirll s i i

^

V'

Vi
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ment of the elements of negligence in law, the

following is predicated upon the opinions of

the judges expressed in the cases collected in

the foot note (a) :

Negligence, as a cause of action for civil

damages, consists in the breach of duty to exer-

cise care, whereby injury naturally and proxi-

mately results to some one entitled to a fulfil-

ment of the duty.

Before proceeding to examine the legal

doctrine of negligence in its psychical bearings

it would not be an uninstructive digression to

notice for a moment the sociological principle

which underlies it as a whole.

That principle has been designated by

Herbert Spencer as the principle of 'equal

freedom '(6). Mr. Spencer says: "Every

(o) Per Alderson, B., in Bl)ih v. Birmingham Water-

ivorks Co., 11 Exch. 781; per W'Ues, J., in Vaughati v. Tajf

Vale Ry Co., 5 H. & N. 679; per Blackburn, J., in Mersey

Pocks Trustees v, Gibhs, L.R. 1 H.L., 03 ; per Byles, J., in

Collis V Selden, L.R. 3 C.P. 498; per Brett, M.R. in Heaven

V. Pender, L.R. 11 QB.D. 503; and in Lane v. Cox, [1S971 1

Q.B. 41.t; per Patterson, J., in Chandler Electric Co. v. Fuller,

21 S C R. 337; per Robinson, C.J., in Dean v. McCarthy, 2

U.C.Q.B. 418; per YounR, C.J.. in McDougall v, McDonald,

12 N.S.R. 219; per Mitchell, J., in Osborne v. McMasters,

40 Minn. 103, S.C. annotated in 12 Am. St. Rep. BOS.

(()) Social Statics, ed. of 1868, p. 121.
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man has freedom to do all that he wills ,jro
vided tha- he infringes not the equal freedom
of any other man." If we regard the word
freedom so used as equivalent to the word
right («), then Mr. Spencer's formula suf-

ficiently exi,resses the legal concejjtion ofman s duty to man in the social state. Cicero
declared that the right of the citizen to im-
mun.t>- from harm at the hands of his fellows
lies at the very base of positive law--F«„.
damenta justitice sunt lU nc cut noceotur eic

•"

and m generalizing the domain of Wrongs th.-Roman jurists rega-ded every unjust infringe-
ment of the rights of others as vhe result
of mahce or negligence, the presence of
either rendering the conduct complained of
culpable, ,.e., giving rise to the legal dutv of
reparation (b). Thus throughout the litera-
ture of jurisprudence we shall find that the
principle of altruism--/, drott d'autrtti-is

(by Rawle) 1 ,

p.' 84s
''"''• Bo.ivier's LaCv Diet

.

smit^fP^dS^lt; ''"™' """' '-^. P- -'U. and Goud-

i r I
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recognized as the very essence of the ct)nce|)-

tion of responsibility for neRligence.

So much for the sociological side of the

legal doctrine of negligence, a matter not to be

lightly passed o\-er by the student of juris-

I)rudence, for, as pointed out by Mr. Clarke (a),

law is but a branch of the science of sociology.

Turning now to a consideration of the

psvchicr.1 bearings of negligence in law, it

must be admitted that there is a regrettable

amount of confusion in the books as to

whether the element of intention on the part

of the wrong-doer has aught or nothing to do

with the theory of liability. For instance,

-,ome writers, such as Mr. Horace Smith (6),

assert that negligence is an "unintentional

breach of duty": while, on the other hand,

we find so distinguished a jurist as Professor

Salmond, of the University of Adelaide, affirm-

ing that negligence is " a form of mens rea" (c).

It is submitted that neither of these obviousU-

divergent views can be accepted— the former

(a) Science of Law, und L,iw-Making, p. 4.

(6) Smith on Negligence, 2nd ed., p. I.

(c) Jurisprudence, p. 43:i.

I&SI
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bu-ing inexact and the latter wh(>ll\ uiitcnahle.
Let us test them hy reason and authority.

Dealing, in the first place, with the view
that negligence is "an unintentional breach of
duty," it is reasonable to argue that there may
be an intentional breach of some jjarticular
duty to exercise care not onl\- not coupled with
an intent to cause injury to the person entitled
to the fulfilment of the duty, but, on the con-
trary, accomjjanied by a desire that no injury
will be sustained by him by reason of the
breach. Let us illustrate this. Suppose A.,
the owner of a factory, fails to erect a guard or
fence around a portion of the machinery in his
factory which he knows to be dangerotis to the
persons employed by him, but'.vhich,if so pro-
tected, could be operated with safet\-. B., an
employee, in consequence of the breach of dut\-
by A. to exercise care by erecting such guard or
fence, sustains bodily injury. \ow. although
A. was aware of his duty, and intended to com-
mit a breach of it. he never intended that B.
should be injured thereby, but, on the contrary,
hoped that B. would operate the unprotected
machinery without accident. Here A. is un-

iii

! h i,

m
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(loubtedly liable for negliKt'iicT ((J). l)Ut could

it be said tha' the negligence is foinided on an

"unintentional breach of duty?" Clearly in

such a case the psychical elemert of intention

does not manifest itself in relation to the result

of the breach of iluty, hut is confined wholly to

the breach iiself, which may or may not be

followed b\- an injurious result ; and it is only

that result which makes the conduct of the

wrong-doer a subject of juridical enquiry. It

is not within the jirovince of the court to go be-

hind the result and enquire into the mental state

of the wrong-doer in bringing it about— hence

considerations of intention or non-intention

are superfluous and beside the question of lia-

bility in cases of negligence. To put it shorth-,

the legal theory of causation in such cases

posits careless conduct as the external ante-

cedent of injury, the external consequent (b).

(a) See Georgf Matthews Co. v. Bouchard, 2s S.C R. .")SII.

(fc) Mr. Bigelow (Toris, 2nd ed., p. 13) verv properly
draws the distinction between intending an act and intending
its consequences in this way : "To speak of an 'intended act

'

is a pleonasm. An 'act' is necessiirily intended, though its

consequences may or may not be intended." He refers on
this point to Ziehen : Physiological Psychology, 29. (Lond.
181*2). On this point see also Markby's Elem. Law, sec. 219.

\Vharton on Negligence, ti§ N, l.**.
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But. if it is unscientific and inexact to
qualify the i,reach of ,iutv uiK,n which neL'li-
Kence ,s founded l.y the adjective •'uninten-
tional, can it he said, in the secon.l place, that
ncKliKence is "a form of mens rcaV This en-
<|uiry cannot he answered without first review-
inff the ,,lace and meaning of the phrase mem
rca m the language of the law.

The phrase in question is hut a fragment of
the maxim Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit
rca, which may be iteelv translated so- The
act does not constitute a crime unless it is
attended with a guilty mind, i.e., criminal
intent. This maxim has been described as
•one of Coke's scraps of Latin" (a), but its
first api^earance in the Common Law is much

D '^.^f"
^''^^'^ ^i'"'^' J'l the "Leges Henrici

Pnm; (/.) ^e have it in thi- orm: Reum non
}actt mst mens tea, and it undoubtedh- Hltered
Its way there through the canonists 'from its
primary source in St. Augustine's Scrmones (c)
Uealing with the sin of false swearing, St.

Mag !"«. I'll*"
"'"' "'"'" "" "'"' ""'' i" '•' L'rim Law

l-:'i«^ l.'lili:
^'' ^^^'^^"'^•''^ -^nc- Uwsand Institutes of

(<) No. ISO. c. 2.
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Augustine says: "The tongue is not guilty un-

less it speaks with a guilty mind" {Ream ling-

uam non facit nisi mens rea) . However, in the

Leges Henrici we cannot expect to find a very

marked cleavage between the ecclesiastical

and civil bearings of the maxim, and therefore

we must return to Coke to discover its place

and significance in the Common Law.
In the third part of Coke's Institutes (a

treatise upon the pleas of the Crown) we find

the axiom in precisely the same words as we
have it to-day. At p. 10, chapter 1, entitled

"Of High Treason," there is the following pas-

sage commenting upon Sir John Oldcastle's

insurrection in the reign of Henry VUL:

—

"It was specially found that divers of the

King's subjects did minister and yield victuals

to SirJohn Oldcastle, knight, and others, being

in open war against the King, and that they

were in company with them in open war; but

all this was found to be pro timore mortis, et

quod recesserunt, qtiam cito potuerunt, and it was
adjudged to be no treason because it was for

fear of death. Et actus non facit reunt, nisi

mens sit rca."
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Again, in chapter 47, entitled "Of Larceny

or Theft at Common Law," we read- "First
It must be felonious, id est, cum animo furandi
as hath been said. Actus non facit reum, nisi
mens stt rea" (p. 107).

So it is established that the emergence of
the maxim from the writings of the eccles
lastics and canonists into the modem juris-
prudence of England was through the door of
Coke s Institutes. Let us trace its develop-
ment as a principle of the law of crimes

In Hale's '

'
Hist. Plac. Cor." (a), published

first m the year 1736, the doctrine of criminal
intent is thus enunciated : "The consent of the
will IS that which renders human actions either
commendable or culpable; as, where there is no
law, there is no transgression, so, regularly
where there is no will to commit an offence'
there can be no transgression or just reason
to incur the penalt}- or sanction of that law
instituted for the punishment of crimes or
offences (b).

(a) Vol. 1, p. 1,5.

SI!.,. ^\h^"\i^ "" "^''"'^^ confusion of tornis i-i this T,as

!!f
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In 1798, Lord Kenyon (a) explicitly adopt-

ed the maxim as embodying the criminal law

doctrine of complementary ' intent' and ' act'.

He says: "It is a principle of natural justice,

and of our law, that actus non facit reum nisi

mens sit rea. The intent and the act must

both concur to constitute the crime." Cock-

burn, C.J., in 1861, even more emphatically

insulated thij maxim from the mass of pro-

verbial philosophy, and destined it to the crim-

inal law. He said: "Actus non facit reum nisi

mens sit rea is the foundation of all criminal

justice" {b). Sir James Fitzjames Stephen,

recognizing the peculiar part the maxim plays

The distinction between 'will' and 'intention' as elements
of crime is well made in Harris' Criminal Law, 10th ed., p. 10,

Sir James Fitzjames Stephen argues the distinction at length

in his Hist. Crim. Law, vol. II, chap. IS. The following pas-

sage from p. 100 is a succinct statement of his conception of the

elements of a voluntary action; "A voluntary action is a
motion or group of motions accompanied or preceded bv
volition ana directed towards some object. Every such
action comprises the following elements—knowledge, motive,

choice, volition, intention ; and thoughts, feelings, and mo-
tions, adapted to execute the intention. These elements occur

in the order in which I have enumerated them." See also

Terry's Lead. Princ. Anglo-American Law, § 79, where the

confusion of 'will' with 'intention' in a modern English

work is attributed to a German origin.

(a) Fowler v. Padget, 7 T.R. at p. ,514.

(fc) Reg. v. Sleep, 8 Cox C.C. at p. 477.
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in the criminal law, expounds it as follows:

"The truth is that the maxim about 'vtens rea'

means no more than that the definition of all

or nearly all crimes contains not only an out-

ward and visible element, but a mental ele-

ment, varying according to the different nature
of different crimes. Thus, in reference to mur-
der, the 'mens rea' is any state of mind which
comes within the description of malice afore-

thought. In reference to theft the 'mens rea' is

an intention to deprive the owner of his prop-
erty permanently, fraudulently, and without
claim of right. In reference to forgery the
'mens rea' is anything which can be described

as an intent to defraud. Hence the only means
of arriving at a full comprehension of the expres-

sion 'mens rea' is by a detailed examination of

the definitions of particui.r crimes." (a)

"Actus nan facit reum nisi mens sit rea—
this maxim of our criminal law." Broom's
Legal 1 :xims{b).

"The guilty state of mind, the tnens rea or

criminal intention.
'

' Harris' Criminal Law (c)

.

(a) Hist. Crim. Law, vol. ii, c. xvjii, p. !)5.

(i) 7th ed. (1900), p. 249.
(c) 10th ed. (1904), p. 11.

i''

M
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"The maxim is exclusively applicable to

criminal cases and does not affect civil cases."

Adams' Juridical Glossary (a).

There would seem, then, to be no doubt
that the maxim in question has, from the very

earliest times down to the present, had a special

place and meaning in the criminal law; and,

that being so, any unnecessary dislodgment of

it therefrom for the purpose of making it do
duty as a part of the technics of another and
distinct branch of legal science is to be dep: ">-

cated under any circumstances, but where the

new setting for the old maxim is incongruous

and subversive of its original meaning, such a

use, or rather abuse, ought not to be allowed

to become general.

It is submitted that a thorough examina-
tion of the psychology of negligence will de-

monstrate that Professor Salmond's view (b)

(a) 1st ed. (1886), p. 59.

(b) Absolute originality in the impugned use of the phrase
'mens rea' is not to be charged against Professor Salmond.
For instance, more than a dozen years before the appearance
of Salmond's "Jurisprudence," Cave. J., in Chisholm v. Doid-
ton (KSSO) 22Q.B.D. at p. 741, said :—"It is a general princi-
ple of our criminal law that there must be as an essential ingre-
dient in a criminal offence some blameworthy condition of

IM'
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that negligence is "a form of mcs mf (a) is
not only inaccurate, btn misleading-

(1) Because the phrase •mens rca' in legal
technics {b) has become a s>non\m for crim-
inal intent.

(2) Because e\-en if the term might with
propriety be extended to denote the psx'chical
element of 'intention' in civil wrongs involv-
mg fraud or malice, it is meaningless as applied
to negligence.

The first branch of this proposition has,
1 hope, been adequately estaWished; it re-
mains for me to demonstrate the correctness of
the second.

If we survey the province of civil wrongsm English law, as a whole, we find that they
resolve themselves into three great classifi'-
cations

:

1st. Personal wrongs, marked by a delib-

s™metimesTuilTv\-n,;v,"H'2'''^1"'="'
^'"""^es it is malice,

(6) The law has its technical terms, and henco •, rt,V-tionary of ,ts own. " BiRelow on Torts, 2nd ed p u '

'^'

;-i

*1
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erate intention to do harm, such as cases of

assault, slander and libel, conspiracy, and

malicious prosecution (o)

;

2nd. Wrongs to property, i.e.. trespasses to

lands, goods and proprietary rights

:

3rd. Wrongs arising to the person, or prop-

erty, through negligence {b).

The theory of responsibility referable to

each of these three groups is distinctive. In

the first, it proceeds upon the jjrinciple that

one who intentionallx injures another must

answer therefor in damages. In other words,

the subjective element of intention, a 'state of

mind' in which the wrong-doer contemplates

the probable consequences of his act and de-

sires them to follow upon it. must always

(a) Manv wrongs of this class are also treated as criminal

offences, and,' indeed, there is no moral cleavage between this

group of torts and crimes involving the same grounds of com-

plaint. The only difference is in procedure. See Pollock on

Torts, 7th ed., p. 9; Harris' Crimmal Law, 10th ed,. p, 2,

(h) I have made no reference in the text to the doc-

trine of liabihtv for nuisance, because it has no bearing on

the main _iStion under discussion, and 1 do not wish un-

necessarilv'to add to the difficulties of mastering an abstruse

subject, 'Nuisance is in some respects coincident with tres-

pass, and in others it resembles negligence; but it diflers from

both in its salient features, and holds a substantive place in

the law of torts. See Underhill on Torts, 7th ed., p, ;i2:> ;

laggard on Torts, chap, xi., p, 74.'). et seq.
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1

accompany the wrongful act in cases falling

under the first group. In the second group,
the theory of responsibility is highly technical

and pecuUar It would seem to proceed whol-
ly upon the principle that a legal right has been
invaded, without contemplating the cause or

effect of such invasion. It is not necessary in

such cases to show that the defendant was
either 'sciens' or 'volens' in respect of doing
the act which constitutes the trespass. As
was said by Lord Camden in Entick v. Car-
rington (a), "by the laws of England every
invasion of private property, be it ever so min-
ute, is a trespass. No man can set his foot

upon my ground without my license but he is

hable to an action, though the damage be
nothing." And so with regard to trespass to

goods; if the trespass involves a deprivation

of possession to such an extent as to be incon-

sistent with the rights of the owner, the cir-

cumstances amount to a conversion. " It is now
settled law that the assumption and exercise

of dominion over a chattel for any purpose or

for any person, however innocently done, (if

(a) 19 St. Tr. at p. 106().

'
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such conduct can be snid to be inconsistent

with the title of the true owner) is !i. conver-

sion" (a).

Turning, finally, to the third group, wrongs

arising through negligence, we are confronted

with a theory of responsibility which makes a

standard of conduct the test of the wrongful

character of the act done. That, of cour'e, is

entirely an objective basis of liability, the

theorv finding its raison d'etre in the obvious

justice of requiring one who has conducted

himself carelessly in respect of a dut\' owed by

him to another, to make amends for his care-

lessness in damages. If there can be said to be

any subjective side to the legal doctrine of

negligence it consists in a purely ])assive state

of mind on the part of the wrong-doer toward

the consequences of his carelessness, such a

state of mind as negatives the presumption of

intention to produce the injury suffered.

Clearly, then, if the auchorities support the

proposition that the element of intention does

not enter into the theory of legal liability for

(o) Per Harrison, C.J.. in Drifjil

at 1 . 320.

McFall, 41 U.C.Q.B.
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injury arising from negligence, it is both incor-
rect and misleading to characterize negligence
as a form of mens rea." If »nw5 r^a denotes
cnmmal mtent,' and negligence is opposed to
intentional injury.' surely it is a mere antilogy
to make such a characterization.

^-et us examine some of the leading author-
ities for the purpose of testing the soundness of
the proposition that we have just stated

A modern writer has very trulv said that
the legal duty to exercise care has'its founda-

tion m the requirements of civilized society
The Roman Law recognized the duty of a citizen
altemm non laedere,' and appreciated the
significance of the obligation requiring the
exercise of care"(a). It is undoubtedly true
that their doctrine of torts has been worked
out by English judges on lines more or less
distinctive, but that the princi,3les of the Rom-
an Law havp been of incalculable assistance to
them cannot be disputed. Particularlv is this
true of the subject of negligence. In 'respect
of the state of mind of the wrong-doer, the
doctnne of culpa in the Roman Law is in entire

(.a) Jones on Negligence of .Municipal Corporations, 5 .T

^
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It 'i

agreement with the doctrine of negligence as it

obtains in our law to-da>- ; and we have never

seen the Roman doctrine more accurately

stated than by Ayliffe (a), an English writer of

the early part of the eighteenth century.

These are his words; "The word 'fault,' in

Latin called culpa, is a general term: and

according to the definition of it, it denotes an

offence or injury done unto another by im-

prudence, which might otherwise be avoided

by human care. For a fault, says Donatus,

has a respect unto him who hurts another not

knowingly or willingly. Here we use the

word offence or injury by way of a genus which

comprehends deceit, malice and all other mis-

demeanours, as well as a fault. For deceit

and malice are plainly intended for the injurj-

of another, but a fault is not so designed. And

therefore, we have added the word impru-

dence in this definition to jioint out and dis-

tinguish a fault from deceit, malice, and an

evil purpose of mind which accompanies all

trespasses and misdemeanours. A fault arises

(a) A new Pandect of the Roman Civil Law, by John

Ayliffe, (Lend. 1734), bk. 2, tit. 23, \ip. KIH-llO.
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from simpliciu-, a dulness of mind, and a
barrenness of thought which is always attended
with imprudence, but deceit, called dolus, has
Its rise from a malicious purpose of mind,which
acts in contempt of all honesty and prudence
with a full intent of doing mischief or an
injury."

The mental attitade of the wrongdoer
in 'culpa is thus described bv a modern
commentator on the Roman law (a): "La
faute (culpa), consideree au point de vue de
r acte illicite, consiste k commettre celui-ci par
suite dun dcfaut de soins. Le caract^re dis-
tmctif de la faute est la negligence; T auteur
de r acte illicite na pas prevu la lesion du droit
d' autrui, ou bien s'il I'a prevu, il ne I'a point
voulue; mais il na pas apjiort^ k ses actions la
somme de soins n^cepsaire.

"

That the Roman law basis of liabilitv for
negligence was an objective one is apparent
from the last quotation and the following:
"There was grave fault {culpa lata) where one
neglected the measures of precaution that

5 .s,s

(a) Van Wetter, Cours dletnentaire de droit romain.

IlihI'J
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every man habitually takes, under ordinary

circumstances, and with due regard to the

manners, the usages or the ])eculiarities of the

place where the act is done;" or, "where, being

under an obligation to another, a jjcrson had

not given to the property or the business of

that other the same care and attention that he

habitually gave to his own. . . . The slight

fault {culpa levis) consisted in neglecting the

care '-hich an attentive and intelligent man

of business, under ordinary circumstances,

habitually gave to his own affairs. {Diligentia

diligentis patrisfamilias)" (a).

How close the English law approaches to

this doctrine is shown by the following oxjiress-

ions of judges and text-writers:

"Negligence is the omission to do something

which a reasonable man, guided upon those

considerations which ordinarily regulate the

conduct of human affairs, would do, or doing

something which a prudent and reasonable

(a) Goudsmit's Pandects, $ 71), pp. 213, 214. On this

S.int see also Gaius III., 211; Savigny. Syst. Ill, p. 388 ;

einecc. Elem. Juris Civ. 111., 14, 7S.S : and a learned article

bvMr Schuster on the "Liabilities of Bailees in German Law,
2'Law Quart. Rev. 1S.S.
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man would not do" Per Alderson, B.
Blylh V. Btrmingham Waterworks Co. (a).

"Negligence is the absence of care accord-
ing to the circumstances." Per Willes J in
Vaughan v. Taff Vale Railway Co. (b).

"Actionable negligence consists in the ne-
glect of the use of ordinary care or skill to-
wards a person towhom the defendant owes the
duty of observing ordinary care and skill, b\-
which neglect, the plaintiff, without contribu-
tory negligence on his part, has suffered injur\-
to his person or property." Per Brett, M.R'
in Heaven v. Pender (c).

"What a man does through negligence, he
does not do from a fraudulent motive. Fraud
imports design and purpose; negligence im-
ports that you are accing carelessly and with-
out that design.

'

' Per Fr>', J. , in kettleufell v
Watson (d).

"There is no absolute rule as to negligence
to cover all cases. That which is negligencem one case, by a change of circumstances

la) 1 1 E.xch. at p. 7S4,
(fc) n H. & N. at p. (iHS.
(.') L.R. 11 Q.B.D. at p. .-,07
(rf) L R. 21 (T,. D. at V^-ilu.

fl
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will become ordinarv care in another, or gross

negligence in a third. It is a relative term,

depending upon the circumstances." Per

Agnew, J., in Philadelphia, &c., Railroad Co. \\

Spearen (a).

"Unreasonable conduct is usually called

negligence in law, because in a standard man

in the party's situation it could not arise from

any other 'state of mind than negligence or

intention, which latter the law is reluctant to

to presume." Professor Terr>- in "Leadmg

Principles of Anglo-American Law' '(b).

"The state of mind of the doer of an act is

often thf subject of legal enquiry with a view

to ascertaining whether it exhibits the phen-

omena of 'intention.' From the nature of the

case, a similar enquiry- can hardly be under-

taken with a view to detecting the psycho-

logical phenomena of 'negligence.' Lawyers

have, therefore, long been content, in enquir-

ing into the alleged negligence of a given

individual, to confine themselves to ascertam-

' whether or no his acts conform to an ex-mg

(a) 47 Penn. at p. :i().i.

(6) I 217, p. 200.
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ternaj -landard of carefulness. Two such
standarJs were employed by the Roman law-
yers to measure that diligentia' the failure to
attain which they called 'culpa.' . . This
abstract, or ideal, objective test" (the care
which would be exercised, under the circum-
stances, by the average good citizen) "is that
which IS applied in modern codes, and is stated
with growing clearness in the decisions of Eng-
lish and American courts." Holland's Ele-
ments of Jurisprudence (a).

"Negligence is the omission to take such
care as under the circumstances it is the legal
duty of a person to take. It is in no sense a
positive idea, and has nothing to do with a
state of mind." Clerk & Lindsell on Torts (b).

"The Roman conception of delict agrees
ver\- well with the conception that appears
really to underlie the English law of tort. Lia-
bility for delict, or civil wrong in the strict
sense, is the result either of wilful injury to
others, or wanton disregard of what is due to
them (dolus), or of a failure to observe due

(a) !lth ed. pp. lo.j, 100.

(6) 3rd ed., p. 431.

l.Ln

d

{:'
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care and caution, which has similar though

not intended or expected consequences (cul-

pa)." Pollock's Law of Torts (a).

"Negligence is the contrary of diligence,

and no one describes diligence as a state of

mind. The question for judges and juries is

not what a man was thinking or not thinking

about, expecting or not expecting, but whether

his behaviour was or was not such as we de-

mand of a prudent man under the given cir-

cumstances." Ibid. (b).

Many other authorities to the same effect

might be quoted, but my purpose has been

served by these already collated, and I would

not weary the reader. I think it has been

fairly shewn that the law, in formulating its

theory of liability for negligence in civil cases,

has not regarded the mental attitude of the

wrong-doer, but has contented itself with fix-

ing an external standard of conduct as the

criterion of blameworthiness. To attempt to

overlay this purely objective theory with sub-

jective refinements is not such an experiment

(o) 7th ed., (I!)n4). pp. 17, 18.

(b) p. 42'.i.
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as could be expected to commend itself to hard-
headed practitioners, nor yet to the more
academic members of the legal profession who
are jealous to keep intact such symmetry as
the philosophy of the ('ommon Law up to the
present time has been able to achieve.

!:r



ON THE RISE OF MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS.

^jf MUNICIPAL corporation may be de-

/^^ scribed as a body-politic created by
ro\al charter or Act of Parliament (a)

and entrusted with the functions of local gov-

ernment within certain territorial limits, such
as those of a city or town (b). Incorporation

is granted at the request, express or implied,

of the inhabitants of the territory or district

over which the grant operates, and is intended

(a) In Canada municipal corporations are now ex-
clusively created by the authority of the legislature. In
England, howe'er. by the provisions of the Municipal Cor-
porations Act, 18S2, ss. 210. 2.50. the ancient prerogative of
the Crown to grant charters of incorporation to municipali-
ties is expr'ssly conserved; but the grant can only be made
upon the advice of a Committee of the Privy Council and
after petition made therefor by the inhabitants of the district
sought to be erected into a municipality, notice of the petition
haying to be published in the London Ga:ctte one month before
it is taken into consideration (s. 211).

{h) See Citddon v. Easiwick, 1 Salk. 19.3, where it is said
".\ Imunicipal] corporation is properly an investing of the
people of the place with the local government thereof, and
therefore their law shall bind strangers; but a fraternity is

some people of a place united together, in respect of a my-
sterv and business, into a compan>-. and their laws and ordin-
ance > cannot bind strangers, tor they have not a local power
of government." Cf. s. 7 of the English .Municipal Corpor-
ations Act. 1.S,S2.
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to promote the convenience and welfare of
the community.

Municipal corporations arc chiefl\- dis-
tmguished from that species of artificial per-
sonality called quasi-cori)orations, first, be-
cause the former are constituted b\' the
consent of the people living within the munici-
pal boundaries, and, secondly, because the
sphere of their corporate operations extends
Itself wholly within the domain of local self
government; while the latter are created by
the legislature without reference to the wishes
of the inhabitants of the territorv' over which
such corporations have jurisdiction, and are
simply intended to act as agencies, or auxil-
iaries, of the State government in administer-
ing its business within such territory. In-
stances of quasi-corporations in Canada are
the boards of School Trustees and License
Commissioners constituted by provincial sta-
tutes touching public education, and the
regulation of the licjuor traffic, respectiv-eh-

•

and boards of Harbour Commissioners created
by, or existing under the authoritv of federal
legislation. While these bodies' are jriven

• V ,

'
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certain corporate powers by the statutes

creating them, yet such powers are limited to

the administration of governmental duties of

a public character, and beyond that they have
no characteristics of a corporation (a) . In some
of the American courts it has been held that

as corporations of this class merely represent

the State they are not responsible for neglig-

ence in the discharge of such public duties as

are entrusted to them (b) ; and some of the

earlier English cases would appear to give

countenance to this view (c). But it is now
settled law in England that unpaid statutory

trustees for public purposes (such as main-

taining public docks, improving streets, and
the like) are responsible in their corporate, or

quasi-corporate, capacity for damages arising

from the negligent performance of their

(a) " The English law affords many, and our American
law more numerous, examples of persons and collective bodies
of men endowed with a corporate capacity, in some particu-
lars declared, and without having in any other respect the
capacities incident to a corporation." 2 Kent's Comm. pt.
IV., p. 279 (14th ed.).

(6) See Barttett v. Crazier, 17 Johns. 439; Morey v. Xew-
fane, 8 Barb. 645; Mower v. Leicester, '.) Mass. 247; Hill v.
Boston, 122 Mass. 344; Brown v. Vinalhaven, 6.") Me. 402.

(c) See Russell v. Men of Devon, 2 T.R. 007.
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Statutory duty by themselves or their ser
vants (a).

Thus the law relating to the liability of
municipal corporations for negligence is rend-
ered more or less intricate by the fact that
they possess a dual character-on the one
hand, representing the State in respect of the
administration of local government, and so
able to invoke the immunity of the sovereign
power from legal responsibility quoad hoc; on
the other hand, representing definite groups
or communities of people in the conduct and
enjoyment of their pecuniary and proprietary
interests, and so subject to the same legal
responsibility as natural persons. In a word
the elements of both the private and public
species of corporations are combined in the
municipal corporation; and the social history
of Jingland shows us how the resultant of this
combmation achieved its present distinctive
place in our political institutions.

Coe^^l^'e L p"To 8*7//"*" "
""i'"''

^R-
' H.L. 9.3;

okrt... /?>V;«;„?i„X
; ^^t^^: ?J.B^ & s 440;

Level Commissioners, L.R. 4 C.P 27!»
^°"'»s v. Middle

JP

ii
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ill

The record of Municii^al Corporations car-

ries us back to so early a date in legal histor\-

as the Laws of the XII Tables (A.U.C. 304).

Blackstone imjmtes to Nunia Pompilius the

honour of inventing corporations (a) ; others

ascribe their origin to the Greeks (b). What-
ever their origin, this much is certain, that

after the subjection of Italy, as a whole, to

Roman rule the term municipium was used
to designate a free provincial town whose
citizens enjoyed the plenary rights of Roman
citizenship. The inhabitants of these mtini-

cipia enacted their own local laws and usages,

which were called leges municipalcs (c). As
colonization progressed in the transmontane
provinces new municipia were established, and
the Germanic peoples found this system of

local self-government admirabh- suited to

their iwlitical genius. In Roman Britain

thirt\"-three townships were estabHshed within

a territory bounded by Winchester on the

(a) 1 BI. Comm. 468.

(6) See Angell & Ames on Corp. Introd. s. ITi; and cf.

Domat, Droit Civ. ii. 457.

(c) Adam's Rom. Antiq. 71; and Hunter's Rom. Law
Srd ed., p. 32.
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South and Inverness on the North (a). These
were undoubtedly a modified form of the true
>nuntapiiim. the magistrates heinjr entrusted
with the administration of l.jcal [wlice and
certam judicial functions. Under the Saxons
the territory of England was broadly parcelled
out mto counties, or shires and hundreds (b)
for cuil ,iuri)oses. Towards the close of the
Saxon period the burh. v. civil division of
territory called into existence bv militarN-
exigencies (c), foreshadows, both etymologic-
ally and politicalh-, the borough, of paramount
importance in the municipal development of
a later period. Concerning the ' burh, ' Gneist
says: '

'
Discerning rulers like Alfred made use

of the remains of old civitates and castra and
other advantageous positions for fortifications
and the protection which these afforded was
readily sought by the neighboring freeholders
tenants and vassals, and also bv the landless

(a) Sir James Mackintosh, Hist. Eng. i., 30.

the •tiAin""'\US,"''-
"'''

I""-.
'•' '") demonstrates that

s£r^;o;i'orjy-o—^ts^ ^s^t^tar^;^--
(c) 'Burh.' 'byrig,' a fortified building.

1 1
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men and small tradespet)ple who were living

among the servants and fcillowers of the land-

lords. The differences in the legal position of

the people thus crowded together rendered

expedient the appointment of a s])ecial ro>al

magistrate {gerefa), who was also endowi'd

with extraortlinary military, jwlice and finan-

cial functions. At the close of the Anglo-Saxon

lieriod the burgenses, and, in later times, the

constitution of the English municijjal boroughs,

.'.'.se from these beginnings (a)." Green,

however, is of the opinion that in their origin

'boroughs' were not military units of the

people, but mainly gatherings of ])ersons en-

gaged in agricultural jmrsuits; and he sup-

ports this view by reference to the fact that the

first ' Dooms ' of London provide especially

for the recovery of cattle belonging to the

citizens (b). Still, whatever their origin, it is

in the constitution of the boroughs (c) of

post-Conquest times that we must look for

the prototype of the modem municipal corpor-

ation.

(a) Const. Hist. Eng., i., c. iii.

(fc) Hist. Eng. People i., Bk. iii. 31X1.

(c) Hall. Mid. .Vges iii. c. .S.
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Under the early fiscal system of theNormans no discrimination was made in Sernethod of collectmg tallage {tallagium) be-tween the towns, or boroughs, and the ruralportums of the shire,--th'e sheriff t thetallager. or ch,ef executive officer of the shire

;;;

,"^"^- "^ «"-- having unlimited juris!
diction over both. As the dues and rents
vyere m many instances 'farmed' bv therown to the sheriffs (a), it is not surprising
to find that the levies upon the townl werelarger ,n proportion, and exploited with great-

t'cIS' T " '""^ ''''' '' '""^ ™-' dttncts (6). Consequently the towns were notslow to seek relief from this system of oppres
s.on, and by the time of Henrv- I. we fin, the
crtizens of London obtaining a charter from
the kng which, while not conferring uponthem all he elements of a com.nuna, or perJect
munici|,aht>-, yet free<l them from arbitrarv and
oppressive taxation and gave them the nucleus
of local autonomy (.). Such an example as

^^^
Jc) Th,s charter ,s „. he ,,„„„ i.^siub'^^^'select Charters. Hi' i
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this could not but stimulate the other centres

of trade and population in the realm, and so

history records that hy the time of John it had

become a common practice for the Crown to

grant to the towns the right to farm their own

taxes. B\- means of a royal charter (firma

hurgi) (a) the towns or boroughs were endowed

with the privilege of taxing their own citizens

in their own appointed way, and free from the

interference of the sheriff, to meet the le\>-

of a lump sum imposed b\- the charter upon

the town or borough (6). In addition to this,

the borough ultimately obtained the right,

conditioned, as might be expected, upon the

payment of a further tax, to hold a court

leet (c) within the territorial limits of the

borough which should exclude therefrom tb-^

(a) See Madox, Firma Burgi, IS; Stubbs' I'. Hist, i c. .^i.

The firma burgi was a grant of a thing incorporeal; it did not

convev any title in the lands of the borough to the burgesses.

Pollock & Maitland, History Eng. Law, 2nded., i. p. (132.

(6) The obligations of the 'fee-farm' are still extant. In

the Attorney-(7eneral v. Corp. oj Exeter, 2 Russ. ,)3, Lord Eldon

held that if a fee-farm rent was chargeable on the whole of the

city, it might be demanded of any one who held property in it,

and he would have a right of contribution from the other

inhabitants.

(c) Derivation obscure, probably from A. S. ' lathian,'

to assemble.
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jurisdiction of the sheriff's tourn or ..ener-.Icourt leet of the shire. To nut off th„ ,

yoke of the sheriff Jir\:!^l^

But t7
,'"'' ""' '^' ^'"'•""«h cour leetBut the Idea jjradually spread amone thefreeholders (a) that the sessions of th7eomleet were adapted for other pt.rposes than t epurely judicial; and soon we ee the .In

r- ,] '' T-'^her a judicial than a governing'body for the powers entrusted to theCrssJby the,r charter are n.uch rather uSr"than govern,nental. But nn.n.cpal ifj ^rou^u^^tenser and more complex; the court has ,

't s apt to become a council, the governingbod>- ot the borough. Then, as trial ivTunpene,.-ates the boroughs, it sets up an imp!"?-t change. The old pattern of \ courT w th''-'""-men who are there to declare the llw

r-.nj,', -Jnd ed. i.. |,V). „„fP- •'* ''"
• C'neisfs ConstConst. Hist.

;i
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gives way before the new pattern with jurors

who bear witness to facts. In the town, as

in the realm at large, 'court' and 'council'

are slowly differentiated; the borough court

becomes a mere tribunal, and by its side a

distinctly conciliar organ is developed" (a).

In that period of English social develop-

ment in the thirteenth century when the grant

of local police jurisdiction (the court leet)

became co-existent with the grant of local

taxation {firnta burgi) historians profess to

find the embr>-onic stages of British munici] lal

institutions as they exist to-day (6).

It was reserved for that astute statesman

Edward I. fully to apprehend the usefulness of

incorporated boroughs in shielding the Crown

from the popular odium against taxation. He
perceived that the old right of the freeholder

'paying scot and bearing lot' to take his

(a) Pollock & Maitland Hist. Eng. Law, 2nd ed. i., (io!i.

(fc) Gneist. Const. Hist. Eng.. 2nd ed., i.. pp. 1.52, \oA,

note c. Stubbs, Const. Hist. Eng., 4th ed., i. at p. 446, .says :

"Gneist distinctly regards the communa, the origin of the

corporation, as the result of a combination of the firma burgi

with the leet jurisdiction. This I entirely agree with, but the

adjustment of the relation of these two elements with the

Sjuild presents some difficulties as to its universal applica-

bility."
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part in the court leet, or borough assenibh-,
ftad, by his time, been undermined bv themfluence of the industrial and mercantile
guilds^and that instead of municipal businessbemg discharged by the mass of freeholde^-s itwas tacitly entrusted to a 'leet jury,' a select
committee of capital burgesses, membershipm which was controlled bv the guilds and
perpetuated by a system of cooptation. the
leet jury arrogating to itself the right to
determine the qualifications of its own mem-
bei

s
(a). In the oligarchy of the leet iurv the

greatest of the Plantagenets saw I Jd,means for obtaining the consent of the bor'-oughs to increased taxation for the roval
revenues, without too great a sacrifice 'to
democratic influences. By conceding to theboroughs the right of representation in thecommune condlium regni (b). and b^• making

troffed n^unicipal afl:airr''°See Poll T^fajti ?I?,f
'g"'^'

i^^™"

fM tL ?r"""'"''*'
Selden Society, voHa Introd VVu"

h..

ill
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Parliament responsible for the borough assess-

ments, he was persuaded that he might exploit

a general system of tolls and imposts within

the realm which would yield him far larger

returns than the old system of arbitrary tax-

ation. On the other hand, the danger of

popular aggression would be minimized by the

fact that the election of burgesses to Parlia-

ment would be controlled by the leet jury,

which, in its turn, could be easily made to

respond to the wishes of the Crown. Hence

we find that in the year 1295 writs were issued

to the sheriffs directing the return to Pariia-

ment of two knights from each county, two

citizens from each city, and two burgesses

from each borough,
'

' ad faciendum quod tunc

de communi consUio ordinabitur in praemissis"

(a). Thus by one sovereign act mtmicipal

institutions were given a definite place in the

polity of the Kingdom, and the British Parlia-

ment,
'

' the archetype of all the representative

assemblies which now meet either in the old

or new world
'

' (6) was created. But while

(a) Taswell-Langmead Const. Hist. Eng., 4th ed., p. 261.

(b) Macaulay's Hist. Eng. i., c. i.
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posterity's meed of praise is undoubtedly due
to Edward I. for his great constitutional
achievements, we must not allow the eulogies
of historians to obscure the fact that they
were motived by the exigencies of the roval
purse rather than by any grand and deliberate
scheme of constitution-building (a). That he
had the wit to n.jasure the political bearings
of his experiment, and the courage to crystal-
lize into a broad principle of statecraft that
which he had tentatively exploited as a mere
scheme of finance, stamps him as one of the
world's greatest men.

How amenable the boroughs were to the
Crown's will is thus described by the historian
Green

:

" It was easy indeed to control them,
for the selection of boroughs to be represented
remained wholly in the King's hands, and
their numbers could be increased or diminished
at the King's pleasure. The determination
was left to the sheriff, and at a hint from the
royal council a sheriff of Wilts would cut down

irH ["a -""JR?''^
in this connection, Stubbs' Const. Hist.,

?« wiVh"^' •l?''w*"i^'-^,«"„^Hi^t- Eng. People, ii, c. iv
, pis.i, with S. R. Gardiner s Hist. Eng., i., p. 21.

! 1
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the number of represented boroughs in his

shire from eleven to three, or a sheriff of Bucks
declare he could find but a single borough,
that of Wycombe, within the bounds of his

county" (a).

The mischievous system of local govern-
ment by means of ' select bodies ' in the time
of the Tudors, and later, is fully described by
Sir T. E. May (Const. History Eng., iii., 279,

283). He tells us that in the reign of Henry
VII. the burgesses, for the purposes of national
as well as local government, were put beyond
the pale of the constitution. By the creation
of the office of 'High Steward,' a prototype
of the modern poUtical boss in America, the
borough franchise was so manipulated that
only the 'proper sort,' from the point of view
of the comiptionists, were sent to Parhament.
Thus the power of the Crown and aristocracy

was increased at the expense of the basic

liberties of the people.

The boroughs continued their existence in

history as the puppets of the Crown down to

(a) Hist. Eng. Peopla, ii, c. iv.

riiiMiMj
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ItrT^^"""'"' °^ '^' "ineteenth century,when the democratic tendencies of the agecould no longer brook municipal governmentby a select body chosen at the bidding of thei^ing In the year 1835 the Municipal Cor-
porations Reform Act (5 & 6 Wm IV c 76^was passed, the object of which was to restore
municipal corporations to their original basis

o?wll' ^V"'*''^''°"'
'"*™^^^^ ^'th powersof local self-government and controlled by thegeneral suffrages of those resident within the

jurisdiction, and not bj' a chosen few Be-tween 1835 and 1882 the needs of municipal
reform demanded some thirty-two legislative
enactments. These are now consohdated inthe Municipal Corporations Act. 1882 (45 &46Vict.c.

50), which is thus described in arecent work of high authority '

' In substance
t IS the outcome of Anglo-Saxon character-
stics. Law and hberty are happily blended
in ,t and the result has been that in the muni-
cipal borough of to-day we have the evolution

atvt J K^^P'.'^ '°'"^ self-government,
a type admirably adapted to secure the well-
being of the inhabitants, and to train them to

t

M
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discharge the duties of citizenship in a larger

and imperial sphere"' (a).

Within the Dominion of Canada the

growth of popular municipal institutions has

been a slow one.

In Lower Canada from the early days of

the French occupation down to a comparative-

ly recent date local self-government was an

unknown quantity. Two causes were chiefly

responsible for this. The oligarchy establish-

ed by the French King in 1063 scrupulously

excluded from the management of public

affairs ever)' semblance of popular dictation.

The Intendant, in many ways the protagonist

of this com6die politique, apparently cared not

who made the songs for the settlers of His

Most Christian Majesty so be it he could make
their local laws (fe). In the next place the

habitants evinced a deep-rooted prejudice

against any system of local taxation, a matter

(a) Ency. of Law of England, IX., 29.

(6) See an interesting account of the Intendant's po .vers

in a monograph by R. S. Weir, D.C.L., on Municipal Insti-

tutions in Canada, contained in Hopkin's Canada, an En-
cyclopaedia, vol. 5, p. 452. Dr. Weir quotes De Tocqueville's

opinion that the Canadian Intendant had much greater

power than the French functionary who bore the same title.
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which would naturally be involved in the
establishment of any measure of democratic
municipal government (a). Later on in the
history of New France the colony was parcel-
led out into parishes with a seigneur in author-
ity o'/er each, whose power in the main was a
reflex, and no feeble one, of that of the
Intendant over the whole colony. These
parishes were first given a civil status by an
edict of the Council dated 2nd March, 1722;
but, as will be gathered from what we have
already said, they in no sense brought the
people nearer the goal of local self-government.

During the military rigime which super-
vened upon the conquest of Canada by Great
Britain, it was not to be expected that matters
of merely local concern would occupy the
attention of the rulers of the colony; but even
in the Quebec Act, passed more than ten years
after the cession, no provision was made for
the establishment of local self-government in
a territory which then comprised among its

inhabitants not only French-Canadians, but
many settlers who were of English birth.

(o) See Bourinot: How Canada is Governed, p. 219.

i:i
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How far the United Empire Loyalists succeed-ed .n pushing forward democratic municipalgovernment in spite of this lack of legislaTve
-tho^ty, and the frank hostility of thosethoruled the country, will appear when we dealmore particularly with the history of thesubject in Upper Canada

althir 'f"r *° *^' ^'"'"•y °f Lower Canada,
al hough the attainment of representative
municipal institutions there was delayed to anextent hardly explicable by the trouble ap-pearing on the political record of the province
-retarding as their influence was in thisbehalf^ notwithstanding-yet we think SiVJohn Bourinots dicta (a) that "Until 1841the legis ature of Quebec was practicallv amunicipal council for the whole province," and

tfnn J •°" "^ '^^^ ^"^ to the introduc-
tion of municipal institutions in both theprovinces [Upper and Lower Canada]" can!,not be unreservedly accepted as correct. The
cities of Montreal and Quebec received their
first municipal charters in 1832; and so early
as_th^year 1799 (39 Geo. IH. c. 5) the legis'

(a) How Canada is Governed, 21i).
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under the great seal of the province; (4) the
elechon of councillors, to be made by the inhabit-
ant householders; (5) the right of every parish
and township having a population of 3 000
and upwards to elect two councillors for the
distnct in which they were situated; (6^ the
qualifications of councillors; (7) the making
of by-laws by each district council with respect
to roads, bridges and public buildings, the
purchase and sale of real property, the estab-
lishment and maintenance of schools the
assessment and levying of taxes for district
purposes, the remuneration of parish and dis-
trict officers, and for th~ maintenance of a
system of police. Prov on was also made
for the incorporation c, parishes and town-
ships within the district. Be\-ond oeradven-
ture, the student of democratic municipal
institutions may rest his labours of research
into the matter of their beginnings in Lower
Canada when he puts his hand upon the
Ordinance, 4 Vict. c. 4.

The next important piece of legislation
touching the matter in hand was the 8 Vict
c. 40, which made the office of mavor elective'
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1^ousts, withm an area of not more than thirVva Pents, was enabled to become incor^o a jBut the „,ust notable measure for wiich the

an .h
'""'^ ""'^ ^"""^Wp municipalities

subdmsion established (I)countv. (2) parih

mf councils. This enactment is for then^ost part m force to-day. and its amendedprovisions will be found, in connec truthcognate legislation, m Arts. 4178 to' «4rofthe Revised Statutes of Quebec Tn^.lu
wi^h the Municipal Code thttn.elelrst
tute the corpus of local law binding upon allmunicipal corporations in the prolceTther
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than tht)Sf cities and towns which enjoy the
privilege of special incorjx)ration.

This is, in brief, the story of the rise of
local self-government in the Province of
Quebec.

Dealing, now, with the growth of jrapular

municii)al institutions in the Province of On-
tario, we remarked at a previous ])lace that we
should have something to say here concerning
the part played by the United Emjjire Loyal-
ists in the struggle for democratic municipal
institutions in the unj)ropitious days of the
Quebec Act and British distrust of popular
bodies in the colonies.

It was largely owing to the actixelj- mani-
fested dislike of the Lo\-alists to the provisions
of French private and proprietary law, im-
posed on them by the Quebec Act, together
with their demands for representative institu-

tions, that the British Parliament passed the ,

Constitutional Act of 1791. But even under
the restrictions of the Quebec Act these
builders of Canadian i»litical liberty, stimu-
lated thereto by their knowledge of the value
of local institutions in the revolted colonies
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Whence they came (a), had broken up the
desert and prepared the ground for the sowing
of the seed of local self-government in the
western part of the colony. Soon after their
arrival commissions of the peace were issued
to several prominent Loyalists for the preser-
vation of order in the newly settled districts(6) •

and ,n 1785 an Ordinance was passed by the
Governor and Council • • for granting a limited
C.V.1 power and jurisdiction to His Majesty's
Justiceso the Peace in the remote parts of thisProvmce (c). Following upon this and in
pursuance of the authority of an Ordinance
I)assed m 1787. Lord Dorchester issued a pro-
clamation creating four districts, namelv
Lunenburg. Mecklenburg, Nassau and Hessem the territory of what was afterwards called
the Province of Upper Canada, and at thesame time made provision for the organiza-
tion of Courts of Sessions of the Peace inand for the several districts above named (d)

6 Can. Archives, B. vol. 65. p,2S. '
^

O l^aws of Lower Canada, vol I p Ox

,^^
W Can,,d,an .^rch. Q vol. :,7,'p.^7N; Q. vol M. pp. if
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This was the origin of the Courts of Quarter
Sessions m Upper Canada, and they. Hke their
kindred institutions in Lower Canada, formed
a stepping-stone between the oligarchic rule of
the Governor and Council in matters of purely
local concern, and the full measure of munici-
pal self-government which the people were
pnvileged to obtain under the Baldwin Act of
1849. How closely these Courts of Quarter
Sessions repeated the history of the old Eng-
lish court leet in respect of superimposing local
legislative and administrative jurisdiction up-
on what was originally a grant of local judicial
functions only, is apparent from the following
observations of Professor Shortt, in his Muni-
cipal Government in Ontario (a): " The duties
of the Courts of Quarter Sessions, as inter-
preted and exercised, were partly judicial, as
in connection with the maintenance of the
peace; partly legislative, as in prescribing
what animals should not run at large, or what
conditions should be observed by those who'
held tavem^icenses; and partly administra-
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viewed with distrust '

' the elective principle
in town affairs "(a). But in the second
session of the Parliament of Upper Canada
(1793) the Act 33 Geo. III. c. 2, entitled

'

' An
Act to provide for the Nomination and Ap-
pointment of Parish and Town Officers within
the Province '

' was duly passed. This Act
has been called

'

' the germ of our democratic
system of municipal institutions

'

' (b) in On-
tario, and truly so; but the germ was not
allowed to flourish and become robust without
an attempt being made by the adherents of
aristocratical local government to provide an
antiseptic. The 'germ,' subsisting in the
provisions of the last-mentioned Act, was the
concession of the right to the 'inhabitant
householders' (i.e., rate-payers) of electing
certain officers, such as parish or township
clerks, assessors and collectors of taxes, etc.

;

the 'antiseptic' was supplied by 46 Geo. III.

c. 5, which enacted that if no town meetings
were held on a single given date in any town-

Arch °o^ri''27q'i°'^*
'" ""^ """^ Government in Canadian

(6) Biggar's Municipal Manual, p. 3.
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ment. It was the conception of law that was
fostered in the men of Ontario by their town
meetings which led in a large measure to the

establishment of responsible government in

this province." In this passage Mr. McEvoy
says as much for the early Ontario town as a

factor in achieving political freedom as Pro-

fessor Bryce said for its New England proto-

type, viz. :

'

' Towns ... are to this day the

true units of pohtical life in New England;

the solid foundation of that well-compacted

structure of self-government which European
philosophers have admired, and the new States

of the West have sought to reproduce, (a)".

Moreover, both writers justify the cc Tectness

of De Tocqueville's opinion that "local as-

semblies of citizens constitute the strength of

free nations. Town meetings are to liberty

what primary schools are to science; they

bring it within the people's reach, they teach

men how to use and how to enjoy it " (6).

The principle of election to all town offices

in Ontario gradually developed after the

(a) "The Americin t'ommonweallh," vol. 1, p. .5G2.

(h) Democracy in America, vol. 1. c. o.
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penod we have just been considering Inprocess of time the Courts of Quarter Sessionswere reheved of their power to legislate in re!spect of markets, roads and streets, nuisances
fire protection, etc., and representative bodiesannually elected by the ratepayers succeeded

strati Tr ^°'^ '^^^^'"^'^'^ ^"'^ -dmini-
strativ The towns began to agitate for auto-nomy m the first quarter of the last centurvand while Kingston did not obtain its charte;
of incorporation until IS38 (four years afterthat granted to Toronto) yet it was the first

nTs r t'^'r " 7''''"'' 'f ^"'"^ government.m 1S16 the legislature passed oC Geo III
c. 33, to enable the magistrates in Quarter

town of Kingston; and a similar t^rivilege was
extended to the towns of York. S ndwich andAmherstburg in the following year r57 Geo

W l"' u
•

' *' ^''' general measure of
local self-government passed after the Parishand Town Officers Act of 1793 was the 56Geo III. c. 36. establishing common schools
in the province. By section 2 thereof the
inhabitants of an3- town, township, village

^1

; t |.(

i fc!
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"or place," were empowered "to meet to-

gether for the purpose of making arrange-

ments for common schools.
'

' Professor Shortt
very pointedly comments (a) upon so import-

ant a function as that of selecting school-

trustees being entrusted to men who were
presumably deemed incompetent by the legis-

lature to elect representatives to look after

streets, carters, nuisances, and the like.

We have said that Toronto was incorpor-

ated and given local self-government in 1834,

and that Kingston secured its charter in 1838.

About this period many other towns had
sought special Acts in the nature of local gov-

ernment. While the Bills had no difficulty in

passing the popular chamber, some were de-

feated in the legislative council, whose attitude

at that time was invariably one of hostiUty to

popular institutions. On the other hand,
down to the union of the provinces in 1841,

the rural municipalities had not materially

advanced beyond the measure of local self-

government which they had obtained in 1793.

In 1837 the Act 33 Geo. III. c. 2 (Parish and

(u) Op. cit.. at p. 17
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Town Officers Act), with its amendments
was consolidated and re-enacted as the Town-'
ship Officers Act (1 Vict. c. 21) ; but it was not
until the passage of the District Councils Act.
1841, that the real foundation stone of the
present municipal system in Ontario was laidThis Act transferred the local government
powers of the Justices in Quarter^Sessions toelective Distnct Councils; and was followed

?84Q TtT «":?''" '^constructive measure in
1849 (The Baldwin Municipal Act), which is

Z^^XH^^.
'"™-"" °' *' --'

"The Baldwin Act," says Mr. Biggar inhis exhaustive and able work (a) to which wehave previously referred, "and its lineal de-scendants have in their turn become the
progenitors and paradigms of the Municipal
Institutions Acts in force to-da^• in nearh-
ever>^ province of the Dominion. '

''

(a) The .Municipal .Manual,

It II r If),

p. !1.



THE LAW AND THE KING.

Rex non potest peccare—ahem!

Mr. Justice Darling in Scintillae Juris.

IR HENRY FINCH, one of the ablest

of the many great English writers

of the seventeenth century, said that

"the sparks of all the sciences in the world

are raked up in the ashes of the law."

But yet one gets a very sad impression of

the science of law in turning over the pages of

general literature. Not only in the works of

the professed satirists, from Horace to Dickens,

do we find it impugned; but we meet with its

studied disparagement in the most sedate

plane of the literary sphere, in the poetical

masterpieces of Shakespeare and Tennyson, in

the philosophical essays of John Stuart Mill

and Frederic Harrison (a). Do the flippant

pleasantries of th-. ' man in the street' at the

expense of the majesty of the law ever lack an

appreciative ear ; or does custom ever stale for

(a) See Order and Progress, passim,

th-lt Mr. Harrison is a barrister.

I do not forjiet
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US the old, old story of covetous lawyer and
credulous client?

Let us pause for a moment to recall one or
two jeux d'esprit of the sort designated, and
see if they have lost their quondam charm for
us. Macklin makes one of the characters in his
Love a la Mode say: •"The law is a sort of a
hocus-pocus science, that smiles in yer face
while it picks yer jiocket." Listen to old
George Stevenson's lampoon on the law: '

' Law
IS law-law is law: and as in such, and so
forth, and hereb>- and aforesaid, provided
always, nevertheless and notwithstanding.
Law IS like a country dance: people are led up
and down in it till they are tired. Law is like
a book of surger>-: there are a great many
desperate cases in it. It is also like physic-
they that take the least of it are best ofT.
Law IS like a homely gentlewoman: ver\- well
to follow. Law is also like a scolding wife • very
bad when it follows us. Law is like a new
fashion

:
j,eople are bewitched to get into it

It is also like bad weather: most people are
glad when they get out of it.

'

' Here is a storv
illustrative of Peter the Great's contempt for

\\\\

I

•
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the legal jjrofession. Being at Westminster

Hall in Term time, and seeing a great number

of people swarming about the courts, he in-

quired: "Who are all these busy people?"

"Lawyers," was the reply. "Lawyers!"

cried the great monarch,
'

' why, I have but

four in my whole kingdom, and I purpose to

hang two of them as soon as I get home."

Henry Fox, in the course of a i)hiliiipic against

Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. exclaimed :

"Touch but a cobweb in Westminster Hall,

and the old spider of the law is out upon you

with all his vermin at his heels." Douglas

Jerrold, too, is not without his fling at our un-

happy science: "Self-defence," he remarks,

•

is the clearest of all laws ; and for this reason

—the 1,'iwyers didn't make it!" Even the

sober and sedate Benjamin Franklin, who, as

a statesman, ought really to have done better

by us, cannot forbear to launch a satirical shaft

at the hard-beset quarry. This is his char-

acterization: "A country-man between two

lawyers is like a fish between two cats.
'

'
And

lastly in this connection, let us quote a piece

of proverbial philosophy by Josh Billings:
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"Every man should know something of law.

If he knows enough to keep out of it, he is a

l)retty good lawyer!
'

'

Now what is the secret of this dislike of the

law on the part of the hard-headed men of the

world whose words we have just quoted?

Surely not the belief that the law is an evil

thing that it behooves society to purge itself

of—for, in the present stage of human progress,

law is at once the guardian and bulwark of

society. No clear-headed thinker will deny

that. "Force," says Joubert, "Force till

Right is ready!
'

' Law is civilized force, and

—"because right is right to follow right,"

will not be the rule of action for every man
until the millennium. Nor can it be that our

critics espouse the view that the whole legal

profession is an aggregation of knaves; that

would be a reflection upon their good sense

and judgment. Nor yet can we trace their

attitude to the underlying motive of Jack
Cade's minion when he cried :

' The first thing

we do, let's kill all the lawyers!" No, the

secret of their hostility lies in that instinctive

i

'i'
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resistance to the restraints jKisitive law of
necessity imixises upon natural libertv

,

which you will find in the minds of the best of
men if you i)robe them deep enough. One of

the satirical jjoets of America has said

:

"No man e'er felt the halter draw
With ^^iKxI opinion of the law."

but as a matter of fact this sentiment is not
confined to the unhappy rogue who is called

upon to suffer for his crimes. Is it not often
the case that the same man who to-day lifts uj)

his voice in Parliament in glowing eulogy of
British political institutions will to-morrow,
under the smart and perturbation which are
his who has failed in some civil action at law,

denounce the judges as venal, the lawyers as
thieves, and the law itself as the very nidus of
iniquity ? To pay Customs duties with cheer-
fulness is surely an acquired moral taste ; and
to stay one's hand with a fishing-pole in it,

when the trout are jumping in a preserved
stream, is not exactly a survival of the habits
of ])rimitive man.

And so we are brought face to face with the
law every moment of our lives, and cannot
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cscaj)e the touch of its strong hand try as we
will. It probes the very pith and marrow of
society. " The i)rogress and development of
law." .says Lord Avehury (a), "is one of the
most irapr-.j.nt sections of human historv."
And Patrisc u in h\^ ''s-workon thcLibertyof
theSubjr [i i, r,hs(..i c . '^at law is "the great-
est an ; :-,h,si poteiii bo' of knowledge which
conctr;,,-: Mie t']ii(,reii t men— a knowledge
whic'i renclKS. dir.'ctly or indirectly, all

stations ar„| dassf-s, and challenges the at-
tention of r )\ei!-!;.rs and governed alike,

searching the roots of social life far and wide."'
Then let us understand at this stage ^^^^ss.t

'the Law' is, for until we have a clc.- ar;)re-
hension of the province of the sci. .ice ,.k ,i

whole we cannot expect to exanun ir^'li!

gently that portion of it which is '^-.v. :;
;

sent theme.

i, In the first place, let me say that ma.l^ ...n

the uses of the word 'law.' There is hardly
anotlior term in our language around which
centres such a confusion of ideas. A mere

(o) Lubbock's Grig, of I'iv. p. :i()ii.

(/.) Vol. I p. 7.

II;

•d. nn
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glance at one of the standard dictionaries will
verify my statement. It is a far cry from the
point where the word means the constant mode
or order of operation which pervades the inan-
imate universe, to that where it denotes a
system of rules governing the players in a game
of cards. Yet we commonly speak, without
any sense of incongruity, of Kepler's laws of
motion and Dalton's law of gases, on the one
hand, and, on the other hand, of the laws of
whist. Strange to say, no class of thinkers
have done so much to promote this ambi-
guity of meaning as the lawyers them-
selves. They seem almost wilful in their
neglect to limit :t to the government of
rational and volitional beings. Blackstone,
in his well-known declaration of the
unity of law (a), merely affirms for the
English school what Montesquieu (6) had
already said for the continental jurists. Both
adopted the theory, everj'where current uj) to
the great renascence of legal study in the nine-
teenth century, which predicated all the phen-

(o) Oomm. I. Introd. 30.

(b) Esprit des Loix, I., c. i. p i.
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omena of order and harmony, both in the
physical and i,olitical world, as the results ofohed.ence to the fundamental law of theCreator Although we find this doctrineexpounded by such theologians as StIhomas Aquinas (a) in the thirteenth cen:
tury. and Hooker (6) in the sixteenth, wehave to go back to pagan philosoj.hv, toChrv-
«'l'Pt.s c), the Stoic, and Cicero (d), to findn.n mdeed ,ts origin, for that extends itself
into a more remote anti.,uity, but perhaps
the earliest definite statement of it. Still itmust be confessed that we of the Englishtongue are ,n worse case in respect of this
confusion of uleas than either the citi.ens of Im-
perial Rome (,r those of modern European
States, For m the Latin we haxe two words
signifying. aW: yu5 being the generic term
for the whole body of legal rules and relations
and /.u- denoting only so manv of them as in-
here in leglslati^e enactment. So in French«o have dunt and loi. and i„ Cerman

i-i) I, L>n„. 111. \n >
0>) Eccl. Pel. i c l.s"

\'l -Xp";' " '-•'"• '•" ^'^
(al I)c Lej; ii I
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recht and geset;:, expressing the same distinc-

tion in meaning as the two Latin words abo^e
quoteu. On the other hand, the single word
'law ' in English not only embraces the two
great sub-divisions of jural science, namely,
custom and legislation, but has also to do
duty in jihysical science as denoting the

method of natural phenomena. Indeed, so

various are the uses of our word ' law' in the

theoretical and practical sciences that it would
require more space than I ha\e allotted to my
whole subject to discuss them with measur-
able completeness. Let me then conclude m\-

brief excursion into the seductive domain of

])hilology, by declaring that the law I treat of

here is what Sir William Markln- has so hap-

]3ily ])hrased as 'the law of the lawyer.'

Now the 'law of the lawyer.' or, to use

the more ])retentious locutions of the schools,

positive law or jural law, I would venture to

define as : The aggregate «j the various limit-

ations u'hich the sovereign power in a State

imposes upon the natural liberty of its individual

members in order to secure the well-being of

Society.

mji^^mL"}}^s^mm
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Of course I am well aware that such a

<lehnit,on will sa%<mr of heresy to the disciple
<>f S,r Wilham Blackstone. But to the latter-
da>- student my refusal to (log laborioush- the
dead horse of Blaekstone's definition of posi-
tive law (or as he styles it: 'municipal law')
cannot fail to commend itself. So far as the
great eighteenth century commentator is
concerne.1, it is not necessarx- for me to sav
more than that if we accept his declaration
that the totality of jwsitive law is- -A rule
of civil conduct, prescribed l,v the supreme
power in a State, commanding what is right
and iirohibiting what is wrong," (a) then we
must assume that in the law we shall find a
criterion of proper behaviour in all the situa-
tions and conditions of social or civil life- -,nd
moreover, that we nee<l not concern ourselves
about any well-doing that is not commanded
by the law, nor fear that we mav do wrong if
any contemplated act be not forbidden hv itTo understand the fallacy of this assumption
n-e have onl>- to reflect that the law commands
'Hit a ver>- small proportion of the acts that

(ill (<
I'li i . Imn.d )4,

II
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constitute one's conduct in the multifarious

concerns of civil life, and that its ])n)hibitions

are corrcsjiondingly few. As Professor Shel-

don Amos so pithilx' says; (a)

" A man ma\- he a had hushand, a had

father, a had }j;uardian, without coniinj; into

contact with the rules of a single law. He
may he an extortionate landlord, a wasteful

tenant, a hard dealer, an unreliahle trades-

man, and yet the legal machinery of the

countrv may he (juite jHnverlcss to stimulate

or chastise him. He may he, furthermote. a

self-seeking ]iolitician, an unscrupulous dema-

gogue, or an indolent aristocrat, andyetsatisf)

to the utmost the claims of the law upon him.

Nevertheless it is just in the conduct of these

several relationshijis that the hulk of human
life consists, and national |)rosi)erit\' and

honour dc])ends.
"

And all this seems to impl\' that the atti-

tude of the law toward men in Society may he

sufnmed up in the declaration: "So long as

you do not infringe my jirohilntions. he a^

wicked as you i)leasel" Rut this is onlv true

(u) Science of Law. p ;t(l.
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in a qualified sense. It is true the law does
not seek to enforce abstract moralit\

; Ijut on
the other hand, it frec|uently coincides with
what theologians call 'external' morality
For instance, the eighth a-mmandment of the
Decalogue is a rule of outward conduct; and
so IS the ])rohihition of theft in the Criminal
Code of Canada. Yet the law does not punish
stealing because it is an offence against God,
but because it is an injury to the security and
well-being of the State, the conservation of
the latter being the sole object of ])ositive law
(a). Again, jrasitive law often makes actions
which are morally right, legally wrong. So
far as abstract conceptions .^f right are con-
cerned, a man is at liberty to build his house
of any material or in any manner he i)leases:
but municipal by-laws prevent him from
building it of wood within Xhv limits of a pre-
scribed fire-area. '

' May I not drink whiskev
made in Scotland?" savs the thirstv toper in

nf ,^"1 ^\i?*
^'"^ ^^' Thomas Uruwne is ol>viousl\- ccnscious

Tn,l\,x:u^\°^}^y honestv; nor think that always Bc»a
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Canada.
'

' Not until \ou have paid us dut}'

thereon," answer the Customs and Tariff

Actf. "May I not marry whom I choose?"

cries the discii)lc of Rousseau.
'

' You are not

free to marr\- a ward-in-chancery without the

consent of the court," repHes the law of the

'Little Englander." And so ad infinittwt. Aris-

totle (a) thought that civil Society was founded

that its members might live righteously, for,

he sa>-s,
'

' the first care of the legislator must

be that the citizens should be virtuous, other-

wise civil Society would be merely an alliance

for self-defence". This conception modem
lawyers do not approve, preferring to assent

to some such projiosition as that of the Chinese

Code (6), viz. :

'

' that the chief ends ])roposed

by the institution of jiunishments in the

empire have been to guard against \-iolence

and injury, to repress inordinate desires, and

to secure the peace and tran(|uilHty of an

honest and unoffending community."

Men cannot be legislated into righteous-

ness; but, as Ashhurst, J., said over two hun-

(u) Pol. bk, iii, c M

,

(h) Staunton's IVkI,- of China, l.wii.
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dred \ears ago, (a)
'

' it is in the power of the law
to take from evil-minded men the ability of
doing mischief, and to restrain them of that
liberty which they so grossly abuse." Law
constrains a man's outward acts as a member
of Societ\-

;
it does not presume to exercise a

moral censorship over him. It estimates his

conduct soleh- in conformity to an external
standard. The absurditv' of attempting to
implant the seeds of virtue by ph\sical sanc-
tions is well exemplified b\- the story told of a
famous head-master of one of the great English
public schools :

'

' Boys," he exclaimed at the
conclusion of an admonitory harangue. '

' Bo\s,
if you are not pure in heart, I'll flog you !

'

'

And so we learn, then, that the domain of

the law is not coterminous with that of

morality, although there are occasional jxiints

of intersection between them. But when we
enter upon the sluiiy of jurispnjdence. we
must not only dissociate law from moralit\-

:

we must, furthermore, not be misled h\ the
\ulg;ir error that law is not entitled to respect
unless it squares in extent and harmonizes in

ui L'2 St. Tr. 2:;4.
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spirit with natural justice. The demand of

our friend the ' man in the street ' that
'

' law
shall be justice," never ceases to amuse the
law-maker. He is promiJted to answer :

"Ifiacover to me your eternal ])rinci])les of

j'.ibiice, and I shall crystallize them into

statutes. I do not n.nd them categoricalh-

stated in the scriptures of revelation ; and the
Greek poets tell me that Astraea left the earth
with the passing of the Golden Age. Failing

then to find a code of natural justice sufficient

to meet every exigenc\- of civil life, I must
create artificial canons of right which will not
be perfect because they are of human origin,

but which will be the best jjossible rules of

outward conduct to be observed by men as

members of Society." We would, therefore,

bid our thoughtless critic of the law not onl\-

to go to the Greek and Roman philosophers
but to the classic poets as well, if he would
understand the distinction between natural
and positive justice. Homer employs the
term fitmare; (a) to denote celestial decrees
directly communicated to mundane tribunals

(;) In tlic Ody.isey, xvi. 4(W (ur example.
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for their guidance. In Sophocles (a) we find

Antigone a])i)eahng from the edict of King
Creon to the

ityfMTTTir Ma<T<l>aA)'/ Htwy

('
' the unwritten and stable laws of the gods

'

')

and Horace emphasizes the distinction in this

wise :

" Vir bonus est quis f

Qui cottsulta patriiin. qiit tf^^es juraque
scrvat."

He who observes

and human laws as

— '

' Who is a good man ?

the decrees of the fathers,

well as the laws of nature.

Before leaving the question of the relations

of positive law to morality and natural

justice, I desire to jjay a tribute to the great

service done l)y modern Er;..:lish ]5hilosophical

jurists in differentiating legal and ethical

science. In no other school has this been done
so thoroughly and so well. Referring more
particularly to the Germans, and remembering
the great precision of thought which generally

characterizes them, one marvels at the failure

of their philosoi)hers who touch upon the sub-
ject to distinguish the provinces of Law and

(a) Antig., 454.

i!

:\

^ ill
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Ethic (a). In commenting on this fact Pro-

fessor Sheldon Amos says (6) :

"The result of this philosophic tendency in

Gentiany has been to merge the scientific

treatment of law in the larger region of

general ethical enquirv-; and consequentl\

,

instead of the science of law making an even
and independent progress of its own, it has
undulated with every wave of ethical S])ecula-

tion, and has consequently suffered the retar-

dation incident to the growth of the most
involveil, because the most composite, branch
of intellectual research."

Indeed it would seem to be as hard for a

speculative jurist to avoid digression in Ger-
man as Heine found it to be witty in

that tongue. Leroy-Beaulieu's descriptive

phrase for these writers is (c) 'cloudy juris-

consults '. Really, they do seem for the most
part to be in nuhibus.

Now we would have the support of so

distm^uished an authority as Sir Will''am

(u) With the possible exception of Kant. Cf. his TiiKuii'l-
Uhn, Werke, vii, p. 1x2; Rechtslohrc. Ibid. p. 27.

(/»> Science of Law, p. 2.

(() The Modern State, eh. ii. p. 2."j.
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Markhv (o) if we should claim the honour of

foutidinj? the science of law for Joiin Austin,

an Englishman, whose fine work, entitled the

I'rmince of Jurisprudence Determined, forever

removed the reproach erstwhile so frequentlv

flung at the English people by Continental

writers, namely, that while they were the most
law-al)iding ])eo])le in the world they were as

ignorant of, and as indifferent to, the philoso-

ph\- of law as the Hottentots. Thanks mainly
to Austin we have the pleasurable assurance

that to-day no man of any race may consider

himself to have a jiroficient knowledge of juris-

])rudence unless he is familiar with the con-

tributions of Englishmen to the literature of

the science.

Let me now, in the interests of clear under-

standing, restate my definition of positive

law before we proceed to examine that branch
of it which has to do with the legal perfection

of the King of (ireat Britain and the Domin-
ions be\'ond the Seas, the theme proper of my
present (observations :— Positive law is the

'^^l?''<'gfl'<^ "/ the various limitations which the

(ii) Elem. of Lan. 4th erl. sec. IL". p I

•1

• i
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sovereign power in a State imposes upon the
nattiral liberty of its individual members in
order to secure the well-being of Society.

And yet I fear I must pra\- His Impec-
cable Majesty to wait in the 'ante-room oi
your attention until I make clear to you (1st)
what a 'State' is; and (2ndly) what is gener-
ally meant b\- the 'sovereign power' in a State.

"He who would enquire into the nature and
various kinds of government," says one of the
great publicists of the past (a), "must first of
all determine 'What is a State?'

"

When le Grand Monarque. in the middle of
the seventeenth century, enunciated his fam-
ous mot. L'itat, c'est moi! (b) he was only wrong
m that he failed to discriminate between the
1)olitical unit, the State, and the political en-
tit\' which was then its ruler in France, viz., a
despotic King. In short, he confounded abso-
lute sovereignty with delegated sovereignty.
And this lack of political insight was cha'r-

(a> .\ristotle . Pol., iii I

of LraL'^^VTV^V^'-
^^"°?- P- 2^' '"-'"' f^^t 'his declaration

^Ll^^h ?.7 "^^"^^ "° '^'Ser measure of despotic powerthan the .Mtorney-General claimed for the King of EnSdso late as the year 1794, during the progress of the trfat ofThomas Hardy for High Treason. See 24 How St Tr 243
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acteristic not only of French kings but also 01
the French people down to a ccnii)aratively
recent period in histor\-. In 1852 when the
people were asked il' the\- would be go\-erned
b\- Louis Xa]X)le(.n or by an Asseinblv, the\-
answered: "We will be go\-ernod b\- the one
nuin we can imagine, not by the manv people
we cannot miagine!" (a). Thanks' to the
Puvium political

] philosophers, the English
were earlier and l)etter taught the difference
between ])Ositive and representative sover-
eignty: although we have to confess that so
late as the time of Blackstone we find apolo-
gists for the divine right of kings among Eng-
lish jurists. However, by that time so diluted
with mere sentiment had the argument for the
theory become that its toxic properties required
no antidotes to be administered by the doctors
of the law. But this is mei-e digression

.

Karl von Savign\- truh- says that a People
is a natural unit as contrasted with a State
which is an artificial unit (6); but, as Pro-
fessor Holland points out, (c) when he

(11) See Bagehot : Eng. Con. p, :m.
(ft) Savigny : System, i. p. 22.
(i) jurisprudence, cap. iv.

ri
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declares that the natural unit never exists
in history without its bodily form the State,
he forgets the distinction drawn b\- Aris-
totle (a), who instances the Arcadians as
constituting an ihros until they founded
a City, and so became a Ji6\t;, a com-
munity in the law (6). So far from a given
people and the State being co-extensive we
know that some European States—Austria
and Russia for instance—embrace several
peoples, the former including Germanic,
Slavic, and Magyar races, and the latter Slavic,
Finnish and Tartar peoples. Again the Jews
are a nation at large. '

' Nothing, '

' says Leroy-
Beauheu(c), "can be more false than this
conception. The whole of history contradicts
it, and the present even more than the jiast.

We must not confuse the free regions of the
surrounding social medium, the Society, with
its siJontaneous movement, ever creating new

(J) Pol. ii, 2, 3

nf ti,!''^
Strange to say the conception of a State in the mindof the average statesman ot ancient Hellas never got beyond the

ri'vf'rf^ "L""
5"^'' ^'^'"^ however, declares in the Replb-

for unitv
""'^' ^™''' *° "'^ '"'^''"' °' ''^ possibilities

(f) The Modern State, c. iv., p. .-,o.
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combinations with an inexhaustible fertilitywe must not, I say, confuse this with that
apparatus of force and coercion wh.ch is
called the State."

And yet it is not easy to define the actual
concrete State as distinguished from a Nation
or a People. Possibly I would satisfN- the
critical instinct of the political scientist if Iwere to declare that the State is simplv theembodiment of governmental powers. But I
will not make myself clear to ever^•one unless
I formulate the criteria, or rather the phen
omena, of the State.

In the first place, then, it will be seen that
the State manifests itself as the . anization
of a people for the establishment of Govem-
ment,-if the organization be not for this great
political end then it will have no greater statusm International Law than a combination ofmen for commercial purposes, such as a joint-
stock company, or for religious purposes, such
as an incorporated church. Secondh", it willbe seen that a State always exists within defin-
ite geographical boundaries. Thirdly it is tobe noted that it must possess an organ of

m

In i,

"
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governnieiit ca])able of making and enforcing
law within the community —for, as Austin (a)

puts it, "in order that a given society ma\-
form a society pohtical, the generaHt\- or bulk
of its members must habitually obe>' a super-
ior determinate as well as common." And
fourthl\- and last, it will be observed that a
'simple' State—by this the jjublicist means an
independent State—must not only be supreme
within its own borders but must also not be
subject to any extra-territorial control. Let
me add, b\- the way, that in this last category-

there inheres a ver}- adequate test oi the es-

sential difference between a People and a

State, above alluded to. The people resident
within certain geographical boundaries of the
civilized world are not free to do as the\-

will because the\- are subject to the govern-
mental control of the State: while on the
other hand the State is absolutely free and
omnipotent, in a mundane sense, within the
limits of its jurisdiction.

Having thus exjilained to you the nature
of a State, \ou max- ver\- reasonably expect

(u) Prov. Jtiris. Det. I. Led. VI p. 224.
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me to give you some idea of its origin in the
records of sociology. In answer to such an
assumed expectation on >-our part let me mere-
\y remmd you that theories concerning the
begmnings of SocietN-, theories contractual
theories mtuitional, and theories evolutional'
have been exploited ever since the davs of
Plato, who declared (a), what all modern
sociological research attests, namelv, that polit-
ical government originated in parental author-
ity the family being the primordial social unif
and to offer, as an apology for m^' abstention
trom troubling you with any hypothesis of mv
own, the observation that as histors- demon-
strates that no Society ever existed without
the rudiments, if no more, of laws and of
government, the lawyer, whose business is
with the latter, may profitably leave all specu-
lation as to the origin of the former to the
domain of the philosopher.

Just let me illustrate, in passing, the differ-
ence between an independent or 'simple'
State and that body-politic which although
called a State is subject to an extra-territorial

(a) Law.s, IV, 2llil.

M

'I

1:11
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sovereignty. And 1 shall use our neighbours

to the South as affording sufficient illustrations

of both t_\pes. The federal rejiublic known as

the United States of America is a member of

the family of nations because it ])ossesses

sovereign f)ower, and is free from control out-

side of its territorial jurisdiction. The Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts has no recognition

in Public International Law because it has sur-

rendered to the federal State the prerogatives

which constitute its complete indejjendence

within the family of nations, such as the treaty-

making power, the right to raise and equip

an army and navy, the right to declare war.

At the time of the outbreak of the Amer-

ica;. Revolution the United States, though

confederated, did not constitute a State be-

cause the central government had no direct

relations with the people, no power to enforce

its decrees, and it was therefore dependent

upon the assistance of the several State gov-

ernments to carry out its policy. But by the

constitutional change of 1789 the character of

a true State was im]jressed upon the Union

which it has ever since maintained.
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The Dominion of Canada has a constitution
more favourable to national solidarit\- than
that of the United vStates of America, seeing
that all the unnamed sovereign powers are
vested in the federal authority -the very
converse of the pro\'isions of the American
constitution in regard to undefined jjolitical

])owers
;
but of course Canada is not an inde-

l)endent State.

I am sure the practical lawyer, who is

above all things o])posed to decking out the
plain facts of legal science with bizarre cos-
tumes from the wardrobe of [lure theoretics,
will approve my resolve not to leave this part
of my subject without recording my opinion
of the futility, to say the least, of the attempts
of such thinkers as Herbert Spencer, in Eng-
land (a), von Stein and SchafHe in Germany,
and Proudhon in France, to treat Societj- as an
actual, living organism. According to the

(a) To Hobbes must be given the credit of originatine
this view in English political philosophy. He says "Bv
art IS created that great Leviathan, called a Common Wealth
or State, which is but an artificial man . . in which
Sovereignty IS anartifici.il soul, giving life and motioi, to the
whole body. Leviathan, Introd. i.

*

ft f
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ingenious Schiiftk' {a) there is a ver\' close

analogy, both ]ihysinlogically and jjsychologic-

ally, between Society and the human individ-

ual. Other German writers have made ihe

comiiarison still more intimate, and have

likened the function of the State in relation

to Societ\- to that of the l)rain in the human

body. To appreciate the absurditx' of the

more general parallel, namely, that between

the human being and the State, is to remember

that, granting the latter could t)e treated as p

true organism—a biological hypothesis which

I stoutly deny, Man is more than an organ-

ism. He, if Sir William Hamilton is right, is

an Intelligence served by organs. And as to

the State constituting the brain of Societ\- one

has to sa>' that so far from the State doing an\-

thinking for Society, it is the concix'te Gov-

ernment (gubernaciilum, a rudder, the ruling

power), that, by delegation, does the thinking

for the State.

Concerning this ingenious ixpolhesis. Pro-

fessor Maitland, of Cambridge, says (/')

(o) See his Bau unci Leben des Soii^ikm Korpors, |.;it.sini.

(ft) Introd. to Gierke's Pol. Theories of .Midill,- .\j;e. .^i
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••A Sociology, emulous of the physical
scietices, .hscourses of organs and organis.ns
and social tissue," unable " to sever hv shar ,

hnes tht natural history of the State-gnnu
[o ex,slencesl (' .ni the natural histors- of
other j,'roui)s."

It is now onl\- necessarx- for mc to exi.la'n
in a general way what I nican I.n- the So\er
eign Power in a State before I enter upon a
liscuss.on of the relation of the King to that
power which I trust has not been deferred
beyond the demands of persi)icuit>-

Sovereign j.ower, or sox-ereigntx', as a term
in pohtical science, may be defined', shortlv to
be Uc ultimate coercive pou-cr in a State ' In
juristic science it is recognized as the founda-
tion upon which rest all the sanctions of posi-
tive law. It is neither reposed in nor s\ner-
Retic with the organ of government, which
makes and administers the law, but is behind

u
,^"f"^'S"t>- in the abstract resides ,n the

whole bod\- <jf the people f a State \nd
that IS only another way of jiutting the fam ,us
apothegm of the An.erican Declaration of In-
dependence that: Ml gorcnuucls derive their

h

JiL
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just powers jroiii the coftscnt of the gcwerncJ (a).

••La Souverainete," says Merlin, (b). "est la

source Je toutes les lois; on ne i)eut done

etudic, les lois avec <iuel<iue succes, c,ue lors-

qu' en se sera fait de justes idees de la Souver-

ainete dont elles emanent."

- With this estimate of sovereignty in \our

minds vf.u can readily apprehend that the

sovereign power and the King are not convert-

ible terms in the constitutional ])olity of Great

Britain and he' colonies; nor will >-ou be dis-

posed to scent sedition and disloyalty m m>-

words when I declare that the maxim Rex mm

potest peccare is no sufficient support for the

view that His Most Excellent Majesty King

Edward the Seventh is impeccable in the eye

of the law by reason of "the divinity" that

"doth hedge a King." or that he is above the

law And you will be justified in assenting to

this view, notwithstanding the jure dnmw

apologists of the seventeenth century (c) and

' ,» "Porce is alwavs on the side of the governed
;

the

gpve^n'ors hXnothIng to support them ,.„t op.n.on. Hume .

^^^''I^i'Re;'de]Jr.^'^red!':ome3Kp.30|.,
(r) r.g Sir Robert Filmer. (Patr.archa) mv

Mackenzie (Jus Regium).

Ill Sir Cico.
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Sir William Blackstone, their successor in ii e

eiKhtwnth century, who fatuously impaired
the rejjutation of his fine commentaries on the
Common Law by thea<lvocac\-of consti itional

views which it is hard to believe he himself
thought sound.

If you look ujjon this utt' • mce of mine as

Iircsunii)tuous, read the Introduction to Prof.
Dice\'s Law of the Constitution, where, after

quoting Blackstone's famous apotheosis of the
King, he curtly says: "It has but one ault;

the statements it contains are the direct )pos-

ite of the truth." However, we are not
obliged to resort to an ex])onent of the New
Law Learning in order to dissijiate this mist
of c(jnstitutional fallacy: we can find the
truth of the matter adequateh' set forth in the
pages of an eighteenth centur\ churchman,
namely, by Paley in his Moral Philosophy,
es])ecially in Book vi, Chapter vil. He tells

us there that while theorists have ascribed to
the King absolute power and impunity, yet,

when one turns to the actual exercise of royal
authority in England, he sees those formidable
jirerogatives dwindle into mere ceremonies.
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But I fancy I hear you object: "There must

be something more than theory in the question

of the impeccany of the King, because it is

daily brought home to our business and

bosoms. For instance, one can hardh' listen

to an argument in the Canadian Exchequer

Court without hearing the maxim applied in

derogation of the doctrine of universal amena-

bility to the law." And I answer your objec-

tion in this wise: The maxim manifests its

])rincipal activity to-day in actions at law,

being chiefly relied on in Crown suits of a civil

nature to excuse the Executive from responsi-

bility for the negligence of Departmental offi-

cers and servants. But, in order to under-

stand how it came to discharge this function

we must take an extensive survey of political

history.

The Norman Conquest imposed on England

a feudal system which embodied a more abso-

lute t>-pe of autocracy than existed at the time

in any State in Europe, (a) By that system, the

fabric of which was built from foundation to

(a) See Gneist Hist. Eng. Const, c. viii. (2nd ed. vol.

ll.'i.)
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turret of usurpation and force, the King
assumed not only the paramount ownership of
all the land within his dominions but also the
political over-lordship, which recognized no
superior. This, of course, was radicalh- differ-
ent constitutional doctrine from that which the
Anglo-Saxons had evolved before the Conquest
In the da>-s of the Heptarchy the supreme
sovereignty of the people of the several king-
doms was demonstrated in the fact that the
Witenagemot not only claimed but actualh-
practiced the rights to make laws, impose
taxes, negotiate treaties, and, mirabile dictu
even to elect and depose the King himself {a)Now the Witenagemot was not onlv the
germ of the present British Parliament, butwe find ,n it all the constituent parts of that
august body. The King was generalh- presentm person, and at his summons came the pre-
lates, the abbots, the earldormen and the
thegns-foreshadowing the House of Lords-
on the other hand, the democratic element of
Parliament potentially inhered in this ancient

m
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assembly by reason of every freeman in the

land theoretically having the right to attend.

We all can recall how our youthful imagina-

tions were fired by the picture drawn in our

school-books of the crowd of freemen present

at the deliberations of the Witan, signifying

their approval of, or dissent from, its decisions

by loud shoutings or the clash of arms. Prof.

Freeman says (o):

' Down at least to the Norman Conquest,

the bodv which claimed to speak in the name

of the nation was, at all events in legal theory,

the nation itself . . • There was a time

when every freeman of England could raise

his voice or clash his weapon in the assembly

which chose bishops and earldormen and

Kings; when he could boast that the laws

which he obeyed were laws of his own making,

and that the men who bore rule over him

were rulers of his own choosing."

And Kemble (6) declares that :

"Whether the assembly of the Witan mak-

ing laws is considered to represent in our

(o) Growth of Const, cap. I.

(6; Saxons, ii, 239, 240.

!*
'
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modern form an assembly of the whole people.
It IS clear that the jwwer of self-government
IS recognized in the latter."

We have well authenticated instances of
the deposition of Kings by the Witenagemot
numbering amongst them Ethelwald and
Alcrcd, in Northumbria, and Sigebert, Ethel-
red II. and Harthacnut in Wessex (a). As to
the people's right of electing the King, I shall
speak a little later on.

However, under the absolutism of the Nor-
mans we cannot expect to hear mtich of the
theory, still less of the practice, of popular
sovereignty as conceived in the polity of the
Anglo-Saxons. The popular assemblv of the
latter gave way to the Curia Regis, in its
early stages, at least, a mere court of the King's
feudal vassals, who, as might be expected,
pandered to his despotism

: and thus was the
progress of the liberty of the subject retarded
for nearly two hundred \ears. It was not
until the effectual blending of the Franco-
Norman with the Anglo-Saxon stock that the
blossom of Magna Charta appeared on the tree

(o) Cf. Taswell-Langmead's Eng. Const. Hist. cap. I

•f;t

i 'I
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of British freedom, a magnificent promise of

the full fruitage of pojmlar government with

which the Empire confronts the issues of the

new century.

The late Dr. Rudolf Gneist(a), next to

Bishop Stubbs the most acute explorer of the

constitutional history of England, says ;

• The Norman government of the Kingdom

rested upon a combination of the relations of

militar>-, judicial, yjohce, financial and ecclesi-

astical authority; consequently its central

iwint was found in the person of the King."

Thus with the advent of the Conqueror, as

Professor Edmund Robertson, in his mono-

graph on • Government ' in the Encyclopadia

Britannica, so well puts it, "Every ancient

common right has come to be a right of the

Crown, or a right held of the Crown by a

vassal."

From this usurpation of the ultimate

sovereignty of the State by the Conqueror, and

his immediate successors, arose the doctrine of

the legal sinlessness of the King and his im-

• munity from the obligations of law, which

"

(a) Const. His. Eng. 1. cap. Hi (2nd ed., p. 246).
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Blackstone has so erroneously declared to bean ancient and fundamental maxim "
Afterexainmmg with much care the sources ofhistorv which have been revealed since theUme when Blackstone wrote. I am persuadecl

that the doctnne, contrary as it is to the most
ancient theory of English constitutional lawhad Its ongm in procedure rather than in sub-
tantive law

. m fact manifesting itself first
in the anomaly which the old pleaders profess-ed to see m the King commanding himself, by

submit to judgment pronounced bv himself
in one of his own courts. That, howeverwas an idea not evolved until over two hund-red years after the Conquest, as will be shown
hereafter; but when it did appear it waseagerly seized upon by ecclesiastical advocates

the celestial authority of Kingship, conjoint-

Lis t";
f,^«Phantic jurists of thetimes of Tudor and Stuart absolutism, and b^•them palmed off as being of the . erv pith andmarrow of the British Constitution'

Had the immunity of the King fromacfons at law been always recognfzed

"

!

\-i^
U!i'

r f\
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history, the advocates of the doctrine of his

inherent supremacy over the law would have

had much more countenance. But unfortun-

ately for them the record is the other wa\-.

The very phraseolog>- of the Coronation oath

bespeaks j)otential naughtiness on the affi-

ant's part, for it requires him to swear to

govern (not his people, mark you!) "the

people of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland and the Dominions there-

unto belonging, according to the statutes

in ParUament agreed on, and the respective

laws and customs of the same." But I have

something much more conclusive of the ques-

tion than this for your consideration.

In the report of a case determined in the

vear 1351 (the twenty-fourth of the reign of

king Edward III.) (o) Wilby, C.J. of the

Common Pleas, declared he had seen a writ

thus framed : Praecipe Henrico Regi Angliae

&c.,
—"in lieu whereof," he says, "is now

given petition by the prerogative." Wilby's

statement has been severely criticized b\-

Brooke, C.J., in his Abridgement, tit. ' Petition

'

(d) V B. 24 Edw. III. o.5b.
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12. and tit.

'
Prerog.' 2 (d), and bv Erie. C J in

the comparatively recent case of Tobin v TheQmen (a) But such criticism entirely over-
•ooks other ancient authorities quoted bv Mr
Horwood, the translator and editor of certain
of the Year Books, who savs (6) :

' • The ordinance of the Council and of the
twelve chosen by the Commons made in the
year 1258, and confirmed bv Henrv III in
thefollowmg year, seems plaf-^lv to give the
subject the right to sue by writ agist theKing (see Rymer's "Foedera," i. .381 , ed 1816) •

and It may have been one of the writs issued
alter this provision that Wilbj- saw '•

TAr-,?''^°P
^^""^^^ ^'^ ^'"'^^ th^t Chief JusticeWilby s statement has much corroboration in

the older reports of cases; and Mr. Alfred Cut-
bill in a valuable essay on Petition of Right fJ)seemingly adopts the authorities cited bvMr. Horwood as substantiating that up

the time of Edward I. the subiecfs
nght to sue^he King by writ was undoubted',

'<) 18 C. B. N. S. .3,50.

*) Y. B. .33 & 35 Edw. I.. Preface xv

to
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but that in this reign petition of right was de-

clared to be the only remedy against him, not

by anv Act of Parliament, but by a mere

ordinance of the King himself.

As this 'mere ordinance of the King

harmonized with the theory of the attorneys

of that dav that the King ought not to com-

mand himself, mv own view of the matter is

that they were able, by appealing to the ma-

terial interests of their clients, to stifle the

protesting voice of popular rights. '
'Humour

the King -n his roval whim," one might fancy

them saving, " and your claim will be al-

lowed 'Take a writ against him, and you

mav lose it in litigation." Certain it is, that

the remedv bv petition shortly after became

the onlv method used for obtaining redress

for the wrongs done by the impeccable King,

but it must be remembered that there is no

enactment of the English Parliament depriv-

ing the subject of any remedy he may have

ancientlv exercised. The Act 23 & 24 Vict. c.

34 does not do so. it being hmited to amend-

ing the procedure on petitions of right (a).

(<i) See Clode on Pel. of Right, p. \-u.
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Before leaving ^his subject, I must notomit to mention the important fact that inPrynnes Plea far the Lords {a) the Patent
Rolls of 43 Hen. III. are cited as giving powe
to every n>an injured to "freelv sue against
or arrest the King."

' '*S<*'"!m,

ally httle difference between the modern
Petition of Right and a Writ of Summons, "
ar as getting the King into court is concerned;
or the constitution.1 rule is that the Execu-
tive should never capriciousl.N- withhold a fiat
for a petition to be filed in the courts. (6)So It would appear that the historv of thismatter ot procedure unfolds but' a weak
foundation for the theory of the legal sin
lessness of the King.

On the other hand, when we turn to the

finTrr.? *' ^'" °' the Constitution wehnd that they are almost unanimous inmamtaming that the King is subject to thelawof the land. Furthermore, English con!

(o) p. 97.

(*) Clode on Pet. of Rioht lilR ri ah n
p. IM; and C-utbill, Pee. Rigm.'pp i4. 24.

' ^°-- ^"''""-
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stitutional hist()r>- repeatedly shows that

the iieople have not scrupled on great

occasions to assert their sovereignt>- over

the person of the King. I have alread>-

given instances where the Witenagemot

deposed him, and shall supplement them

with instances where the people exercised

the same, and also cognate powers, later

on in history. Suffice to say here that both

constitutional theory and practice show very

conclusively that the paramount sovereignty

of the people is, and has ever been, the true

genius of English political institutions.

TakinsT up the - ireads of constitutional

theorN- we find that even before the Revolu-

tion of KjSS they might have been woven into

a web of argument through which the most

subtle advocate for absolutism could not break.

"Tl-.e further back we carry our researches,

savs Allen in his intrepid Inquiry into the Rtsc

and Growth of the Royal Prerogative in Eng-

land (a),
• the stronger is the evidence we dis-

cover that, however the monarchical theory

may have been proclaimed in law-books an^i

(d) P. in.

1(1
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Witenagemot, as I hav^ Ko<- ^

In the Germany of Taoitus a<! nf fk-day m the democratic Cantons ^tivtet^
rs;,:Th? '" ^'^ ^'^°'^ peopiHc sairectly m their own persons."

^

i have already shown how the peoole in

kIU vr fii ed .oTu^r 't^
^° '^'^-^

the law Thl "? conformity with

W-tenagemot. Undoubtedly ther^ wastZ
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family in each of the several kingdoms o. the

Heptarchy, but they had no vested right to

the throne. The Crown was then an office,

and not a piece of inheritable property as it

afterward' l>ecame. Among the members of

this pari lar family the Witenagcmot had

the right ot free choice, and usually the\- con-

fined their selection to it. Thus Ethelred I,

in 866, was chosen in preference to the issue

of his elder brother. In 946, Edwy, son of

Edmund, was at first ignored and his uncle

Edred elected to the throne ;
but, on the

latters death, Edwy became King by the

choice of the people. Ethelred II after hav-

ing been deposed in lOKJ. was restored the

following vear. In 1006, however, the roya

family was overlooked altogether, and Earl

Harold, the greatest Saxon statesman after

\lfred, was elected King (a).

And so historv establishes beyond ct'Vil

that the Saxon Kings were subject to the

sovereignty of the peojjle.

Now when we come to the Conquest there

(a) Cf. Allen's Rnyal Prerog p. 44, Taswell-Langmead's

Etir. Con. Hist. cap. I

.
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is one important fart, apt, in.iecd, to t.eOb cured by the des,x>tic character of his conduct as soon as he felt himself secureK- on the
throne, namely, that William of Normandv at
h,.s own request, was formally elected Kingby
the Waan

: and. moreover, as I have pointedou before, swore by the ancient CoronationOath to Kovern the Kingdom in conformit^
with the laws then existing. Jt seems to methat th,s fact throws a great deal of illumin!atmn over the post-Conquest .lepo.ition ofKmgs by the EngLsh people, as well as ovethe last mstance of the assertion of their

k"In
168°^"""'^" "^^' '" "''' '"* ^''"«' "^'^^

The first King to he deposed after the Con-
quest was Edward II. He was formally S-
^.^od by the Parliament which assembled at
\\cst:n,nster^m January 1.327, because, in theopnnon of Parliament, he had broken he
orc^at,,,nOath^ -had ruined his Kingdom

;'"' l^^-"ple, and had suffered hin.self t-, he led
in all thmgs hy evil councillors." Clearlv
then.Eaward H was not impeccable. Poss-
ibly the mmd of Parliament at that time was

III

1
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supported by what Bracton, whose book on the

Laws of England is called "the crown and

flower of English medieval jurisprudence", (a)

wrote nearly a century before : "The King

has as superiors (1) God, (2) the law, and

(3) his court ; for the earls are the King's

comites, and he who has a socius has a

master "(b). Fleta has something to the same

effect (c).

Just here I shall briefly refer to Dr.

Gierke's recenth' translated scholarly work on

Political Theories of the Middle A ge. At pp. 39

40, he says that it was the well-recognized

theory of the European jurists in the twelfth

centurv that
'

' the legal title to all Rulership

lies in the voluntary and contractual submis-

sion of the Ruled
'

'. This, it seems to me, is

a very remarkable anticipation of the apoth-

egm I have already quoted from the American

Declaration of Independence.

(a) Pollock & Maitland's Hist. Eng. Law, i, 201'. (2nded.)

(6) See De Leg. Ang. f .'i4b. It is claimed that Bracton

did not write this passage ; but even if spurious it was extant

at the time we speak of. Cf. Maithmd's Introduction to

Bracton's Note Book p. :w.

(c) L. i. c. 17 5 9.
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The next great and salient instance where
the sovereignty of the people constrained the
King, was the case of John, of infamous
memory. True, John was deposed bv the
Pope rather than by the EngHsh Pariiament
and It IS also true that the Great Charter was
wrung from the pusillanimous King by the
people under arms

; but the Charter was a
triumphant vindication of the amenability of
the Kmg to the law. Speaking of the Great
Charter durmg the hey-day of Stuart absolut-
ism, Sir Edward Coke said in Parliament

S,.vereign power is no parliamentary
word Magna Charta and all our statutt;^
are absolute, without anj- saving of sovereign
power. Take we heed what we vield unto!Magna Charta is such a fellow that he will have
no sovereign."

By such stout views, expressed at this
critical penod of our constitutional growth,

" the anihrosial curls
Upon the Sovereign One's immortal heart
Were shaken."

Then we come to a most notable occasion
in history, when, for the first time after Parlia-
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ment had assumed its settled form and char-

acter the whole executive government was

taken from the King (a), he being ultimately

deposed. I speak of the case of Richard IL

You remember the story. After repeated

quarrels with the Parliament over his tyran-

nical conduct, his partiality for favourites, such

as had been the undoing of Edward II, and

his determined policy to subvert the funda-

mental laws of the land, ParUament declared

that it had become "lawful for his people,

bv their full and free assent and consent, to

depose the King from his royal throne, and

in his stead to raise up some other of the

royal race upon the same."

Taswell-Langmead says : (6)

Although Richard was induced to resign

the Crown, and Henry of Lancaster laid

claim to it, the deposition, the vacancy of

the throne, and the subsequent election of

Henry are each recorded in the most distinct

terms 'in the ofticial entry on the rolls of

Parliament."

(a) See Hallam's Mid. Ages, iii. oO.

(()) Eng. Cons. Hist. cap. viii.
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And SO passed away the claim of Richard II
to legal and political sinlessness.

If >^ou ask me why I pass over the case of
Charles I, ,t is not because I regard that un-
ortunate monarch as a martyr, but because I
look upon those who imbrued their hands in his
blood as guilty of regicide. ' • The indictment
the nommatio.i of a judicial commission the
condemnation and execution of the King "

says so impartial an authority as Gneist (a)
IS the gravest act of violence'in the whole of

English constitutional histor^•-an act which
can only occur once in the history of a
iiuropean nation."

With history to countenance them the
Convention Parliament of 1688-9 had no hesi-
tation ,n declaring that James II "had
hroken the original contract between Kingand i.eople" by violating the ^ ndamental
aws and abdicating the Governm.at; nor did
they fail to follow up such declaration with a
pronouncement .that the throne had therebx-
become vacant. I shall not wearx- you with a
review of the facts of this momentous e^•ent

(a) Const. Hist. „f H„g. 2n(I -d. ii. p. 2."
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in our constitutional history, because I am

sure Macaulay's glowing recital of them has

not yet failed to irradiate your memories.

Suffice it for me to avow the firm conviction

that while the Revolution of 1688 apparently

resulted in a mere transfer of the executive

supremacy of the realm of England from a

monarch deposed to a monarch newly chosen,

it was in reality a formal and final resumption

bv the people, through their representatives

in the Convention Parliament, of their ancient

heritage, the whole and entire supreme power

in the State. The Declaratioa of Right ma>-

be said to have been the symbol of a constitu-

tional
' reversion to type '—to use the language

of Biology-a getting back, so to speak, from

the pseudo-genus of Norman, Tudor and

Stuart times to the true genus of the Anglo-

Saxon epoch. From that time forward Lin-

coln's famous characterization of true pojailar

sovereigntv :

'

' Government of the people, by

the people, for the people," is practically,

although not theoretically, as applicable to the

bodv-politic of modern England as it is to

that of the United States of America.
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Now, with all deference to the contrarv
opinion of some great political thinkers I
would submit with some confidence that the
Revolution of 1688 did not, as they maintain
witness a delegation by the People to the
House of Commons '

' of the supreme power in
he State (a). It is true that, as a result of
the Kevolution, the executive power r,f the
(-: vn, as I have before pointed out, has be-
come vested in the Cabinet, but that is n<.t
the supreme power. The present position of
the Cabinet was never better described than in
the querulous remark of George II-' ' Minis
ters are the King in this Country" (6) As
the King lacked the ultimate sovereignty of
the realm so do the Ministers lack it now It
IS Parliament, in its three parts, that wields
the supreme power in the State, by the dele
gation and authorization of the people, im-
pliedly given or granted Never has this
great constitutional truth been more correctlv
stated than by Sir Thomas Smith in his Coni-

p. H8o"
^"'- " ** ^'™"'^ S''"'-' "i^t- <>f Eng. People,

(A) See Lord Mahon's Hist, of Eng. iii, 2,S0.
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monwealth of England (a), published a century

before the Revolution :

The most high and absolute power of the

realm of England consisteth in the Parliament.

All that ever the people of Kome

might do either in Centuriatis comitiis or

tn^utis, the same maybe done by the Parlia-

ment of England. . . . For every English-

man is intended to be there present either

in person or bv procuration and attorney,

of wha<- pre-eminence, state, dignity or

qualitv soever he be, from the prince (be he

King or Queen) to the lowest person of Eng-

land And the consent oj the Parliament ts

taken to be every man's consent."

And I may say, by the way, that in the

theorv that everv man is present in Parha-

ment! either in person or by representative,

lies the reason of that appar-itly hard maxim:

• ' Ignorance of the law excuses no one
;
m

other words, that a man shall not excuse his

wrong-doing bv pleading ignorance of the law.

It is apparent to the meanest intelhgence that

(a) Bool; ii. c^ip^
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that the law-maker cannot well be
breaker propter ignorantiam.

"Here", says Si. Frederick Pollock (a)refemng to the above quotation from Smith s

one of f^^
"^- ''"'"'• '^ "°^ ^>- ^"y Europeanone of the notion of sovereignty in its n.odernamphtude.- And Sir Frederick proceS "

show the fallacy of claiming suprenS
3 forthe House of Commons simply because i ca,prevent government from being carried on Inopposmon to its will. The House of Commo;"

cannot legislate by itself, and its abili tomould legislation by forcing its wishes Sponthe other constituent parts of Parliament isa matter of ,,ractical politics rather than ofsovereignty.

Father Time has ever manifested a relish
for irony, and the records of English constT
tutional history are not without fhet^^able side. Who can fail to appreciate £instance, the magnificent humour of the s tuation when George HI. a hundred years aA"more after the passage of the Bill of Right'

(.') First Book of jurisprudence, cap. iii, P„t 2.
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dismissed the Duke of Norfolk from the Lord-

Lieutenancy of the West Riding of Yorkshire

because at a certain dinner of the Whig Club

he gave as a toast: "Our Sovereign-the

People"! Charles James Fox repeated His

Grace's offence.and wasdropped
from the Privy

Council The latter episode is chiefly memor-

able to show the dislike that George IIL the

last of our monarchs to entertain the delusion

that EngUshmen might be ruled otherwise

than according to their will ever "-|anifested

toward Fox. In illustration of this dislike.

Lord Townshend said that when Fox kissed the

King's hand on becoming one of the coalition

Ministry of 1783, His Majesty "turned back

his ears and eyes, just like the horse at Astley s

when the tailor he had determined to throw

was getting on him." History also records

manv other instances of this unfortunate

monarch's chafing under the bit of popular

sovereigntv, among them the following .
Ex-

pressing himself in the presence of Lord

Chancellor Thurlow to the effect that he would

rather'retire to Hanove " than accept Ministers

or measures of which he disapproved, the grim



run /..in- .^.\d the king

becomes t.red of staying there
(„" '

ent^rXoro^/trsfyt-^-
divino doctrinaire inf .u

" ^""^ ^"''^

of State ^i;nrS^s^?S?r"
peared from our polit.cal historv then htZand successor, Georee IV -,ff„' u

"

hation of soul ^nT
"""'^'^ I^^''^"'--

aeainsttl^/
'"''"^' "^'""^ stmgglesagainst the unswerv ng- marr-Vi ,.<•

cat-rELcr^o-roErTr-

the ro>-al apparition it, Handet-
So like the King that w„s ;"

(a) See Mav's Ene Con,-, h-..
{h\ ru^ »

'-on^t. Hist, vo . . (ij(ft) Gladstone
: Gleanings,

i, .'js, 7,s.
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and prompt us to ask of it —

Why the sepulchre,

Whciein we saw thee quietly inurn'd.

Hath oped his ponderous and marble jaws

To cast thee up again '"

Listen to some thought-compelling remarks

on the present relative positions of Crown and

People by a Cambridge Professor, to whom I

have already referred in this paper, and of

whom I have come to hold the opinion that as

an exponent of legal history he has few equals

among his contemporaries. I speak of Pro-

fessor Maitland. He says :
(a)

"In the cnurse of the eighteenth century

it became a parliamentary commonplace that

all political power is a trust'; and this is

now so common a commonplace that we

seldom think over it. But it was useful.

Applied to the Kingly power it gently relaxed

that royal chord in our polity which had

been racked to the snapping point by Divine

Right and State reUgion. Much easier and

much more English was it to make the King

(o) Introduction to Gierke's Politic:il Theories of the

Middle .Xge, p. Nxxvi.
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Lack to the p„i„, f,o„ w^j^^ theX™

;..h.Ron,an..H,t„ve4^^^,*-;

wh«ve^Ss'r„fst7*"^'"«
K,. A 1

''•^^"''^es It in a vState, exercises it

' W f u°"
^^"^ ^'^^ people.- (a)

'

With these quotations I feel that I m.,-very safely rest the case for rtsol^g
(rt) Brvce

; StuHiP« .v. u- .

p. no. -
=""^'^'' '" H.storv :„„1 jurisprudence,

ij,

J
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People »} Great Britain w His Majesty the

I trust I am not presumptuous when 1 ven-

ture to think that the authorities I have mar-

shalled support to a ver>' satisfactory degree

the thesis advanced in this paper, which may

be recapitulated as follows, namely :
That

the maxim that 'the King can do no wrong'

is a constitutional dogma entirely out of har-

mony with the genius of free institutions with-

in the British Empire ; tha the history of

England shows that in all political crises the

maxim has been ' more honour'd in the breach

than the observance'; and, lastly, that it is

a • fond thing, vainly invented '
by the medi-

eval attorneys, presumably to further the

interests of their clients with the King. Yet,

notwithstanding the evidence I have given you

that the King is not superior to the law, that

he is not incapable of doing legal wrong, and

that he mav be deposed from his office by the

will of the people, the 7th edition of Broom's

Legal Maxims, published in the year 1900 (a)

calmly tells us that " the principle attributes

(a) Cap. ii, p. 33.
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HE L,lll- ,l\n 77//; f;,.V(,-

the law." ^'"S: subject to

Walter Bagehot. in his unique work on th.Constitution, says (b)
^^^

ment if she tried L "*^'^^'^'"R ^^gal argu-

'i.N Which of these powers are reall>'

(a) Inquiry into PreroR., etc.. p. :),W The Eng. Const., pp. .,s. ,^ ^,,^ ^„ ,

ill
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'""io ^»o« tor the last ttae ho„, Professor

''"TlTc whole Meal c„„cep.,o„ .< .he^-;
11,. ot ipa<;t above trie law,

eignasone^personaU^tlea^^^^^ .^^^^^^^^

as one personailv irresponj
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^,^

,^ent of the
^^[ j^^ honour of belonging

of those who have not the
.^ ^^ ^^^

to that profess-n. Be ^^ so
_

J f ^f tVip orofession that tne> lcih

credit ot the proic
without any

well-founded criticism of this sort
^^

^f cVinrk or dismay. uniiKc uic

sense of shocK or y
„„„turv doctrine, it

^a) Growth of Eng Const., cap. "i-

:l|
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they are not ashamed correct, u.em unon
conviction of error T*., „„ / ^

the splendid strlSure : ^::ShX;r
"^

Jncearenot,oingtohe'-d;sn;L:er^^^^^^^^^^^^
worthy servants of their country because "na moment of weakness, they builded"ne "fthe more ornamental parts of the edifice a htt^eworse than they knew.

I hav^ not been careful to explain that nn-observat,ons on the royal prerogative are just

to trtTt^ ^^:,^«^>-P°"^^'i" Canadfasto that of the mother-country, because that

intl's^Th 'T °' '""^ '^™' ^^" ^- -
''-

intersect the domam of colonial legislativepowers, are as amenable to parliaJcntin
control here as they are in En^lL i

"'''"*'^'^>

of whiVi, ^ ,•
Jlngland, is a matterof which every political student is cognizantBu our forefathers did not obtamthfproi^d

hind that declaration without a series of con
flicts which searched the vcrv marrow of L.tuff whereof they were made, Onh- m th

n n1. r? '°"'^ '"^>' '''-'' '-b-tN- be born.In Nova Scotia and New Brunswick we re-Peated, in miniature, the post-Conquest hil
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tory of constitution-building in England,

starting with a sort of Curia Regis, represented

by an autocratic Governor and his Council,

and ending with a form of representative

government which bears upon it the im-

press of the truest freedom. In Prince Ed-

ward Island the attainment of a similiar boon

was complicated and retarded by a system of

landlordism which reproduced some of the

worst features of feudal tenures in the middle

ages. In the two Canadas it was in the dis-

pensation of Providence that civil war should

lay its baleful shadow over the land before the

people would be privileged to greet the coming

of free political institutions in the train of

' white-robed Peace '. And so in these detach-

ed provinces were laid the foundation-stones

of constitutional liberty and self-reliance upon

which the great Dominion was thereafter to

be built by the genius of native statesmen.

Was not their conception of a federal State the

best possible cement to unite these segregated

political crystals ? And may I not also ask

if the world has seen much better nation-build-

ing than theirs, and that, too, in the face of
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Obstacles which to the „i„d „f ,he speculativepuMtcs. seemed wholly i„s„™„„„S"e ,

exaraj:^L"„T.t!;"r.trthrct--

represent the Sovereign People, (a)
'

*^'^

-f^ellShlfcl-uS-t-ht

Govi™'
™rte'''^pi-:ro;^°«ftli" '^ American theory of

Boats, II Allen at p. 102
^^' J' '" '''•'Kg'' v. Light
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God forbid ! We must not forget that wc had

Kings in the days of our purest democracy. A

hereditary King, with the checks and restraints

that hedge him about under the modernized

Constitution, is the very best sort of a Pre-

sident that our 'veiled reimbhc' can possit)!)'

have. We thus esca])e all the exacerbations

of periodical elections : and, on the other

hand, we have the advantage of the holder of

the office always knowing his i)lace—an in-

estimable c)ualit\-. for then we miss all those

ci-ude impolicies which usualh' characterize the

no\-itiate of the holder of an elective office.

Then, again, there is the consideration, not as

trifling as it would on the surface appear, that

with a hereditary aristocracx' still in the \-igour

of its prime like that of England, it would be

an anomalous and unfortunate thing for the

chiefest and most i)ictures(iue figure in the

social life of the nation to be constanth' chang-

ing its personality.

No, bevond a doubt the time has not

arri\'ed for a serious modification of our Con-

stitution touching its manifest head. Nor

need we citizens of this \oung Dominion be
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foMfu] c,f any fierce revolutionar^- upheaval "inthe uture, should the interest of the Brft sh

we hav e only to remember that history unfoldsa spendK, record of the self-controfand dfs

tmJ^^^itrs^rri'^'^r-^^--^'-
the threshod of ..?'' "'° '''"'^ "?""

l-e-huildlt ,tn hT'pasT'h"^"'"
'" ^"-

lack counsels of hopl'lJS,^^^^^^^^^^^

whereof ye arc.':
.

"

i n";i„n'nT''f'"'
">'"' "at,on it is

quKk, ingenious, and pierdn'"i,?r'°";''"'' '^""' ''« "f a

tlna Iniman capacity can soar "o."''
'''''''' "' "">' P"'"!-

to^eT"*^'^' ^^'^ —>• -ms itly

l^i^^lnu^l ^^g™^;J ^ -^^ and ptnssant nation
mvmcible locks; methinks I Tee hi '""P' ^"'I shaking her
""Rht.v vouth and kindlinJ her nnH ' 'T f^'^''''

'"^"•ing hermidday beam; purginranl nnJ """^"I'^'ed eyes at the full
at.the fountain UeTf of helvenh;"^- ''" '""'^-^''"^-'I'^iX
no,se of timorous and flocWnri?ifks'''fc/ ""'','= "•= ^^h^lc
'he t«.,hgh,, flutter about. a'm'a'IeJ' ..^["^^hl'tTh?';^..!'^'''''""^'
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It is popular sovereignty, as it was con-

ceived by the framers of the English Constitu-

tion, that will make the realization of such a

vision possible

—

"Nought shall make us rue

If England to itself do rest but trvie
"'

ill
I

I i

pi !



^'ODUS ET CONVEXno VIXCUNT
LEGEM.

W mS'f.h""""" '»"*-o«r ,„

»; i^e.; .«„,,„., viz that- .h'f"""'
agreement a«^ *i.

*"*^ form of

H^h the possibly it alltrr^S^Sfrom .t jauntily by Wharton (Lx xlvim
although the honours of transit tl. . ^•
be divided between i°*

,

^"'^^*'°" "'^y fairly
Detween the two commentators.

''"Iiw°"'^°''«°™"i^sr^
""''' --'" *°-

^err^ulft''
''^ ""''"X. custom ^ay make the law but not
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A more correct rendering of the principle

which the maxim seeks to embody is given by

Ulpian : "Contractus legem ex conventione

accipiimt" (a). But, taking the maxim as

couched in its familiar phraseolog)-, it is quite

obvious that a great deal of difficulty would be

avoided if the word 'vincunt' were translated

'secure' or 'estabhsh', as it properly may. In

no sense is it true that citizens may overrule

the law of the State by their jirivate agree-

ments,—' ' Privatorum conventio juri publico

non derogat" (b). But it is possible for the

parties to a contract to secure, under certain

restrictions, legal relations between each other

which are unique and peculiar—in other

words, the>- establish a ' conventional law
'
for

themselves.

The restrictions or limitations upon their

contractual freedom in this behalf may be

generally stated to be, first ; That the parties

cannot agree to anything in violation of any

express law ; and secondly : That the inter-

(a) Dig. xvi., .3. fr, 1,§ 6, and see Puffendorf, De Jure

ftc. V-. c. X-, S 'i. n- '
(h) Dig. .W, 17. 4,-,.

n.



mrtLir, ' ^^" "'^ invaded, the

currem phr^eology b„, i,s ,,ri,tc plecafbe

But b/„,iL'i'i b'7, T,rx,r,r'
find .ha. .his t.«do„ „, con! c.?3^;Sc.Sin these words • "Contra ;„.i.

'^, .'^^^^"'^^ed

i. IS, 3
^(a) Sec Ksettle v. .V<w«mA, 22 N.

(ft) DiK. .3, fr. i,>, a

V. at p. 2.-,2
; and Dig.
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derived from Ulpian's Ad Edicttwt, viz. :

Privatorum conventio juri publico nor de-
rogat."

In the Codex. 2, 3, C, contractual freedom
is restricted in this wise :— '

' Pacta quae contra
leges constitutionesque, vel contra bonos
mores fiunt, nullam vim habere, indubitati
juris est." (a).

The j)rinciple was also crystallized into a
regula of the Canon Law. In a work en-
titled : Les Regies du Droit Canon (6), we find

the following rule : "Contractus ex conven-
tione legem accipere o^::-.oscuntur". Dan-
toine thus freely translates the rule into
French

: "On doit juger de la qualite dun
contract par les conventions qu'il contient,
et qui sont autant de loix entre les parties."

In the course of his commentary on this

principle in the law of contract, Dantoine says:

(p. 465) "C'est d'Ulpien que Ton a tW6 cette
Regie. Ce jurisconsulte s'en explique pr6cise-
ment en ces termes : Contractus ex conven-

(a) And see Codex 2, .3, 29.

_ (6) By J. B. Dantoine, LL.D.. published at Lvons in
1 ( 20, p. 46.5.



i'""c legem acdpiunt. (Leg I Ui ff .vel contra) Ft ii au vit ^ '
'''^ ''"^'''

execute.- fkieletnt' U'"!r"
'^"^' ''^ ^'^^

-tre les parties danst contra^; 7' ''''''

toutes les conventions cmi le . ' '" "^^^

lutant dc loix entrr
^""^Posent sont

lur ) At „ ,,, 1 ^ ^b- — '
II- clc regul

conCentio: Te ;tut :,er
^^^^^^

parties quautant , ,

™' '°^' ^"^"-^ '^«

J-t.cee I'lraion r T '^""'°'™^
^ '-

qui est contraSl, bo:nerr"°^
^°"^ ^^

qui contient quelque tu^e ^nfin tl^
"

qui est impossible de fa t ou^T^
""^

cela demeure inutile p.
^^^^'-oit, tout

probatur et nulU,,. .
' '°^^''' ^^--•^1

,

fJ nuiitus est momenu' p*
servir de l'exDrp«;r.„

"lowm^j. Et pour me
Antonin-X^ ^.1"^^ '''''' ''

tiones, vel contra hJ ^"' ^"w^^^'"-

Pacte est nul nor, c 1

^'"^' tout

^tipuld une chose Ivf''"'"*
'°''^^"^ '•«" aChose ilhcte, ma.s encore quand il
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donne occasion au mal. Comme si Ton 6toit

convenu entre associez cjue Ton ne seroit

nuUement responsable de la perte des fonds

et des effets de quelque cause qu'elle jiut

provenir ; Si une jiareille clause 6toit valable,

elle donneroit lieu k celuy qui seroit mal

intentionn6 de pratiquer le dol et la fraude

pour s'enrichir au.t depends de la soci^t<:>, ce

que Ton ne doit point permettre". Most of

which, it is hardly necessary to point out.

entirely harmonizes with the modem English

law of Contract. Our law, however, does not

admit of a person escaping from the obliga-

tions of his contract by simply demonstrating,

by means of a syllogism, that what he has

engaged to do is unreasonable.

We have not been able to trace the maxim

in its present terms to an earlier source than

Bracton {De Leg. Angl.) and Fleta (a). In the

third book of the later commentary, entitled

De Donatione Conditionali, there is the follow-

ing embodiment of the maxim: "Modus enim

(a) Circa 1290. See a critical arraignment of the value

of this work in Pollock & Maitland's Hist. Eng. Law, vol 1.

p. 210 (2nd ed.)

lii
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legem dat
,

\7/(( l/V(7
\ / l.Ki.KM 22.'!

legem- .Vc
''"'". '""'^"^ ^' <^onvcntio vinamt

legem. ^uia,„ZZ' '""""'""' '' '"»"-«

'Hlunibrateri in the V.ieW '"^^"" ^««

we read: •• Pac uT'/" -

"™'' ^'- '^^^

legem vincit."
'

'^
• "Conventio

tiones, conditioneset ,;../"" ^^'^ conven-

donationum incidLf ,

"' '"°'^' ^'^^^-^i

continenti ' '" ^°"^tionibus, si in-

etdonatior r,
',

''"/'^g^^'" dant donationi

donatori et liran. .

^*
* exceptionem

") Ibitl.. f, i,j,^
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ipla re de persona in i^ersonam.''
f'^''^^^'^

Twiss, in his edition of Bracton, (Vo I p. 129)

ulnslates this passage as follows :

Ljkew^.

because conventions, conditions, and pacts

and different modes of donations, are incident

to donations, if they are forthwith applied

they impose a law upon the donation, and

they invalidate the donation and raise an

exception to the donor, and bind the persons

who contract, and oblige the thing itself given

Ind pass with the thing itself from person to

^^'"xreating of the old law of covenants, in

Chap VII p. 164, of Sheppard's Touchstone

the author lays down this proposition : 1

a lessor covenant with his lessee that he sha 1

Ld may have houseboot. hayboo\plowboot

etc., by the assignment of the bailiff of the

lessor, this is a good covenant :
and

>f ^^

seems it doth not restrain the power that the

essTe hath by the law to take these things

S hout assi^ment. But if the lessee d.,

covenant that he will not cut any timber, or

Sr without the leave, or without the assign-

ment of the lessor, this is a good covenant and



cat r™LirM.r^"^^^-"^-h like

written somewhere aboutTL k
.^^^ever.

.

reign of Charles I ! Ldlo^lT'T' '' ''^

the maxim in 2 ^.C. 73 h T""""""
*°

temporaneous Tht " ^'"^^^^ con-

as follows ItI ''''''^' ^"'^ '^^^'•'^d to is

and agreement of the nartt J, ^^
'°'''"'^"'

raise an use, &c " ^ ''^^^ P"^'^-- t"

theS.^S^S^;^^--foke applies

contract. befor^m^trneTr L^o^
°^

Law in this wise • 'Papt.
Common

rogantjuricommuni" ''''"""^^"°"d-

whJhTh^oraT/Ih; ^'^ °"'-^^ ^"*^-'-

-aningofthrL^I^VrSlJthZ":^
they establish that it is nnth ' ''"'^

Principle of the Roma^ law IX:.''" .'

more uncouth dress InX . "^
""""^

(a) 7 Co. 23b,

^1
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treasure-house by the builders of EngUsh law,

the s\ntactical disguise used by the plunderers

has only resulted in obscuring the meaning of

the principle as it stood in the original.

- \
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A Fantasy.

jf
NEVERrememb^o fine a Christmas-eve

snnw Iffi^'
'^'^^*' ^^""^ ^aTJeted with

TeiH^^^rstr"- ^'^^^^^-^^^^'

a cloudless sk" wM th k"77" "''"^ ^"

surcharged with ex^Ira^tLTprtp^^^^^^^^^^^^^
one w,„ted to crv- aloud for tL'ver'"o of U

Sie? 3'r ^^^ ^""^ ^^-- *° the ie-lp^L:

™n;;xtc?e^r^tundrir-^-^'
after dinger to watch, froLVe cLCSr

beneficent mfluences abroad in the'land
"

Just as the throng of merrv passers-bv w-,<bejnmng to d^inish, and I waL^kenlng „a sense of my solitariness, a voice broWp ,upon my reveries, with: '"Who Tthat in .,^

-dowPOit-svou.Winoughtr^i",t:
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the voice ]jri )ceeded, in ironical tones, to recite:

"A lawyer art thou ?—draw not nigh !

Go. carry to some titter place

'rhe keenness of that practised eye,

The hardness of that sallow fate !"

"O, indeed," continued the voice, which I

now knew to be that of my loquacious friend

Tredgold, "I am not slandering you at all!

What have >ou lawyers to do with the celebra-

tion of any Christian festival, much less that of

Christmas, which calls for the exercise of vir-

tues which all of you smother when you don
vour black } wns. Yc . remember who it was
who said :

'
, .'oe unto you lawyers

!"

"Tredgold,' I replied, "you are a fool; but
I shall not answer you according to your foilv.

To meet with any man in these advanced days
who thinks that the denunciation you have just

quoted had reference to any but the expound-
ers of the Mosaic law is enough to freeze one
into silence!"

A couple of my acquaintances who had just

entered the room laughed at this, and Tred-

gold said: "Ah, well, old man, don't get ex-

cited over it ! Come and have a glass of wine

I i.
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With us; and if you don't want us to regard
you as indulging in the symbolism of Christ-
mas-eve love and good-will bv so doing why
pour a libation to whatever deit^' you lawyers
attect m the pagan pantheon!

' Chacun h son
goat. y<ju know; that's mv motto'"

Disdaining further reply to Tredgold's
banter, I joined his little group around the
table, and drank the Christmas cup with all
the formalities peculiar to the Club There
after I played my usual rubber of whist, which
was finished just as the clock struck eleven
when some one who lived in the direction of mv
odgings asked me if I were going along, and I
left the Club with him. During ^he walk home-
ward my comimnion, who was an intelligent
man of the world, referred to Tredgold's chaiT
at the expense of my profession, and remarked
how singular it is that in these days of en
hghtenment the old-time prejudice against the
moral standards of the law is still so wide-
spread. "People seem to think, now," he said
that lawyers are Mwnecessary evils

!

"

I suppose it was the genius of the season
rather more than anything else that caused me
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to ponder over the subject after I had bidden
m>- companion a 'Merry Christmas,' and
turned into my lodgings. But certain it is

that when I had thrown fresh coal ujjon the
fire, lighted my pipe, and ensconced myself in

my favourite chair, I found my mind busy, to

the exclusion of everything else, in exploiting

a question which I fondly imagined I had
solved to the satisfaction of my conscience

some time during the first year of my service

as an articled clerk, namely, "Is the Law a
great and ennobling profession?" Many a time
before that I had wondered whether it realh-

had a raison d'Hre in the social and moral needs
of mankind, or if it were not merely an organ-
ized medium for the furtherance of oppres-

sion, deceit and all uncharitableness.

Now, oddh- enough, I have always found
the coals of my grate fire most helpful to me
in reaching a right conclusion in matters of

difficulty—my mind, l)y some process that
I could not begin to explain, induing their

sensuous elements of form and colour with cer-

tain logical values, which give me the cogni-

tion of truth or untruth just as efifectively as
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'i:

Several priests were in the ceremonial space of

the temple, at the south end of which burned a

fire of sandal-wood in a vase-like vessel, upon

which one of the priests, from time to time,

threw boi, or incense, whir^n exhaled the grate-

ful odour I had some time before become sen-

sible of. The ceremonial furniture of the

temple was of the rarest workmanship and

materials; while the ritual practised by the

l)riests ineffably appealed to the esthetic

side of my nature. But I was chiefly at-

tracted by. the literary and ethical beauty of

certain passages from their religious scriptures,

as recited from time to time in a musical voice

by the chief officiating priest. After listening

to several recitations in praise of their deity

and the cardinal virtues, my intensest interest

was aroused by the following :

—

"Ye sons of H6chad-aspa Spitama! to

vou I will speak; because you distinguish right

from wrong. By means of your actions, the

truth contained in the ancient commandments

of Ahura has been founded!"

Had this not some bearing on the question

which was agitating me? Was it not indeed a
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then there is no such mind anywhere, or at

least not much; and therefore we must choose

law and order, which is the second best" . . .

Once more I heard him speak, and it was to

give utterance to this splendid truth: "Is not

Justice noble, which has been the civilizer of

humanity? Hmv then can the advocate of

Justice be other than noblef"

And here I had the answer of Hellenic

culture to my question.

But again the scene is changed. Now it is

Rome under the dictatorship of Casar. In

the library of an unpretentious house in a

ciuiet quarter of the city—equally remote

from the place of his great forensic achieve-

ments and the vicinage of where machina-

tions against the ambitious Dictator were fast

gathering to a bloody head—I behold the

greate-it Advocate, and one of the clearest

intellects the world has ever known, seated,

and-busy with stilus and iabnlae. As he pauses

for a moment in his writing, I glance over his

shoulder and read:—" iw is the highest

reason implanted in nature, which commands

those things which ought to be done and pro-
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manner, yet all with uniform consent, ad-

miring her as the mother of their peace and
joy."

I was now beginning to feel that my doubt

had been resolved, but the mysterious power
that was operating within me had yet to pre-

sent a supreme and final test.

Before my vision there appeared a picture

of a fertile hill-side rising gently from the blue

waters of the Lake of Tiberias. There, sur-

rounded by His disciples, is seated the Divine

Man, who, during His earthly sojourn, re-

peatedly showed by His own example the moral

propriety and efficacy of obedience to the

supreme civil authorities. He is instructing

His chosen band of followers in the matters in

which all men must busy themselves if they

wish to inherit eternal life; and it is interest-

ing to observe the zeal with which they drink

in the meaning of His clear and simple teach-

ing. Anon, I seem to hear Him utter the

wonderful words of the Golden Rule, that

thenceforth was to lie at the base of every en-

during system of Positive Law: "Whatsoever

ve would that men should do to vou, do ve
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HYMN TO JUSTICE.

e lege, (idem rectumque colebat.

'TH J —Ovid. Met \ un

-Plato
: r*.. «^p„w^. i, 444

IgAUGHTER of sovran Zeu. the lord of

WhatW ;ra':stn t'h^^"
^ ''"'''^' *^™-

Honour and Prafi' Oh .."I
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Those happy d^- wSent;r "'^'^ ^^^^"
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Heaven !
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II.

Spirit of Justice, not all desolate

Didst thou leave Earth, thy whilom pleasant

home

—

For, as a star set in the ambient dome.

Thou beaconest to those who on thee wait

For light to thread the path of Duty straight.

And as the scent of some rare llow'r

Haunts its abode for many an hour

After its leaves to nothingness have come,

So what thou taughtest Man on Earth

Within his laws is shadowed forth

Through all the avenues of Time -

A spur and talisman of deeds sublime

!

III.

Great souls have gazed upon thy loveliness

From Wisdom's heights; and when the vision

rapt

Had sure unfolded what thou would 'st have

kept

As Right inviolate, that did they press

On Man's observance with supremest stress.

We hear thy note in Vedic song,

The Prophets bum with hate of wrong ;

"i A i
:
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To make her lodgment in the human heart.

Nor from that loved abode to e'er depart 1

'

'

Ah ! this is what Man long has sought,

The end for which his laws have wrought.

The goal and crown of all the soul holds dear.

Come, then, and bring us sweet surcease

Of wrongs that lung have slain our peace;

Come, and the day millennial bring -

Come usher in the reign of Christ the King !

|!'';'!
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f<UDOLF VON GXEIST.

(Obiit, 22nd July, 189.5)

she stands ^^ to-day

s?eSd^^^^'^°"'-'^— thy,i hast

From Earths low marge to the Fl,Wert ever true to Dn^'.l u '
"''" '^'"^^'

Not thine the s:o^d\:ti!Tr"'^
feared

^'''' th\- country

Thefiinr:ftrm"'"*'"^"^--
A prouder n eed

'!"' - '""""^ '"' "^"-
Thou wert nolt ?

P^'""' """'^ ^'^'"^ •'

wor.-:s;:;r;:;;,^-^-«^^t
feet sight ^- -^o^ I'er-

Reveals thee Justice on her citadel.
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HORACE GRAY*

(Obiit, September 15th, 1902)

(•riJIl^HAT time I look upon that fuU-arch'd

Qlj^ brow

And feel the magic of those eyes that

bum
A great Soul's beacon-fires, straightway I turn

My mental vision—pleased the while enow

—

Back to the days when England's law did grow

A stately fane beneath the master hands

Of patriot-lawyers—rare in other lands

—

Who loved their science and their country, too.

'Midst them shall Fame assign thy portion,

Gray !

Thou wert a lawyer of the English mould.

And prone to reason in the English way.

Know, then, where'er the Common Law doth

hold

The men of conmion s|)eech, there men shall

pay

Thee honour, as they pay thy peers of old.

* Suggested by a portrait of the late distinguished Judge
in the American 'La TV Rkview.
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CHRISTOPHER ROBWSOX.

(Obiit. a 1st (October, 1905)
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THE LAW A.\D THE MUSES.

(To a kindly Critic.)

-WN sooth, dear Friend, I'm at the end

II Of all my store of patience

Because the Bar is waging war

Upon my lucubrations.

What boots it all your critic soul

Doth find my verses killing.

When editors and creditors

Won't rate them worth a shilling ?

In vain I grace a leading case

With flowers from Castaha,

The Philistine will ne'er dechne

To dub the job a failure.

To me of late one came to prate :

• The law is hurt by banter ;

'
' A case in rhyme it is a crime

• • That should be purged instanter."

'
' Your causeries and parodies

" To me are flippant horrors ;



Dan Blackstone, too was ,n .,'
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INTEREST REIPUBLICAE UT SIT
FINIS LITIUM.

'%

Marriott v. Hampton
(7 T.R. 209)

(With apologies tu the tthudes of Meunt. Dumford & East.)*

IS Strange that clothes ])erform so

great a function

Through anthroj)ology's ]irogressi\'e

stages

!

In sooth they are but an embahning unction

To keep Man's manners for succeeding ages.

Whose archffiologists and other sages

(Drear revellers in wreck and rust and runes I)

Proudly expound them in most learned pages

And trace his lineage back to grim baboons

By dint of Fashion's pranks with his best pan-

taloons.

And mention of these garments cuts me short

From prefatory chatter at my ease,—

So fatal in things legal, where one ought

To boldly jjlunge at once in medias res-

For trowsers now I sing, and if it jjlease

• Mv theory of the facts is one sugjjestcH in Shirlt'\ '-

Lead. (as.. 2nd'ed.. 197.
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Receipt therefor—a most prudential plan.

Alack, he did not end what he so well began!

Flushed with high hopes of capturing the mall

By this new splendour of his nether man,
Back doth he haste unto his lodgings small

And there his toilet makes in shortest span

—

Pleased as a maid with beauty-patch and
fan!

Then, careless wight, among his billets-doux

And piles of litter of a kindred clan

The tailor's full receipted bill he threw

—

'Twere meet that such a deed should reap a

woeful rue !

Time passes on, and in the shocks of chanca.

Sartorial Hampton, meeting Fortune's frown,

Flies to his books and scans their drear ex-

pan ^^e

Of debts full hoary and eke outlawed grown.

His saddened eye casts the long columns down,
And many a sigh the while his bosom racks.

Till Marriott's name in debit side is shown
For trews late bought, and credit entry lacks I

Ah, now that tailor's mien of woe for Marriott

smacks !
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And sees the fatal bill ,vtr.al costs enhanced!
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(SheisnordlftTr^'^^^^'^^l^j.^^ot^ deaf, he thought, though she be

l>ed and lied!
'^e knave's both roh.
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Kenyon, C.J.: "'Your case in sentiment
'

' Is founded strong, but sadly lacks in law ;

' I am afraid of such a jirecedent.

" 'Twould ope too wide fell Litigation's maw
'

' If parties knew that they to Court might

draw

Some proof which they, through laches, did

omit,

' And open suits adjudged. That were a flaw

' Our system wots not—for, so it is writ.
'

' Interest retpub. ut finis Utium sit!
'

'

And all the puisne judges did agree

(As well becometh brethren great and small)

That Marriott must go thence and learn to see

The moral of the words their Chief let fall :

Which, put in simple phrase, is plain to all :

(Perhaps I've said it in my second verse

Yet, nathless, it is worthy a recall !)

That negligence in all things is a curse,

But negligence in law-suits .'—Well, there's

nothing worse!

iff
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I see a paper in thy hand,

A judgment dight with stamp and seal:

It holds ihce with a mystic spell.

Thy senses reel.

"A lady visited my shop,

A feme coi'ert—but not m>- wooing

—

Her eyes full bright, and purse full light,

Were my undoing."

"A golden dagger for her hair.

And bracelets, too, and jewelled zone,

I wrought for my fair customer

—

Their price I moan."

"Her promises lulled me asleep,

Her lord would pay—ah, woe betide !

The siren looked as she spoke true

The while she lied."

"Eftsoons 1 haled him to King's Bench,

(A fearsome thing—he practised there !)

But Benedict his wife's smooth sjjeech

Did straight forswear."
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Rpv . u ™^^* (""y bill was more UBeyond her station were these gaud/l
^^

All this he swore."

'>ot necessaries .
'

'

"Then tjiey found no' ag.„.;,
•

Of w,fe for husband ..nfv billIn law or fact, they handed dowi,A non-suit chill.
"

And this the paper in mv handA judgment dight with stamp and seal-It holds me with a mystic spell
'

My senses reel." '

2M

^ J
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SIC UTERE TUO UT ALIENUM NOX
LAEDAS.

Firth v. Bowling Iron Company.

L.R. 3 C.P.D. 254.

^|f LACK ! sweet Muse, not mine the high

/^\, emprise

To sing the cherished Ram of Polypheme,

The Zebu all good Brahmins jiatronize,

Nor yet the steeds of Phoebus's proud team

—

I sing the passing of Dame Firth's milch cow.

(A meet yoke-mate for Pegasus in ])low !

)

Defendants delved in mines of coal and iron

Beneath the jilaintiff's farm in York's old

shire ;

And, 'gainst the stra\'ing kine, they did environ

Their gaping ])its with fence of braided wire —

A sage device if well maintained, in sooth ;

A snare withal if left to Time's sharj) tooth !

Now iron oft is good for man and beast

When taken in the form called iodide ;

But in its common state, to sav the least,
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A'Vet/wascalled.skilledinhis

Is no fit lodger for a COW'S inside

-

p •
"'^^" «">• heroine had grazed her fill

Fron,swardbesprentwithlire.shef:n"uiteiU.

She died,

art.

heart !

'"^ '"°''" ^'^ ^^eel her

••Her pericardium's strung up to'CW.thw.e that erstwhUeUedth'e Bowling

^S/hetho''""?"^ ^

''^^'- '- '^- to-day

lands '° '"'^ "P"" ^'^ '—•
•
high'

:^And 'iJT'
' "'^'"^ "° '^'^hes doth ariseAnd PF./.o« versus Neu>hery applies r
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Per LiNDLEY, J. :
" We think defendants knew

'

' The woe their fence would work when waxen

old ;

'

' Their duty was to ke • it staunch and true,
'

' Nor let it knock the .yaintiff's cattle cold

"Unseasonably. Wv fences have their use,
'

' But not in wrestling with cows' gastric juice
!"

'

' Anent this case the law's plain to the Court"

;

[Though rhyme forbids the very words em-

ployed,

Yet have I not committed false report.]

" 'Tis couched in a sound rule, of doubts

devoid,

[Which writ in full above, just here may read

as : ]
'

' Sic utere tu' non alienum laedas!
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CONTRACTS IN RESTRAINT
OF MARRIAGE.

263

c
Lowe v. Peers.

(4 Burr. 2225.)

'HIS is a tale of by-gone ycars-
Of love and law and Newsham Peers.

• ^y ^^^'^ P^^^ents, fain would show.
Kate was a widow fair and fat •

Her age ?-IVe naught to do with that!
Her Newsham loved while he was youn.-A facile scnbbler. slow of tongue. ^
(And love-sick youth with pen and inkCan harm nself as quick as wink.?
Then must not Newsham dree his dreed 'For sealmg Kate this solemn deed

•^I hereby promise CathVine LoweWith none else to the altar go;
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But, should I wed another lass,

One thousand pounds to Kate shall pass."

O lackaday, and woe is me.
That man should so inconstant be !

He married- but the records show
That proud Dame Peers was never Lowe.

(In sooth he vowed to love till death
Not Kate but rare Elizabeth !)

She dried her tears, our Katy did.

When thus her lawyer Katy chid :

"Why wee[) ? A thousand pounds, I trow.

Is worth a thousand Peers or so !

'

' So dam your eyes !
'

' (that sounds profane
But, written out, the meaning's plain !)

Then, e'er his honey-moon has paled,

Wight Newsham to Westminster's haled.
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BMt AUxsp.ELD eyes the deed asknnc •Th.s cannot h-,ld by any chance;•

"a2uT.'' ?'','^' '" "^'"•'•y Kate.
^n<l>et,tojudge Peers celibate

T^s;s^Sshr"—

That Katy Lowe was out oVcourt.

-And thus the Httle drama wentTo make a legal precedent.

ae.?

il
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WIFE'S AUTHORITY TO CONTRACT
FOR HUSBAND.

Manby v. Scott.

(1 Levinz, 4 ; 2 Smith's L.C., 433.)

_^%OW love in a cot is a very good thing,

^2f And love in a palace is better
;

For Cupid's rare crown makes any

man King,

While Kings are made men by his fetter.

But the drama of life

With love in the plot,

And no blemish of strife.

Was not

The sweet lot

Of two people named Scott.

With madame's caprices by him ill-endured.

Their lack of agreement was crying
;

Faith, it seemed that their fortunes could only

be cured

By one of them skipping or dying.

So a chivalrous friend
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Was convinced that he ouj^ht
(tiuch evil to mend !)

To trot

With Dame Scott
To some halcyon spot.

^^ir'-^-'^^^^^^-^^^-t-K-ehapp,
Lived a life both sedate and serene
'^
teaT

''-''' '-^' '- i">-e than

Dame Scott reappears on the scene.
But Sir Edward he provedAn obdurate Scott •

Though once he had loved
He'd not,

% a jot,

E'er efiface his wife's blot.

""^trerbar^"^^^---^- Clothes

And Manby's rare silks suit her well :

lei,
"' ^'•- ^-by -pplv her sore

And send rude Sir Edward the bill?"

Ill
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Now that very morning

Mr. Manby had got

Formal warning

From Scott

That he'd not

Pay for any such shot.

But the goods were supi)Hed ; and a suit next

we see,

Testing rights of a wife in such cases.

Per Cur :

'

' The defendant is surely Scot (t)-

free,
'

' For where is an agency basis?

'

' The wife can't have credit

'

' When husband says not

—

"And he's said it!

'

' So Scott,
'

' Bid ye wot,
•

' Takes no scath from this plot."

H;
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dog-lav: DOG.\fAS.

26!)

'• DOGS AXD TRESPASSI-RS
(Sarch v. Blackbvrx, 4 C & P o,,^

)
/^/^7X..,.. Co.„ra „oc.„u„. U;u-r. .,„..

, ,,, ,„^„

TJ SI.VG the old Ford watchnian
: (WhatJl better name than Sarch

And this dog's tale unfolds to us how doggersmay he dogg'd.
"^KS^rs

Def^cU.t^was a .ilkman
;
an ,st his pat-

How nulk and water coalesee, he Ke„t a canine

To fright away all trespassers
; an.l up th.slegend nailed • '

•• Bew.n-e the dog!--
a

s,gn before all heartsbut Sarch's quailed.
"Harts

'W not so much that Sarch 's nerve pro-claimed heroic breed,
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As that the plaintiff in his youth had not been
taught to read.

One summer mom, his duties done, the plain-

tiff left his beat,

And plann'd to cut through Blackburn's lot
and save his weary feet.

In vain kind Phoebus threw his rays on that
portentous sign ;

Unletter'd Sarch maintained his march past
pigs, and fowl and kine.

The kennel's near, yet no one warns— the men
are in the mews,

A moment more and Towser's tetth are fasten-

ed in his trews !

Though homespun's tough, 'twas not enough
those sharp teeth to enmesh

;

A lucky Shylock Towser proved—he got his

pound of flesh !
*

By no exercise of poetic license mav a dog be set
down as able to remove a pound of carnous tissue at one fell
bite, hence we feel it incumbent upon us at this juncture to
unhorse the reporter from Pegasus, and bid the latter go to
grass, the former to prose, so that Sarch and his cause may
he reported aright. See Note on this case, post, p. 278

If-' 1*
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"• """^ ^^'^''TER m DOG-LAW

^^^O. Useful Muse, f.on, your PieHan

Sirius ' •

'^°"»^ «"> star's not

^°^e' but clear ,n Beaven.)
What dearer theme th^r, ,i

Man loves them Tl^ChT °"'"

^l"
^^^^^-?

curs.
''°*'^ thoroughbreds and

Perchance they've sonk
sayPsUW ,-1 ""^^'•"^^^•don't

But dogs at Commnr, t
'' nuisance,

j!
Hone!t truthX^XTnrtr ''"'

f£rfi!5^«^ «c,„. the cases say '"•

{a)//«Wa.v.r,„Ha«,H8Mass.'«,5.
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Down from the time of Sir John H(jlt, C.J. (a)

"Bad law," you cry, with Towser at your

call

:

'

' Yet law," replies his owner with a laugh.

You go to Court, the clog is cleared amain :

'

' He's bit but once—and may not bile

again" ;(b)

"A dog, forsooth," (thus runs the Court's ad-

vice)

"Is mansuete till he's lunched upon you

twice !"(c)

But after that he's no experimenter, (d)

He's ferus, and you set uj) the scienter, (e)

So far from mercy then the dog recedes

He may be hung for his carniv'rous deeds. (/)

And in his dining he can't wait for curries,

A half-hour's fatal 'twixttwo single worries, (g)

Nor, if provoked to make Vjite ' number two,"

Will that avail to shield him from his rue. (h)

I
> I

{a) Mason v. Keeling, 12 Mod. ;iii2.

(6) Fleemiiig v. Orr, 2 MacQ. H.L.C. at p. 25.

(c) Ibid., at p. 23.

(d) Heck V. Dyson, 4 Camp. I'JS; \'rooma>t v. Lawyer,
13 Johns. (N.Y.) 33!l.

(f) Spring Co. V. Edgar, 9i) U.S. at p. (>.">4.

(/) Per Lee, C.J.. in Smith v. Pelah. 2 Strange 12U4.

(g) Parsons v. King. S T.L.R. 114.

(h) Smith V. Pelah {supra) ; Fake v. .-\ddicks, 4.^ Minn. 37.

imu'n



- /""'•^'' f'ncc T.nvser l.ites h.

There t(. assist thr. ,1,-
^ "i" t ,

Thusthe.^::;i^^.':;^:;;;7-ha.„ed,

27.-;

lie

(")

Iflambmen.Iniaykill!'

todamn
:

""^ ours

G"e voules-voiis? PeHpi r'
femme )

^ "' metliode de

.

'"dge but let him be in wnrri^n.«,„.„^e bitten when thj; :;;;'•

, (5yZ.^.&'7&K. 7.2,
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A judgment's thei ; sans ])roof of the sci-

enter. (a)

But trespassers at night fare not so well,

They risk the canine being kir 1 or fell, (b)

The' when yoit trespass, with your dog ap-

pendant,

His bite will throw all burdens on defendant, (c)

E'en harbouring a dog you do not own
Will mulct you if his viciousness be known, (d)

EPILOGUE.

And so the doctrine runs at Comnion Law,

When mortals suffer from the canine jaw.

So, be he bitten, 'tis beyond dispute

A man is worser oflf than a dumb brute.

For when of sheep your dog proves a tormenter

The plaintiflf need not set up the scienter ;

You're liable by statute, and are fined

Whether you knew the culprit fierce or kind.

The moral is : Guard Towser all you can;

But when he bites, prrty let him bite a man !

(o) Sm«7(!«v. torrf. i4Sc. L.R. 148; MnUerv.M cKesson ,

73 NY. 195.

(.6) Sarch v. Blackt urn, 4 C. & P. 297; Loomis v. Terry,

17 Wend. (N.Y.) 497.

(<r) Beckwith v. Shordike, 4 Burr. 2093; Green v. Doyle,

21 111. App. 20S.

(d) McKone v. Wood, 5 C. & P. 1; Wood v. Vaughan,

28 N.B. 472

I
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But paraphrases w^t , S'
"- ""'^ ^°"^

"'II H. C 0^-t' you read.

II.

Dost doubt my orthodoxv.?
»ee Cote on Littleton.

III.

Qui prior est teinnore r,^*-
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IV.

Dc minimis non curat lex.

'Trifles the Law doth not regard"

A maxim strange, in scwth ;

If \)<)nr, Ro steal a pound of lard,

And test \our chance for ruth !

Multitudo imjjeritorum ]>erdit curiam.

"\/hen ignorant attorneys swanu

And ply their business in a Court

The Court itself must come to harm '

'—

That's what this proverb says in short.

VI.

Judex est lex loquens.

"The Judge on the Bench is the mouth-piece of

Law '
'

—

That's a matter we seldom consider
;

If the brain of the Law's in the Bar then the

jaw

Ma;, wag at its pleasure forever!
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Note on Sarch v. Blackburn.*

tTk^^em^Tandifoneintheact oi trespassing upon such

te^iZZZ^nby L do,. Ue Has «ori,>uojacuo"a^^«^

tllJZer But the learned Chief Justice sa.d that a man has

""

*in tte* United States it is no defence for the defendant

tiff was at the time trespassing uHui>
17 Wend fN Y.l

for the purpose of hunting (Loomts v. Terry. 17 ^end. 1:n^« J

497 ; or of^ng b^-s (S;..r;»' v. Bart/.y 4 Sneed [Tenn^]

58V or for no particular purpose
(^'^-'''V.i

" It in

^mith fNY] 574). Concerning a householder s right. ,n

!» raMo^rotect his grounds, Cowen, J„ said " Lo^m.^^

?f , «^^ "As asainst a trespasser, a man may maKe

Zl^^ due care -confine Mmsel to -essit^^

rh^eitred'-rast";-^^^^^^ -- - 1:
To ice that the instrument of mischief is in the way. See

the Quebec case of Dm^urand v. Pt«sonnault (7 L-C-J- 13U.

J -^r^ under the Civil Law, but enunciating practically the

l^^e doctrtet that of the above cases in the American

Courts.

• Ante,~p. 270.
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CHE publication of r/jeP„,/,.,„ , „

mmd us that the English Bar h"-

perhapsiSer;WnT%
his professional conneo7 ' ^'-' ''"^°" "^

Portant CanadianTsrSfortheTr™-
Committee of the PrivvP^f Judicial

a high place in the es iS r"' '
^"^'''^ holds

and literati of hisna^ 7,f
'"^^ —ts

books, and withal can finH . I
'^^'°'' °^ his

performance of the d^,. !
^°'' '^' ^^'^hful

Parliament. Tobead^'t^ " '''"'^'- ^'

delivering a series of Sf' '^
^'^^ ^°"°"'- °^

the University of EdtS T''
^'''''''' before

intellectual fiLi that "? " ' '"'''^'''^ "'

--^en:^;\-Si;x;ss
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scholarship ; and for the choice to fall upon

one who plays a busy part both at the Bar and

in Parliament is a distinction indeed. To give

some idea of Mr. Haldane's contributions to

philosophy and literature we may mention, in

addition to the work referred to, his Essays in

Philosophical Criticism, Life of Adam Smith,

his translation (in collaboration with Mr.

Kemp) of Schopenhauer's Die Welt als Wille

und Vorstellung, and Education and Empire

published in 1902. This is a catalogue fit to

be the product of a life-time, but Mr. Haldane

is a young man yet with many years of useful-

ness before him in the ordinary course of

nature.

It is just such a case as Mr. Haldane's that

emphasizes the difference between the English

and Canadian points of view with regard to

the expediency of limiting the lawyer's intel-

lectual activities to the domain of the law. In

England it has never been a deterrent to pro-

fessional success to be suspected of hterary

leanings, or to be known to devote a portion

of the day to walking 'studious cloisters '
out-

side the jurisdiction of Themis. In Canada,
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and to a rprfo,\, ^ 283

there is arunraSnt"'
'" ^'^'^"'^^^ ^^ates.

'literary lawyer 'and clfT'r ^^''''"^t the
of him who

' '^''"*' ^h>- at the door

•Murmurs near the running brooksA mus,c sweeter than thet™;;.

but are in no wise fparf„i t .

fortunes to one.t11 ^^S"' r
^'^ '^^^^

enterprise which kilk rr^l
Po'-tics-an

anything else I k''^TfT '^^^^^^ ^^^n
the case for Hterar- Zi.

^^'"^ ""^''^^ ^een

ticaldalHanceon the nlT'l^T
"*' ""^"'"^t poH-

than in the foIWi 7^ ^^^-^^tter put
choose his opportunitlc ! ^ '

°"e ^an
when other !ngT,2lZ d7'"f-'

^"' ^^^^
he who is influenST^?-""'/'"'^- ^ut
^o^ent to call his ow" He

^''' '''' '^^ "«
keep regular appoinTmentf "o"'

"''^ ^"^
much his business ,s int. ,' .

'"''"^'" ^'°^

besides this, he cLLn f ^'^ "'*
' ^"^

able hours in priva^T ".'P'"'^' "^^">- ^"alu-

njning and m^'^^::^'^^:^ ^^^..r.
who takes literature inVf! ^ '

-
^''^ lawyer

'led horse' has much
°' P^^'*''^^ as hismuch more command of his
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time, and unquestionably much less exhaustive

drain u])on his vital energy."

Bolingbroke in his day found cause to

chide the 'mere lawyer,' and counselled those

who would devote themselves to the province

of jurisjirudence to approach it by the 'van-

tage-grounds ' of metaphysical and historical

knowledge. When one casts his eye over the

illustrious roll of savants and authors who
have adorned the English Bench and Bar from

Bacon to Mr. Haldane, he is ashamed of the

provincialism that hedges about the ambitions

of the profession in our own country, and is

constrained to urge a prompt widening of our

horizon in this respect.

' 'There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy."
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verse, and so were those of Char ^ondas (See Gihhf,„v
'\^'^^^- Law «n«i

-cord that -rane/e'nrEHnrh
regularly entrusted vthth? ^'°''' ^^''^'"^

1-s-and not ^ii^^^^^ST'^r' ''''

results to the judicial h.rH ^^ '"''ff'^st

fortunateh- on one n '

'° '' *' ^^''^- ^n-
so prodigiously in

1'''"°" ^ f'"'-^' -red
certain f.ri:,trrt^hTr"f"^^
authority determin^^ 1 ^ legislative

the sweet sfnge^ "f th, /"' '''''' ^° -^
This was, no doubt tth "'' '""^*'""«-

of prosv Judgments It ^^'""l"^
'^^ ^^^ --

however hatX t
™"'* ''^ remarked

duce the desSedtnro"''
""' "°^ ^^'^°">- P™'

havebeenlcrnTorrpTJj-^r.^^^^^^^^
't .s true, felt himself impd ed to H T"'h's muse after he entered

*° ^''^"^on

- more forma, than real! as'let::£:
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suggest in this book. Again, one of the
most illustrious lawyers of our own times

—

Sir Frederick Pollock—is wont to put aside

frequently his learned researches, so that he
may refresh the real inner man with the

waters of Aganippe. Baron Alderson was
given not only to waggery but to Weggery.
Lord Bowen translated the Aencid while he
was on the Bench, badly enough it is true, but
the demerits of the translation are not to be

attributed to his legal training. 1 hen there is

t^e case of Sir John Davies, the firsl reporter

of Irish decisions, of whom Wallace ("The
Reporters," p. 229) says " he was one of those

rarely found men to whom Heaven gives

genius." Death robbed him of the Chief Jus-

ticeship of England under James I., but could

not rob him of the splendid fame accruing to

him from his poem '

' On the Immortality of the

Soul," written after he had gone to the Bar
and had become a busy member of Parliament.

By the way, it would do none of us any harm
to read that noble poem if we have hitherto

neglected it. It is capable of restoring our

faith in more than poetry.

^\
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,

present themselves t^ Z " '•"" ""'

maxim Tgnorantia Icgis ncmi f.nem ^^"«a/ is the chiefest In .
°""

Judges and comSteL"' """*"" ^"^"'^h
would in no wise see nn

"P°" '^^ ^^^'^ ^e
preconceived opinion Tr'"" '° ^'^^"^^ ^is

ability. Whv ^r '° '^' ""^'^ >"scrut-

%n,anbeTound:or°"'^' ^^'^^' ^^-^ a
and lawyers o'eeastreith'

'""^ "'^" ^"^^-

clemonstrab^.are^jranTofT^^^^^^

this doctrine tl£roTerSerrr°^
PJoneer law-builder... '""^^ °^ °"r
though ingeniouS3;/;^,^. "^'^' ^"""3-.

in Y.B. 39 Edw. I T p"
J'

'. '?"* '''^^'''

no person should excu.rv ?.^ ^^^"^ that
of the law, because even. t''"^^''.^°'-

'^°'----
ever, person is represented
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in Parliament and so assents to the laws there

made ! Some two centuries afterwards old

Christo])her St. Germain, in his Doctor and
Student (see Muchall's ed., ]). 250), declares it

to be a first principle of Enjjlish law that

"ignorance of the law ('thoujjh,' he naively

adds, ' it be invincible ') doth not excuse" ; and

he thereu])on proceeds to exjiound its reason

in much the same terms as are to be found in

the Year Book above cited. Now, jjuttinjj

aside the consideration that the fallacy of

this reason is demonstrated in the fact (so

much truer then than to-day) that but a

small port'' n of our law is of Parliamentary

origin, such an hypothesis must be held un-

tenable bimply by reason of it being founded

upon a most novel and unwarrantable ex-

tension of the doctrine of Estoppel.

In the case of Lansdown v. Lansdown, de-

cided in 1 730 (Mos. 364), Lord Chancellor King

is reported to have said, without exploiting

the principle of it, that the maxim only ob-

tained in criminal cases, and did not apply to

civil suits. But that, as Holland says (Jur-

ispr., 7th ed., p. 95), is clearly not the law.
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^" that cnncIusi,r(K ' "
'' ^'"'' '" '"""np

'^^ion in Wllnc v. Lundcv IT' .

^"'"' "''" '''-

'•^^'^ain, been hcl
:''''

''"'•''"^h.'.s. in
the ron„non Law court' """f

''''"''^' '" '''"

the cases Uy down
,°"'*'-^>-^t few. if ^nv, of

that i^noran^eeoahetrr '"'"' "^"^"-•''-

^™tful discussion bjj'sn";!"'
'"^ ^^"'^^'^

En"it3- as at laJ r
' ''' "^"ch observed In

'"deed, granted relief in""'''
°^ ^^"''>- ^ave.

has suffered bv h '".T'
T^'""^ ^^^ I-rtv

-ch cases will be flu "dot ''" ^ -^'^^ -"
grounds, connected nl ", T"'"'^'^'' ^^^er
but in respect of vvh ' .

p"' "'^
exercised tie risht to nt.

'""-' ""'' ^'^^-^^'^

--epresentation, undue S""'"^'"
'^"'^^ '' "^i^"

stu-pri,e.
""" '"^"^"'^e, imposition or

Austin (P,,,, ;^„^

.

'"^"'-
'•. I>p. 481-
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482), while criticisinjj thf reason for the n-.le

given by Blackstone, ileclares the real reasf)n

to be that if ignorance of law were admitted to

be a ground of oV)jectioii,
'

' the Courts would

be involved in (juestions which it were scarcel>'

possible to solve, and which would render the

administration of justice next to inii)ractic-

able." That is, of course, making it a matter

of evidence, and basing its reason entireh- on

the difficulty of affinnative ])roof. Judge

Hohnes ("The Common Law," ])p. 47, 48)

combats Austin's theory, and says "the tnie

exjilanation of the rule is the same as that

which accounts for the law's indifference to a

man's particular temi)erament, faculties, etc.

Public poUcy sacrifices the individual to the

general good."

Even the Roman jurists, lo whom we are

indebted for this rule of law, did not clearly

apprehend its reason. In the Digest (xxii. (>, 9)

we find the maxim so exjiressed
: '

' Regula est,

juris quidem ignorantiam cuique noc^re" ; and

its reason expounded in this wise [Dig xxii. 6,

2) : "In omni parte error in jure non eodem

loco, quo facti ignorantia, haberi debebit : cum
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n^axim purelv and '^r '"- ""''^"'- 'J^'^

What thev sav „Z ' "'"" '"''"''^^"^^'

'o'- the law can ami ^"" '"'"''^'"^'''•

(Cf. Hunter's Lr d 7'p' '" ''" ''^""'^^

ed.. p. 00,.) How "i :
'^""^"" Law,- ,rd

cognizes whata m»k / jr
"^ '"^''t when one re-

to bnng so artificial a nnsf,,^ .
,•

""'''^'''

the practical elunent n V "' "'" '^'''""

the Civil Law "'•'«I'«ence (-„>«) in

Au^:-:^r^^i-^^'*-dtothin..Hat
«ays that the rule is I "'' "' "^ ^^'" '''« he

the law. If it Ttho ''^''"^'"'^tration of

wheel of jusf^e turns
7°' T"" ^^^'^^ ^^e

-uffideit^^LrS^ffTrt^""^'''^"^^
"lan in the street.

''''"'" '" 'the
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j*Jf|R. Edward C. Strutt, litterateur and

Tttt|, art critic, some time ago had the

good fortune to ])ick uj), amongst a

lot of old literary trumpery at a Vjook-stall in

Rome, an autograph letter of

Qrotius the celebrated Hugo Grotius to

scripait Isaac Vossius. I believe that

any one who has given some

attention to the study of International Law

will be glad to read this missive from the hand

of him who may well be styled the founder of

the science. Mr. Strutt says that the writing

is very small and cramped, and occu])ies but a

little space of a large double sheet of paper,

folded in the usual manner and sealed with red

wax. It will be obsei-ved that Grotius refers

to the famous feuds that were then in progress

between the Uterati of the time, mentioning

amongst the belligerents his friend Salmasius,

with whom our own Milton was shortly after

to wage Homeric conflict over the lawfulness

of the execution of Charles I. Indeed this

epoch witnessed a veritable literary aceldama.

where Titans did each other to death. It is
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''

common with v-. ,
"'** '^S;e. In

Rreat sch.sm of hr"''
'' *'°"^^^ ^^at the

been lenient with 4 3™^ '""' '^^^

matters which <]irl n T °P'"'°" '"

essentials o the n .
'""'"""'^ "'^°" the

best modern writ" rs of f"^-
'^'"^ "'^ ""^°*" ^^^

-ntemporarv, M^ge e^l dh""^ '"' ^'''^

of erudition.' "^ ^™ ^ "^^^ster

Here is Mr. Strutfs treasure-trove-

pro pl: in^ri dl w""'"""°— -Gra„a. ha,.„

R-unt, pn,.a sunt qul^u Wt" '^"""' ''"^"*- <-™-

tantun, fa,nam vindicasse .Irt 'V^"'"'
'"'" ''''^''

Salmasio. Mem ille Hoius P, ,.,
*^''"'*'<"a" voluisse D

contra ,,uos scribituf. oTrZjl I
""""" '•"'«<=" '"'"-'n.s

Parabolae Evangel.cae plerae ul ?
°'''"^''"'" E^^'«"" fuit^
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probari. Livius Gronovii non dubito quiii publico futurus sit

utilis et grutus. Ad Hteras cl. vestrae in quibus erat folium

Anthulogiae, responsum mihi per D. Appelbonium. Velim

servari formain chartae (luac est in Hobaeanis et in Excerptis

de Trag(jediis et C'onncdiis. Cetera omnia vestro arbitratui

permitto. Deus claritudinem vestram cum optimis mihique

venerandis parentibus diu sospitet.

Lutetiae xviii. Martii MDCXLV.
Clar. Vestrae S*aJiosissimus. H. Grotii.'s."

/Jlp^HE opinion is frequently expressed by

IcI ^ the older portion of the Bar that

votaries of the ' New Law Learning

'

(which term I understand is to be taken to

indicate the Law School, or 'sci-

Broken entific,' system of professional

Idols training)display an unseemly and

splenetic interest in belittling

the claim levied upon the veneration of poster-

ity by those giants of the Common Law, Coke

and Blackstone. The profane hand of the

latter-day vandal, they say, is busy with de-

struction in our legal pantheon—majestic
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roo!^' T^ 'r"'"
^'' '''^'"^' demolished to n,ak

J

crediting one o hi le.;/
''• '''^ '" '''^-

" Some of tZ u ^ I"-opo«'t>ons, savs :

nnt f^ / ! " magtstn, will be foundnot to be right." Buller, I (3 T R •i4sof4W ,35
:

••! think thtuLtparfol^S

ever ; / .?°'- * ^- ^•'^^^ '"^'^^'-ks
: "In

to BloTr"' "
"''^'^ ''^ f-"d himself." As

-wr EiS^rs^----;^
h- "a feeble reasoner and a' conf^sS
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thinkcr."Lord Redesdale (1 Sch. & Lef. 327)

once obsen-ed :

—
"I am always sorr\- to hear Mr.

Justice Blackstone's commentaries cited as an
authorit},-. He would have been sorry himself

to hear the book so cited. He did not consider

it such." Now this list of adverse criticisms

might be very appreciably augmented in re-

spect of both authors without straying into

the fields of the ' Xew Law Learning,' but it

is not to my purpose to do so. That j)urpose

is effected b\- collating the above o])inions

merely, which, I submit, clearly exonerate

modem preceptors o,^ the law from the charge

of initiating iconoclasin at the expense of old

and unimpeachable authorit>-. The pity is

that in Jurisprudence there should be any at-

tempt at apotheosis of authority ; for when we
look abroad at the other sciences we find that

there are no names that stand for perpetual

infallibility, but that sooner or later the time

comes when the whilom brightest reputation

can do no more than feebly and fitfully beacon

to posterity over the chill waters of forget-

fulness.

El
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fact, now beginning to be recognized b\- the

Caucasian world, was em])hasized Viy the Bud-

dhist over 2, ()()() years ago." But we do not

expect to see a practical ' animal jurisjirudence'

such as M. Engelhardt speculates about, until

the millennium has first ended 'man's in-

humanity to man.' I suspect that the hard-

headed votary of Themis to-day wovild look

upon the advocate of such a propagandism as

Goethe's
'

' Werther
'

' exhumed, or, ])0ssibly, an

impersonation of the
'

' Sentimental Shepherd
"

of whom the humourist sang :

"I sits wid me toes in a brook
And when they ax me :

" For why ? '

'

1 hits them a tap wid me crook—
'Tis sentiment kills me. says I

!"

.OME time ago a prominent man of

letters in England deplored the decay

of sound sciiolarship in the Imperial

Parliament ; and really, when
Scholarship one compares the speeches of

at the Bar present day members with those

delivered at Westminster a cen-

tury ago, he is compelled to become an encom-
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that his quotation was rijjht, ami I'uhency

accejjted the challenge subject to the arbitra-

ment of Mr. Hardinge, the scholarly Clerk of

the House. The Clerk decided against Wal-

pole, who immediatelv- threw the guinea to his

learned adversary, who, deftly catching it, held

it up to the House and exclaimed :

" It is the

only money I have received from the Treasury

for many years, and it shall be the last !

"

What is true of Parliament is equally true of

the Bar—indeed the former must needs take

its vogue from the latter, seeing that it so

largely recruits its ranks from the gentlemen

of the long robe. The golden age of polite and
philosophical learning, so far as English law-

yers in the mass are concerned, began with

Sir Thomas More and ended with Lord Broug-

ham— truly a long period. There are a few

great scholars in the profession to-day, but

they are scholars despite the methods under

which they were bred to the Bar. There are

many of the profession who sa}^ that this de-

cadence is a mere phase of modernit}' which

the law is pass ng through in common with

other branches of human activitv—in other
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of the English B;.r have made their jjaramount

fame—is nuwatlays, in this country, velejjated

to the shysters and ' l>rilliant-failure ' men,

with a few notable excejitions which only

serve to emjihasize the general correcttiess of

my statement. There exists, then, a crying

need for reform. But where shall it begin ?

Mr. Speranza, the writer of an interesting

article in the Popular Science Monthly for

FeV)ruary, 1000, on the "Decline of Criminal

Juris])rudence in America,
'

' seems to be of the

opinion that the initial ste]) might be taken by

the law-schools in the direction of a radical

scientific reconstruction of their curricula

touc^^ing the subject. But, while this would

undoubtedly be helpful, we think a more

thorough amelioration might be achieved if

the legislature would endeavor to luring the

criminal law itself into touch Vvfith the scientific

advancement of the times, and so make it a

province in which the thoroughly equipped

specialist might find interest and emolument.

It seems to us that then, and not till then, will

the odium populi concerning the criminal law-

yer become effaced, and the lawyer who is a
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t(» reclaim the trialefactor, hut which, in many
instances, have increased criminality. \Vc

seem to have forj^otten that education plays a

latxe part in the refcjrmation of the criminal.

But the su])erficial reformer points to the

excellent features of our criminal code as com-
pared with the state of the law at the hcKinninn

of last century, and airily bids us to fret not at

the law's unavoidable delay, hut be thankful

for our ])resent grea' dvanccment in dealing

with the repression of crime. UndouVitedlv

we have progressed, hut that is no reason why
we should rest on our oars when so much
remains to be done.

Besides this general arraignment of the

method of the criminal law, sjiecific in-

stances might he given of its practical defects.

I shall content myself with the mention of but

one such defect. The test of criminal respons-

ibilitx' which our courts are bound to apply is

that formulated by the judges in McNaghtcn's
Case (a), which may be stated thus : The
ability of the accused to distinguish right from

wrong at the time of the offence. The judges

(a) 10 CI. St. F 2(K).
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possibility' of crime being committed under the

duress of an insane delusion operating on a

human mind, the integrity of which is destroy-

ed or impaired by disease, except, perhaps, in

cases where the imaginary state of facts, if

real, would excuse or justify the act done

under their influence." A purely artificial

test established over fifty years ago nia\' hard-

'Iv be expected to have the approval of the

latest scientific research.

Of course I am aware that this medico-legal

dogma while having been adojited as law in

some States of the American Union, has else-

where been violently oppugned as tending to

facilitate pseudo-defences to indictments for

crime, and, consequently, to promote escape

from legal punishment. But with the exactness

of diagnr'-is now possible to the psychiatrist,

the chances of successful deception on the part

of the accused are extremely small ; and again,

no advocate of the scientific test of criminal

responsibility suggests that any involuntary

malefactor should be allowed to roam the com-

munity at large while there are insane asylums

properly open for his reception. Many
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was hewn in the Roman quarries. The writ-

ings of Bentham and Austin had prior to this,

it is true, stimulated in England the study of

the historical and philosophical phases of Juris-

prudence ; but they were hard reading, and

sought their constituency in minds of an

academic cast. Sir Henry Maine, on the

other hand, jilaces the treasures of his learning

within the reach of all sorts and conditions of

men in the profession. The scholar here finds

an explication of the recondite sources of

modern law which disarms his criticism, and,

for the most part, compels his assent; while

the busy man of affairs, who can only employ

his spare moments in expanding his knowledge,

is led over a broad and pleasant path to the

desired goal, without having to flounder

wearily through mazes of crabbed text and

morasses of laboured foot-notes, which un-

settle rather than inform the average mind.

So, we repeat, it is to Sir Henry Maine that the

honour belongs of broadening the views of the

profession in England as to the history and

philosophy of the law. And what Maine so

admirably began has been zealously forwarded
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ance bv the thousand and one ills that the mid-

summer denizen of the city is heir to, we

extend our heart-felt sympathy. Few of us

have reached such a stage of altruistic develop-

ment that we can rejoice in the fact that while

our own ears are maddened by the shrieks of

the street-railway curve, or the bravuras of the

factorv siren, our best friends are listening to

the thunder of the surge upon some cool At-

lantic beach, or being lulled to delightful

siestas bv the music of the birds and the other

harmonies of the fields. But woes of any kind

are onlv aggravated by meditating upon them.

It is a fatal mistake, for instance, to read and

ponder Schopenhauer's dif: iribe against 'Noise'

when one is suffering from an attack of the

nerves. Le bon temps viendra ! And in the

meantime we perspiring ones are not alto-

gether in desperate case if. perchance, we num-

ber among our clients the proprietor of an

automobile livery.
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ish persecutions and slavery in Spain, Sar-

dinia and elsewhere, well-known to students

of history, M. Giron arrives at the eighteenth

century, when, he says, the ancient severity

of the laws against this long-sufTering race

began to be relaxed. In 1715 Abraham Aaron

was admitted to the rights of a burgess in the

City of Antwerp, and, later, this privilege was

accorded to one Jacob Cantor. In 1758, how-

ever, the Belgian Jews received a set-back in

their social progression by the decree that

profession of the Catholic faith was to be a

condition of admission to the rank of burgess.

This restriction was removed by the Austrian

Government in 1769. M. Giron further points

out that while so late as the year 1753, when
George II. proposed to Parliament a measure

for the naturalization of the Jews, the low-

class Londoner met the proposal with the dual

cry :
" No Popery ! No Jews !

'

' yet they ob-

tained the rights of the burgess in London in

the year 1830, and the full privileges of Eng-

lish citizenship in 1858, thanks to the effcrts of

that distinguished scion of their race. Lord

Beaconsfield. In France the Jew secured a
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Jf AWYERS familiar with the old English

19 reporters will recall many curious com-

ments by them upon the judges and

judgments wherewith they had to do, which

would be considered highly un-

Tho Oddities conventional, to say the least, if

of Beportine indulged in by the reporters of

our own times. For Instance, we

are amazed to hear Sir Harbottle Grimston,

the son-in-law and first editor of Croke, an-

nounce that he has taken tipon himself "the

resolution and task of extracting and extricat-

ing these Reports out of their dark originals"

[his father-in-law's hand-writing !], and to hurl

at the ' dark originals ' aforesaid the vituper-

ative, if classical, epithet of 'folia sibyllina.'

Then, perchance, if one's researches take him

into 4 Leonard, 198, and 2 Rolle, 87, he will be

astonished to find that a certam point of law

was •
' agreed by the Court, and affirmed by the

Clarkes;" and his wonderment over this anom-

alous court of appeal will not subside until he

resorts to Lord Bacon's essay on' Judicature,'

wherein it is set down that
'

' an ancient clerk,
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ancient or iTKxJern times, I unhesitatingly

pronounce the gauclteric of the reporters of the

Supreme Court of Georgia, at p. 631 of 6.5 Ga.,

to be paramount. In reporting the case of

The Western & Atlantic Railway Company \.

Jones, at the place where English and Cana-

dian re])orters are wont to put their caption-

lines, we find the following legend ; "Jackson.

Chiet Justice, W05 prot'iJentially[!] prei'ented

from presiding i.t this case.
'

' I venture

to say that no plea based upon the idiosyn-

crasies of the English tongue would avail to

save a Canadian reporter from the wrath of a

judge whom he had subjected to so libellous

an innuendo.

^H
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contt'Dtiiin, we would draw attention to the

following statement by Professor Maitland , in

his essa\' on Lejjal Historx-, in Traill's Social

England, i, ]). 173. S]making of the social pro-

gress of the Saxon ])eriod he says,
'

" As a

matter of fact we had not to work out our own
civilization ; we could adopt results already

attained in the ancient world. For example,

we did not invent the art of writing, we
adopted it ; we did not invent our al])habet,

we took the Roman. And so again -to come
nearer to our law we borrowed or inherited

from the old world the written legal document,

the written conveyance, the will. The written

conveyance was introduced along with Chris-

tianity. . . From the days of ^thelbert

onwards English law was under the influence

of so much of the Rfjman Law as hud worked

itself into the tradition of the Catholic

Church."

It is not to be doubted that the law of

Rome was the paramount and only system of

law in Britain while it was a portion of the

Roman Empire. Messrs. Pollock and Mait-

land seem to argue ("Hist. Eng. Law." i, p.
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But, jierhaps, the most telling argument

against the view that the Roman Law found no

important lodgment on English soil is the fact

that the High Court of Admiralty since its

establishment in the fourteenth century has

exclusively administered the rules of Ci\'il Law
together with maritime customs.

It would seem that the weight of authorit>-

is against Messrs. Pollock and Maitland's

opinion in this matter. Quandoque bonus dor-

mitat Homerus.
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bargoed Cafrania as that above referred to.

(See Dig. 3, 1, § 1, in Galisset's Corpus Juris

Civilis). It would seem, however, that not-

withstanding this ban upon female pleaders,

the study of the law was regarded as a becom-

ing pursuit by educated women in the reign of

Justinian. Testimony of this fact is to be had

in the following epigram by Agathias upon the

death of his sister Eugenia, translated by Lord

Neaves in his notes to the fourth edition of

Lord Mackenzie's
'

' Roman Law '

'
:

—

'

' Blooming in beauty and in song before,

Skilled in the splendid truths of legal lore.

Here hid in earth Eugenia's seen no more.

Venus, the Muse, and Themis, at her tomb.

Cut their fair locks, in sorrow for her doom.'
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'YjfT is commonly believed that the wig,

II bands and gown have constituted the

forsensic habit of the legal profession in

England from time immemorial, but the fact

is they came into vogue at a

wig, Bands comparatively recent date. The

ind Qown white linen bands are a survival

of the prevailing fashion amongst

gentlemen at the time of the Commonwealth.

The short wig dates from the Restoration ;

and '

' thus it happens," says Mr. Inderwick in

The King's Peace, {a)
'

' that by a very perversity

of conservatism, that head-dress, which in the

seventeenth century was worn alike by kings

and courtiers, by clergymen and soldiers, by

Jeffreys on the bench, and by Titus Gates in

the dock, has become in the nineteenth century

the distinct characteristic of the advocate and

judge." Mr. Inderwick is also of the opinion

that it was not until the middle of the reign of

King Charles I that counsel under the rank of

Serjeant took to wearing silk or stuff gowns,

and thus became 'gentlemen of the long

(a) P. 20.1. '
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CHOSE who have read Robert Louis

Stevenson's auvre posthume "Weir

of Hermiston" will be interested in

Mr. Francis Watt's sketch of the hero's father

—Braxfield, the 'Hanging Judge'

The Hansins —pubUshed in the New Review

Judce for 1896 ; and if they were at-

tracted by the pleasant little role

played by Lord Monboddo in the story, and

desire to learn more about this eccentric judge

and savant, they should read what Mr. F. P.

Walton has to say about him in the Juridical

Review for the same year. Stevenson takes

liberties with both of these judicial personages,

—Braxfield being made to appear just a little

more brutal than he was in the flesh, while

Monboddo is indued with a sweetness of dis-

position far more abounding than Dr. Samuel

Johnson at least would have credited him

with. Mr. Watt avers that many of the extra-

ordinary stories told about the 'Hanging Judge'

are apocryphal. We may also mention, by

the way, that the Lord Advocate for Scotland

not long ago wrote a letter to Mr. Sidney
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<V|j|E are all proud of the splendid axiom

ig^ of our law that "England is too

pure an an- for slaves to breathe in;"

but we are a]3t to assign the date of its enunci-

ation to a much too early period

Slaves In in the development of our legal

England system; This august phrase was

first uttered by the judges in

Cariwright's Case in the eleventh year of Eliza-

beth's reign (a) ; but the principle that inheres

in it did not become a sociological factor in

English history until some time after that.

The Anglo-Saxons imported the practice of

slavery in its worst forms into Britain ;
and

we are told that under their domination the

peasants were sold like cattle, and given away

as presents whenever their masters felt inclined

to be generous, (b) Even that great reformer.

Alfred, was not able to secure a larger better-

ment of the condition of the serfs than subsists

in his enactment that a Christian slave, if

lo) Rushworth's Hist. Collect,, vol. 2, p. 468.

(fc) Cf. Stubbs, Const. Hist.. 4th ed., i. 83; and 1 Kem-

ble's Saxons, 199.
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" Maxims," (a) harbours the delusion that

villeinage is part of the law of nature ;

while Sir Edward Coke (6) with apparent relish

defines the status of the villein under Magna
Charta to be somewhat below that of the brute.

In Sontntersett's Case, Mr. Serjeant Davy,

arguettdo, (c) makes a witty commentary upon
the axiom which is the subject of our present

enquiry. He there says :

— '

' The air of Eng-

land has been gradually purifying ever since

the reign of Elizabeth." In that case a negro

slave was brought before the King's Bench

upon a habeas corpus, and after hearing argu-

ment the court discharged him from the

custody of his master, whose ship was lying in

the Thames. The report of the case is a valu-

able repository of learning on the subject. It

is to be remarked, however, that in the year

1827 Lord Stowell did not find that the air of

England had become so surcharged with the

ozone of liberty £ to enable him to declare

that where a West India slave had accom-

(o) Reg. xi.

(i>) 2 Inst. 28.

(c) 20 St. Tr. 79.
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^OTWITHSTAXDINO an h. .nest desire

^iL to do justice to the memory of Sir

Kdward Coke, I am continually hav-
injj my dislike kindled against him by meet-

ing with examj)les of his small

____^_^ . jealous\- and -caddishness such as

Ook* '"^ lollowing. Bemg presented

with an autogra])h coj.y of the

Novum Organuin (Instauratio .'l/a(;«a),he wrote
under the great j)hiloso])her's autograph:

—

"Auctori consilium.
Instaurarc parus vcterum documcnta sophorum,
Instaura leges justitiamqueprius :

"

while over the device of the ship passing under
the pillars of Hercules he inscribed the sorr>-

couplet :

—

"It deserveth not to be read in schools,
But to be freighted in the ship of fools."

However it seems to be quite in accord

with the eternal fitness of things that Bacon
should be roasted by Coke ; but beyond all

doubt the former will be 'chewed and di-

gested' by reading men, when the latter has
burned wholly awa}- on the ash-heap of for-

getfulness.
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ions of commentators upon this code, and to

previous decisions thereunder, that a sort of

usus fori, or customary law of the courts, has

grown up under the name of ' Juristenrecht.

'

Again, Art. 5 of the French Civil Code, pro-

hibits the judges from j^retending to lay down
general rules when giving their decisions ; but
there is hardly a French decision that one

takes up where he does not find the judge

repeatedly referring to ' la doctrine et la juris-

prudence,' and also discussing the case from
what he designates ' le point de vue juridique.

'

It is idle to say that these opinions and ' points

of view' do not exercise an important influence

in the determination of new cases as they

arise ; and it is difficult to see how, in the

result, this custom materially differs from the

English mode of deferring to precedents, no
matter how strenuously that principle may be
disavowed in theory. But this by the way.

After all said and done, English judiciary

law is but a nios artificii, a usage of the trade,

so to speak. For, as in every other department
of human activity, there have, perforce, grown
up certain recognized canons which govern its
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The reasonableness of judiciary law being

thus conceded, the question arises, how far are

the judges justified in exercising their un-

doubted authority to prescribe the law where

the legislature has not spoken ?

In the older repositories of the Common
Law there are to be found many judicial tours

de inain, superimposed upon the process of

making precedents by, to use Sir Matthew
Hale's ])hrase, "illations on anterior law;" and
the resultant harvest of indisputably new prin-

ciples is therein garnered. But courts now
honestly endeavor to remember that their

office is jus dicere only, instead of grandilo-

quently talking about this wise limitation of

their powers, and, at the same time, using it

as a cover to screen their excursions into the

forbidden and seductive field of law-making,

as their forensic forbears were wont to do.

In Wehh v. Rorke, 2 Sch. & L. 666, a case

decided so late as 1806, Lord Redesdale said :

" If a case arises of fraud, or presumption of

fraud, to which no principle already estab-

lished can be applied, a new principle must be

established to meet the fraud ; for the pos-
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to abide by what I find to be the law, whether
it has been promulgated on the record of the

statute, or of the court, and to leave the legis-

lature to alter it, if alteration be required."

Furthermore, we may observe that of late

years the courts have persistently refused to

supply a casus omissus in m Act of Parliament,

no matter how manifest the omission may be
;

and they have generally declined to extend
the operation of an Act beyond the plain

meaning of the words used (See Meharg v.

Lumbers, 23 O.A. at pp. 59, 60, and author-

ities cited).
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phrase it as to present-day litigation as a
vvhole m Canada by saying: "If a multi-
plicity of apjieals were impossible, this would
not be an undesirable country to liye in."

(i|IKHE privilege of a party in an\- legal

X^ proceeding, who feels himself aggriev-
ed by the decision of the court of first

instance, to appeal to a higher court carries

Criminal "^ ^^"^^ *° *^ "''^'^ beginning of

AppMia at
^"tish institutions. '

' I may
Common Law *^^""y ^Y plaint to the foot of

the throne," was the proud boast
of the medieval suitor.

In the time of the Anglo-Saxon kings the
Witenagemot was the highest court of justice
in causes civil as well as criminal. The late
Professor Freeman was able to show (a) with
great clearness, that in respect of its judicial

(a) Norman Conquest, v., pp. .386, 387.
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' magnum concilium,' or Parliament (a). Speak-
ing of the appellate jurisdiction of the House
of Lords, Blackstone says : "The House of

Peers, which is the supreme court of judicature

in the Kingdom, has at present no original

jurisdiction over causes, but only upon appeals

and writs of error
; to rectify any injustice or

mistake of the law committed by the courts

below. To this authority they succeeded of

course upon the dissolution of the aula regia

[curia regis]" {h).

In the earliest records of ParUament we
find petitions to the King to remove causes

from the ordinary Common Law courts into the

House of Lords, but the only judicial proceed-

ing by which matters of a criminal nature
could formerly be brought there was by writ of

error: (Arch. Crim. Prac. 197). Proceedings in

error, which ultimately became the regular

medium of appeal from the inferior to the sup-

erior courts of Common Law, had their origin

in the thirteenth century. In Bracton's
'

'Note

(o) Cf. Denison and Scott House of Lords Practice.

(b) Comm. iii , c. 4, p. 56.
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yon said :
" If it were fit that parties should

be restrained from bringing writs of error, the

legislature must interfere. But, by the con-

stitution of this country, every subject has a
right to have his cause reviewed by a court of

error."

In 1705 the question was deliberately con-

sidered by the judges of the Queen's Bench.
In 2 Salk. at p. 504 (Reg. v. Paty), we have the

following report of the matter : "And now a new
question was started and referred to the judges,

whether the Queen ought to allow a writ of

error in this or any other case ex debito justitm,

or ex mera gratia} And ten of the judges were
of opinion that the Queen could not deny the

writ of error ; but it was grantable ex debito

justitiw, except only in treason or felony."

In commenting upon Reg. v. Paty in R. v.

Wilkes, (a) Lord Mansfield says :

'

' This opin-

ion in the 3rd of Queen Anne has made a great

alteration as to outlawries in criminal cases

under treason and felony. In a misdemeanor,

if there be possible cause, it ought not to be

denied : this court would order the Attomey-

(a) 4 Burr, at p. 25.'>1.
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by verdict, and provided no question of law

has been reserved for the Court of Crown Cases

Reserved, under 1 1 and 12 Vict., c. 78. It must

be a defect in substance appearing on the face

of the record, and not contrary to the record,

for the record is an estopfiel : R. v. Carlile, 2 B.

& Ad. 362; Ex p. Newton, 24 L.J.C.P. 148
;

and it must be a final judgment. But iti no

case can the writ be issued until the fiat of the

Attorney-General therefor has been first ob-

tained (Short & Mellor's Crown Office Rules,

314,317). The Attorney-General has discretion

to withold a fiat : In re Pigolt, 11 Cox. 311.

An appeal from the Court of Appeal to the

House of Lords on a judgment upon a writ of

error can now only be had by leave of the

Attorney-General and upon petition (The

Appellate Jurisdiction Act. 1876, sees. 3,4, 10

and 11).

So it will be seen that recent legislation

instead of enlarging the 'old right' of appeal

at Common Law has rather been in the con-

trary direction.
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